
The ongoing expansion of variable renewable energies is only reasonable if their intermittent electricity 
generation can be effectively integrated into not only the power sector but also the transport sector and into 
the supply of space and process heat. To achieve this, the energy system needs to become more flexible while 
also being able to cope with changing weather influences. This work investigates how these demands can be 
met while keeping the total system costs of a future German energy system as low as possible.

In an integrative approach interdependencies between all implemented technologies and sectors of the 
energy system are depicted in hourly resolution. Special attention is given to power plant ramping behaviour, 
the variation of up to five different weather data sets, the implementation of driving profiles and charging 
strategies for electric vehicles as well as to the heat-controlled or power-controlled operation of heat 
generators in combination with thermal energy storage.
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Abstract

The German Federal Government committed to drastically reduce its greenhouse gas

emissions as part of its climate change mitigation strategy. This will lead to an increas-

ing deployment of variable renewable energy sources (VRE). However, the expansion of

VRE is only reasonable if their intermittent electricity generation can be effectively inte-

grated into not only the power sector but also the transport sector and into the supply

of space and process heat. To achieve this, the energy system needs to become more flex-

ible while also being able to cope with changing weather influences. In this work, load

balancing options for the German energy system are analysed based on an enhancement

of the Renewable Energy Model REMod. The model is designed to determine a cost-

optimal configuration of the energy system under consideration of an exogenously set

limit of energy-related CO2 emissions. In an integrative approach it depicts interdepen-

dencies between all implemented technologies and sectors of the energy system in hourly

resolution. Special attention is given to power plant ramping behaviour, the variation of

up to five different weather data sets, the implementation of driving profiles and charg-

ing strategies for electric vehicles as well as to the heat-controlled or power-controlled

operation of heat generators in combination with thermal energy storage.

According to the results, highly flexible gas turbine power plants are becoming increas-

ingly important as the expansion of VRE proceeds. Power plants that require several

hours of start-up time exhibit yearly efficiency losses of up to 6% of their nominal effi-

ciency increasing their emissions and making them less profitable over time. Furthermore

plant operation and configuration of the energy system are substantially affected by un-

derlying weather data. It is found that calculations based on one specific data set exhibit

variations in costs and system configuration of up to 15%. Random data distribution

over the observation period favours the refurbishment of buildings, the installation of

more efficient technologies as well as the deployment of hydrogen-based technologies.

An analysis of the motorised private transport shows that battery electric vehicles are

a promising option to achieve the set emissions reduction targets, especially when they

are charged in a controlled way. As for the supply of space heat and domestic hot water,

heat grids and electric heat pumps represent key technologies to achieve the emission

reduction targets. The controlled charging of electric vehicles and the power-controlled

operation of heat generators with thermal energy storage by demand-side management

(DSM) is found to be increasingly beneficial to the energy system as the set CO2 re-

duction targets become more ambitious. It is shown that part of thermal power plant

generation capacity, stationary power storage systems and Power-to-Gas plants can be

substituted by DSM. Power curtailments as well as imports of electricity or synthetic fu-

els from abroad would be decreasing. In addition to lowering the total system costs, it is

found that DSM efficiently integrates power generation from VRE, reducing Germany’s

energy dependence on other countries.



Zusammenfassung

In seiner Strategie zum Klimaschutz hat sich die Bundesregierung dazu verpflichtet seine

Treibhausgasemissionen drastisch zu reduzieren. Damit verbunden ist ein fortschreiten-

der Ausbau fluktuierender erneuerbarer Energien. Dies ist nur dann sinnvoll, wenn

die dargebotsabhängige Stromerzeugung durch fEE sowohl im Stromsektor als auch im

Verkehrssektor und für die Bereitstellung von Raum- und Prozesswärme genutzt wird.

Um dies für verschiedene meteorologischen Bedinungen zu gewährleisten muss das En-

ergiesystem flexibler werden. In dieser Arbeit werden Flexibilitätsoptionen im Deutschen

Energiesystem System basierend auf eine Erweiterung des Regenerative Energien Mod-

ells REMod untersucht. Das Modell ist konzipiert um eine kostenoptimale Zusammenset-

zung des Energiesystems unter Einhaltung vorgegebener Höchstwerte an energiebed-

ingten CO2-Emissionen zu identifizieren. Dabei werden Wechselwirkungen zwischen

allen implementierten Technologien und Sektoren des Energiesystems in stündlicher

Auflösung erfasst. Im Fokus der Analyse stehen insbesondere das Anfahrverhalten

von Kraftwerken, die Variation von fünf verschiedenen Wetterdatensätzen, die Imple-

mentierung von Ladestrategien elektrischer Antriebskonzepte sowie der wärme- oder

stromgeführte Betrieb von Wärmeerzeugern kombiniert mit thermischen Speichern.

Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass durch den Ausbau an fEE hochflexible Gasturbinen an Bedeu-

tung gewinnen. Kraftwerke mit mehrstündigen Anfahrprozessen weisen – bezogen auf

ihre maximale Wandlungseffizienz – eine durchschnittliche Reduktion von bis zu 6% auf.

Dadurch erhöht sich deren spezifischer CO2-Ausstoß und ihre Wirtschaftlichkeit nimmt

ab. Der Einsatz der Kraftwerke sowie die Zusammensetzung des Energiesystems sind

von den berücksichtigten Wetterdaten beeinflusst. So weisen Berechnungen welche auf

nur einen Datensatz basieren untereinander Variationen in Gesamtkosten sowie Technolo-

gieanzahlen von bis zu 15% auf. Eine zufällige Streuung verschiedener Wetterdatensätze

über den Betrachtungszeitraum erhöht den Anteil energetisch sanierter Gebäude sowie

die Installation von effizienteren und wasserstoffbasierten Technologien. Des Weiteren

wird gezeigt, dass batterieelektrische Fahrzeuge eine Schlüsseltechnologie zur Erreichung

der Klimaschutzziele darstellen, insbesondere dann wenn diese kontrolliert geladen wer-

den. Bei der Bereitstellung von Raumwärme und Trinkwarmwasser spielen hingegen

Wärmenetze und elektrische Wärmepumpen eine zentrale Rolle. Das kontrollierte Laden

elektrischer Fahrzeuge und der stromgeführte Betrieb von Wärmeerzeugern mit thermis-

chen Speichern gewinnen insbesondere bei ambitionierten Emissionsminderungszielen

zunehmend an Bedeutung für das Energiesystem. So kann durch Lastmanagement ein

Teil der ansonsten erforderlichen Kraftwerke, stationäre Batterien, Power-to-Gas An-

lagen oder der anfallenden Energieimporte reduziert werden. Damit trägt Lastman-

agement nicht nur zu einer Reduktion der Gesamtsystemkosten und einer effizienteren

Integration von Strom aus fEE im Energiesystem bei sondern auch zu einer geringeren

Energieabhängigkeit Deutschlands von anderen Ländern.
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1 Introduction

For the mitigation of climate change, the international community has agreed to limit

global warming to maximal 2�C compared to pre-industrial times [1]. In terms of CO2

emission reduction targets this should lead to a GHG-neutral world economy between

2050 and 2100 [2]. To contribute to the GHG emission reduction, the Federal Govern-

ment presented its energy concept for a clean, reliable and affordable energy supply in

2010 [3] which was confirmed and further detailed in the Climate Protection Plan 2050,

released in 2016 [4]. The Climate Protection Plan 2050 contains specific goals for the

individual sectors electricity, buildings, transportation, industry and agriculture. Fur-

ther, the total GHG emissions shall be reduced by 40% by 2020, 55% by 2030, 70% by

2040 and 80% by 2050 compared to 1990 values. However, according to current studies,

including the climate report of the Federal Government itself, the GHG reduction target

set for 2020 will most likely be missed1 by roughly 8% [10]. There are two main reasons

for that. First, the energy demand in almost all energy-related sectors is increasing. For

instance, in the building sector this is due to a trend towards more households, larger

living spaces and less members per household or in the transport sector, where tech-

nical improvements are compensated by traffic growth [11]. Second, the greater part

of the energy utilised in these sectors is based on fossil fuels, such as natural gas, oil,

and coal [12]. This is shown in figure 1.1, illustrating the development of final energy

consumption in Germany over the last ten years, divided into four sectors: (a) space

heat and domestic hot water (b) process heat (c) transport, i.e. road traffic, shipping,

aviation and rail traffic and (d) electricity, where all electricity applications are included.

The pie chart shows the distribution of the energy-related CO2 emissions in 2017. With

85% to 90% the energy-related emissions account for the large majority of the total

GHG emissions [12].

1 In 2014, the national action plan 2020 and the national action plan energy efficiency (NAPE) were
released with the aim to achieve the climate protection targets set for 2020 [5,6]. While the stipulated
measures lead to a higher reduction of the resulting emissions (32% instead of 29%), it is presumed
that they are not sufficient to ensure the set emission reduction target of 40% compared to 1990
values. This is why the Federal Government is already working on a new climate protection law,
which should legally ensure the set climate protection targets for 2030. The law draft should be
presented in spring of 2019 [7–9].
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Figure 1.1: Development of energy consumption in Germany and share of fossil fuels over
the last ten years, subdivided by end-use sector. Other fuel types include
firewood, sewage sludge, mine gas and waste heat. The pie chart describes
the distribution of energy-related CO2 emissions in 2017, subdiveded per
end-use sector. The sectoral division is based on the REMod model. Own
illustration based on [12–14].

As shown, over the last ten years the trend in energy consumption, as well as the ra-

tio between fossil and other fuels, have remained mostly constant. This also applies

to the distribution between the depicted sectors, ranging between approximately 20%

(electricity and process heat) and 30% (transport and space heat and domestic hot wa-

ter). As for the energy-related CO2 emissions, it is revealed that the electricity sector

accounts for 33%, while the transport sector, the supply of space heat and domestic

hot water and the supply of process heat amount to 29%, 23% and 15%, respectively.

This underlines that in order to achieve the planned emissions reduction targets set

by the Federal Government of at least 80%, and wherever possible 95%, below 1990

levels, all energy-realted sectors need to be included in the analysis. This is why over

the last years the focus of studies analysing the transformation of the German energy

system has increasingly shifted from sole consideration of the electricity supply to the

integration of all sectors [15–20]. All these publications suggest a progressive electrifi-

cation of all sectors, for example by introducing electric vehicles in road transport or

electric heat pumps for the supply of heat, in order to achieve the climate protection

targets. However, this is only reasonable if renewable energy sources provide a substan-

tial contribution to the total generation of power. The Federal Government aims to

increase the renewable share of gross electricity generation to at least 80% by 2050 [3].

The current development shows that their share is constantly growing and amounted to

approximately 38% in 2018 [21, 22]. To increase it even further, in January 2019, the

coal commission suggested a withdrawal from coal power between 2035 and 2038 [23].
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Various analyses of the electricity generation costs of variable renewable energy (VRE)

showed that substantial reductions were achieved over the last years. These reductions

are expected to continue, mainly due to technological improvements, competitive pro-

curements and the rise in experience of project developers [24–27]. According to [24],

most renewable power generation projects commissioned in 2017 already exhibit electric-

ity generation costs which are at the same level as fossil-based power generation. Recent

research [15, 17, 19, 20, 28, 29], considering a CO2 reduction of at least 80% and up to

100% compared to 1990 values, propose an installed capacity ranging between 160GWel

and 610GWel, corresponding to 1.62 to 6 times of today’s installed capacity [22].

However, the shift to power generation primarily based on VRE is only meaningful if a

large share is integrated effectively and efficiently in the energy system. As a consequence

of their intermittent generation of power, one key challenge will be to increase the systems

flexibility on the demand and the supply side. According to [31], this means improving

the systems ability to respond to the variability and uncertainty of the residual power

load3 within the limits of the electrical grid. The introduction of controllable system

components is necessary to produce or absorb power at different rates, over various time

scales and power system conditions [34]. In Germany, as of today, differences in power

supply and demand are mostly balanced by pumped-storage power plants [35]. This alone

will not be sufficient when considering an ongoing expansion of VRE [36]. Additional

load balancing options need to be taken into consideration. In [37] load balancing options

for the German energy system are identified and classified into eight categories4. On

the power supply side this concerns flexible power plants (including cogeneration of

heat and power) and flexible biomass. On the power load side it includes Power-to-

Gas and Power-to-Heat technologies. Another option is the curtailment of VRE, which

however, due to the legally determined priority feed-in for renewable energy remains as

the last option [38]. Finally, short-term power storages, such as pumped-storage power

plants or stationary batteries, and demand-side management the industry and in private

households can contribute to the balancing of the electric load in either case. While the

mentioned load balancing options are for the most part well researched individually, the

question remains what role they may play as part of the energy system. The contribution

of this work is to assess load balancing options under consideration of their interactions

of other technologies as well as all energy-related sectors of the German energy system.

2The expansion of renewable energy sources in this case is considered on a european level. This means
that especially photovoltaic systems are deployed regions with higher irradiation conditions, such as
in Southern Europe, which restricts their deployment in Germany [30].

3Within this work the residual load is defined as the electric load minus the non-dispatchable generation
of power, according to [32] and [33] (cf. section 3.4).

4Load balancing options to provide grid stabilisation or frequency control, including magnetic energy
storages, capacitors or flywheels, with storage periods ranging from less than one second to a few
minutes, are not considered in this work [35].
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Over the last years, various research on the flexibility of energy systems has been pub-

lished. For the assessment of flexibility different metrics and frameworks have been

developed, exhibiting different levels of detail and cases of application [39]. A review

of research results and applied methodologies for the categorisation of flexibility is pre-

sented in [40]. Further, [41] provides a literature review regarding flexibility requirements

in power systems, while [42] compares the flexibility demand in Germany resulting from

the coupling of the power, heat and transport sectors.

A rather simple and intuitive way for the assesssment of flexiblity is provided by the

flexibility charts, introduced in [43]. They compare the installed capacities of different

load balancing options to the maximum occurring electric load, including dispatchable

plants, pumped-hydro storages and interconnections. While this method highlights po-

tential flexibility sources, it is not suitable for reflecting the accessible flexibility, as

other important factors like market design and system operation are not accounted for.

Conversely, the flexibility index [44] and the operational flexibility [45] account for the

ramping capability, the required start-up times and the maximum load increase of a

specific technology. Thus, the available flexibility may vary significantly over time and

should be considered as an estimation of technical flexibility.

The ramping characteristics of technologies are usually given special attention in studies

analysing the demand and operation of thermal power plants. Due to priority dispatch

of VRE in Germany [38], these thermal power plants are expected to undergo substantial

changes in the future. According to [12], the operative hours of thermal power plants are

already being reduced and additionally the frequency of start-up proceedings increased,

making them less profitable. This trend is confirmed by [46], which, based on a numerical

optimization model for the German power sector, investigates the ramping behaviour of

thermal power plants, concluding that by 2030 the overall number of start-ups will be

increased by 81% as well as the related costs (+ 119%). A simulation model for the

German electricity market is presented in [47]. It shows that negative market prices

often derive from lacking flexibility of the thermal power plant park and underlines the

importance of depicting flexibility realistically. The provision costs of flexible system

components, including thermal power plants, are further analysed in [48], again with

regard to the German power system. The study considers the dismantling of coal power
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plants and shows that the addition of gas turbine power plants is a key element in

increasing the necessary flexibility of the system. An overview of research assessing the

future demand of conventional power generation capacity in Germany is provided by [49].

The meta-analysis shows that the 25 considered studies exhibit significant divergences in

their suggested conventional generation capacity for 2050, for instance roughly 0GWel

in [50] and to 70GWel in [51]. The observed differences are traced back to the varying

assumptions concerning the pursued climate protection target, the utilisation of biomass

in the power sector, the development of electricity demand or the installed capacity of

VRE. Further, the individual studies are performed either based on statistical data,

considering only specific parts of the energy system, or on model calculations only for

the power sector. Other sectors, i.e. the transport sector, the supply of space heat

and domestic hot water or the supply of process heat, are accounted for only in part

through scenario assumptions. This shows that an integrated approach that considers the

interdependencies of all energy-related sectors is missing. Accordingly, the contribution

of load management in other sectors is only considered in part of the studies, leading

to higher differences in the determined power plant capacity. According to [52], load

management is normally utilised by companies to avoid or at least reduce expensive

load peaks. Another option often analysed with regard to flexibility, used to benefit the

power supply system, is the shift of flexible loads. This is referred to as demand-side

management (DSM).

An often discussed application field for DSM is represented by the industrial sector.

In [53], a meta-analysis of DSM processes with particular regard to energy intensive

industries is presented. This is due to the fact that energy intensive industries exhibit

higher power loads and thus an overall greater flexibility potential. For instance, [54]

and [55] determine a cost-effective flexibility potential in Germany of up to 3GWel and

1.3 TWhel of shiftable loads per year. However, [56] underlines that many industrial com-

panies show low interest in DSM, as they mainly buy their electricity for a long-term fixed

price. Another meta-study on this topic reveals that the identified DSM potentials in

the industrial sector present major differences between each other [57]. This is confirmed

by another comprehensive analysis of the available flexibility potential in the German

industrial sector [58]. From the evaluation of 45 studies the analysis concludes that al-

though the individual methodological approaches show some similarities, the identified

potentials exhibit wide discrepancies. The study also highlights that interrelationships of

resources and processes in the production system are hardly taken into account, usually

leading to an overestimation of the determined potentials. For the German industrial

sector, a DSM potential of roughly 3GWel is estimated by [59]. The study also indicates

that the DSM potential in this sector is not necessarily easy to exploit, due to the high

utilisation of industrial plants, costumer requirements as well as the lack of incentives.

Overall, it is shown that while DSM might be utilised in the industrial sector, at the
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present stage this option still exhibits many uncertainties regarding its potential and its

accessibility. For this reason DSM in the industrial sector will not be considered in this

work. This simplification is further supported by [59], which reveals that the overall

DSM potential in Germany is predominantly provided by electric and thermal storages

(including EVs) in private households, instead of industrial processes.

A technical representation of flexibility, including cogeneration power plants in heat grids,

is presented in [60]. It shows that they are mostly operated at a specific must-run capac-

ity as they need to ensure constant heat supply. Thus, a way to increase their flexibility

is by coupling them to thermal energy storage (TES). This statement also applies to

most buildings in Germany, which today according to [61], consume electricity in times

of low to average availability. This suggests that most heat generators in Germany are

operated in a heat-controlled way. Moreover, based on a comprehensive building model,

the study reveals that an optimal operation of heat pumps in combination with TES,

could significantly contribute to the balancing of the residual load. Similarly, [62] con-

cludes that by using a heat pump and the building mass as TES, a relevant amount of

energy can be shifted by DSM, especially during average winter days. In [63] an office

building in Sweden combined with a battery, a heat pump, an electrical heater and a

hot water tank is analysed based on a mixed integer linear programming problem. It is

revealed that by taking advantage of flexible energy prices, the overall operation costs

in the building are reduced. However, like the other analysis on power-controlled heat

generation, this study is also focused on a specific building, making generalisation of the

results rather difficult.

A review of the interaction of electric vehicles (EVs) with the power grid and utility

interfaces is presented in [64]. In [65] an optimisation model is proposed that, based on

the modelling of four residential buildings, shows the possibility to fully provide charging

of EVs based on renewable energy sources and thus increase their integration into the

energy system. An approach to integrating VRE generation into a manufacturing system

through EV battery storage is presented in [66]. A simulation reveals that DSM along

with Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) can effectively integrate decentralised VRE while flattening

the resulting load curve. Both studies are performed for specific buildings or facilities

and can thus not be applied to the whole energy system. A different approach is utilised

in [67], which, based on available electricity market information, shows that optimisation

of vehicle charging leads to significant financial savings for costumers and grid operators.

While the introduced studies all present a qualitative and quantitative assessment of

load balancing options, focusing on the generation of heat or the controlled charging of

EVs, the introduction of these load balancing options into the energy system is either

missing or described in a rather simplified way.
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A detailed model-based analysis of power-controlled CHP units under consideration of

the German power system is performed by [48], which identifies them as a cost-efficient

option for the provision of flexibility. The study focus is on the methodological quantifi-

cation of the resulting provision costs. Interdependencies between the heating sector and

other sectors are not investigated and for example, the expansion of controllable compo-

nents is exogenously set. A study on load balancing options by demand response and

TES considering all energy-related sectors of the German energy system, is presented

in [68]. The analysis is based on an enhancement of the REMix model [68–71], which

was detailed with regard to its consideration of the heat demand and supply, while pre-

determined scenarios were used for the transport sector, thus excluding the analysis of

feedback effects on the technology deployment. The study reveals that a power-controlled

heat supply effectively increases the integration of VRE, therefore reducing the overall

curtailments and ultimately benefiting the energy system. Further, it concludes that

load shifting proves to reduce the necessary generation capacity in general, when the

highest contribution derives from controlled electric vehicle charging.

The importance of considering the transport sector as part of the whole energy system

is underlined by [72], pointing out that significant contributions to GHG emissions and

associated costs also arise from energy supply, provision and conversion in other sectors.

It further presents a comprehensive analysis of alternative fuels and vehicle technolo-

gies for the transport sector of Gauteng (South Africa), concluding that EVs play a

minor role. However, due to substantial differences in factors, such as infrastructure,

demographics and other factors this insight is not transferable to the German transport

sector. In [73, 74] the transport sector is analysed as part of the whole energy system,

with particular regard to the future role of alternative fuels and power train technologies.

However, both studies do not consider neither V2G nor Grid-to-Vehicle (G2V). This is

accounted for in [75], which proposes a model for the evaluation of future market shares

in Germany. In order to depict interactions between road transport and the energy in-

dustry, the model is coupled to the SCOPE model [76–78]. The study reveals that the

controlled charging of electric vehicles and the production of alternative electricity-based

fuels provide additional and valuable flexibility for the future energy system. However,

the utilised approach excludes the analysis of feedback effects occurring between the

transport sector and other technologies of the energy system. This is also the case

for [79], which, based on extensions of the MARKAL model (EHM and GMM), assesses

the role of alternative power train technologies as part of the German energy system. It

shows that biofuels play only a major role in the transport sector when moderate climate

protection targets are considered, while being used in other consumption sectors other-

wise. The study further underlines that hydrogen might become a competitive source of

energy.
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A model-based analysis of an alkaline electrolysis plant and hydrogen storage in a micro-

grid is presented in [80]. Within the considered field of study, it is revealed that flexibility

rather than the long-term storage capability of hydrogen systems represent their main

advantage. On this topic, [81] confirms that the flexibility of Power-to-Gas (PtG) can

improve security of supply. It further underlines the value of high density fuels in large

parts of aviation, shipping or specific industrial or chemical processes, as the generation of

synthetic liquid fuels in addition to biofuels provide the only technically feasible solution

to achieve ambitious CO2 reduction targets. Their significance in achieving the pursued

climate protection targets is also highlighted in [82], again underlining the relevance of

considering all sectors of the energy system. A different conclusion is reached in [83]

and [84], showing that while DSM applied to heat generators and EVs leads to a high

integration of VRE, PtG technologies are not cost-efficient. Both analyises are based

on calculations performed with the Pan-European TIMES model [85], which accounts

for interdependencies between all sectors of the energy system, under consideration of

224 time segments per year1. In [59] it is assumed that PtG plants are operated only

in case of excess electricity production from VRE. The study shows that this alone

is not sufficient to guarantee an economic operation, making power curtailment the

preferred option. It also concludes that long-term storage of energy, in a time range of

one to four weeks, is only necessary if particularly ambitious climate protection targets

and prolonged periods with low feed-in from VRE are considered. This analysis was

performed based on only one specific weather data, which suggests that a variation of

weather data or the investigation of extreme weather influences could affect the respective

outcome. This aspect, for instance, will be addressed as part of the project
”
long-term

scenarios and strategies for the expansion of renewable energy sources in Germany“ [88].

While most calculations will be performed based on the weather data of 2010, in the

ninth module of [88], a consideration of extreme weather influences, including prolonged

periods of low feed-in from VRE, is planned.

The presented literature review shows that over the last years different approaches were

used for the analysis of load balancing options in Germany and beyond. Multiple stud-

ies assessed the flexibility potential of single system components or specifically of the

power sector, by considering high spatial and temporal resolutions as well as market

mechanisms. Various studies analysed the German energy system under consideration

of all sectors. However, these studies are often performed based on scenario calculations,

assumptions or independent model runs and further consider only one specific weather

data set, such as in [16–18,75,89–95]. As a consequence, the feed-back effects occurring

1The TIMES model generator was developed within the Energy Technology Systems Analysis Pro-
gramme (ETSAP) and provides a generic series of equations, offering a certain degree of flexibility
regarding the spatial and temporal resolution as well as the investigated period [86], [87]. The in-
ertemporal resolution within one year is represented by specific time segments, which may consist of
typical weeks, days and hours.
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between different sectors and technologies of the energy system can only be considered to

a certain degree. On this regard, [59], [96] and [97] suggest to complement such analyses

by following a cross-sectoral modelling approach. This is for instance presented in [98],

which, based on the TIMES-D-DSM model, analyses the DSM potential in Germany.

In order to perform this analysis the temporal resolution of the model is increased to

672 time segments. Other examples utilising the TIMES-D-DSM model for the assess-

ment of DSM in energy systems with a high penetration of VRE, such as [99] and [100],

consider temporal resolutions of less than 300 time segments per year. Especially for

studies related to energy systems based on a high penetration of VRE this may represent

a relevant issue. An energy system model which considers all sectors and depicts the

interdependencies occurring between them while considering an hourly resolution, is the

Renewable Energy Model (REMod) [15, 101–103]. Thus, it presents a good basis to fill

the identified gap and therefore is utilised within this work (cf. section 3). However,

the model lacks some features, relevant for the assessment of flexibility. For instance,

thermal power plants are able to provide their full generation capacity whenever nec-

essary, i.e. without consideration of start-up times, ramp rates, partial load operation

or other restrictions. As for the supply of heat, all generators are a priori operated in

a power-controlled way, preventing a qualitative or quantitative assessment of a heat-

controlled or power-controlled operation. Further, the charging of EVs is modelled as a

constant load, thus neglecting the effects deriving from a more realistic consideration of

driving behaviour and thus a possible simultaneous charging. These examples show that

a detailed analysis of load balancing options based on REMod was yet not performed.

Accordingly, the model needs to be further developed. On that basis, the following

research questions are investigated:

1. How are the model results influenced by the consideration of ramping behaviour?

2. How does the availability of demand-side management influence the value of electric

vehicles and heat generators for the energy system?

3. What value does demand-side management represent for the entire energy system

and how sensitive are results to the underlying weather data?
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Structure of this Work

This work begins with a presentation of the utilised energy system model and a intro-

duction of load balancing options. After this, the underlying input data is described and

a calibration of the model for the year 2015 performed. Lastly, all relevant model runs

for the assessment of load balancing options are presented and an outlook for future

research given. Figure 2.1 illustrates the structure of this work.
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Figure 2.1: Structure of this work.

Part I - The Renewable Energy Model - REMod

This work opens with an introduction of the utilised energy system model REMod.

First, an overview of the model history, including the most relevant publications is

presented. After this, the model’s structure, its objective function, its design and the

utilised optimisation algorithm are described. The chapter closes with the most relevant

system components and their implementation in the model.
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Part II - Modelling of Load Balancing Options

This part delivers a detailed presentation of the major model extensions developed in this

work, necessary for the assessment of load balancing options in REMod. This includes

the consideration of ramping behaviour, DSM of EVs and of heat generators. Further,

the modelling of electricity cross-border exchange and load balancing by power storage

systems and PtG plants is described.

Part III - Model Parametrisation

In this part, the structure of the necessary input data is presented. While the parametri-

sation of system components is adjusted on a yearly basis, time series consider an hourly

resolution. After this, the model is calibrated for the year 2015 and the differences be-

tween the results and real data discussed. This serves as starting point for the following

result evaluation.

Part V - Results

The result chapter is divided into four sections and includes all optimisation and sim-

ulation runs performed to answer the identified research questions. The first section

presents an assessment of thermal power plants. The second and the third parts provide

an isolated analysis of DSM for EVs and for heat generators, respectively. The last

section analyses the value of DSM based on uncertainties in technology deployment and

weather influences and provides a cost assessment of DSM. The thesis concludes with a

summary of key results and provides an outlook for future research.

Parts of the research have been published in articles, presented at conferences [104–110]

or research projects [18, 111–113]. The master theses [114–118] were supervised by the

author.
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The Renewable Energy Model (REMod) was developed as part of an internal research

project at the Fraunhofer Institute. The main idea of REMod is to provide a deeper

understanding for national energy systems with particular regard to interdependencies

occurring between different sectors and energy carriers. In this chapter, the model’s

main development steps, its structure and functioning principle are presented.

3.1 Model History

Since REMod was launched it has been utilised within various projects and studies.

Through regular collaboration with stakeholders from industry, politics and non-govern-

mental organisations the model is constantly improved in order to address current issues.

Previously to this work, three main stages of development can be identified.

In its first stage, in 2012, REMod provided a tool for the simulation and optimisation of

a potential future German energy system entirely based on VRE [119–121]. Its aim was

the detailed description of interdependencies occurring between the heat and electricity

sector. This was in particular represented by electric heat pumps and combined heat

and power units. At this stage the fuel-based energy consumption of the transport

sector and those for the supply of process heat were not included. As a calculation

result, all considered system components were dimensioned in a way to achieve minimum

annual costs. At this time the model calculations were performed based on a
”
green

field optimisation approach“, meaning that the current system configuration was not

accounted for. For this purpose a modified, multi-dimensional regula falsi approach was

utilised.

In 2013, after diverse improvements a new model state was presented [101, 102]. While

the focus remained the linking of the electricity and heat sector, the study area was ex-

tended. The transport sector and the supply of process heat were considered as constant

loads, however not being subject to the optimisation process. This means that the tech-

nology distribution in those sectors had to be specified beforehand. Similarly, the power

generation was no longer limited to VRE but included thermal power stations, such as

nuclear, hard coal, lignite and oil plants. Their respective installed capacities were also
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predetermined. Compared to the previous version, the building sector was considered in

greater detail. This includes the addition of new heat generation systems, the distinction

of different energetic retrofitting measures as well as a more detailed calculation of the

hourly heat load. Besides structural improvements, it was now possible to determine a

threshold value for the energy-related CO2 emissions. This boundary condition enabled

to assess the compliance of the endogenously determined energy system with specific

climate protection targets. As a consequence of the implemented model extensions, the

former optimisation algorithm proved to be inefficient and was substituted by a better

performing Particle Swarm Optimisation approach.

In 2015 the model took another step forward [15, 103]. While the fuel-based energy

consumption of aviation, shipping and rail travel was considered as yearly balance, the

motorised road transport sector was modelled in greater detail. In total seven distinctive

power train technologies for the private as well as the freight transport were introduced

and their respective shares optimised. Further, the model observation period was ex-

tended, ranging from 2015 to 2050. Thus, the transition process of the energy system,

rather than its final state, could be assessed. The time line shown in figure 3.1 sum-

marises the main features and development steps of REMod up to 2016.
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Transport sector 
Process heat demand 
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Particle Swarm Optimisation 
System transformation costs 
Limitation of CO2 emissions 
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Figure 3.1: Timeline describing the main development steps of REMod. VRE: variable
renewable energy.

Over the last years the model has further been extended. In the next section, a descrip-

tion of the current model structure and its operating principle is provided. The focus

hereby is on information considered necessary for the understanding of the model as well

as contents describing developments following the model state of [103].
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3.2 Model Structure

In this section the structure of REMod is introduced. First, two databases containing all

relevant input data and assumptions are presented. Then, all end-use sectors considered

in the model are explained one by one. This includes the transport sector, the generation

of process heat, the supply of space heat and domestic hot water as well as the electric

base load. Figure 3.2 provides an overview of the model, including key input and output

parameters as well as the main considered energy conversion technologies and end-use

sectors.
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Figure 3.2: Scematic overview of REMod, including key input and output parameters as
well as main energy conversion technologies and end-use sectors. Technolo-
gies belonging to specific end-use sectors are not included in this illustration.
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3.2.1 Required Input Data

The model calculations are based on two comprehensive databases, which can be distin-

guished according to their temporal resolution. The first contains information regarding

hourly time series for the time period of 2011 to 2015. This for example includes the

driving behaviour in the motorised transport sector or energy demand profiles, like the

process heat demand or the supply of hot water. It also contains weather dependent

data, such as the ambient temperature and radiation values for North and South Ger-

many, provided by the German Meteorological Service (DWD). Further, feed-in profiles

from onshore and offshore wind as well as photovoltaic and hydroelectric power stations

are documented.

The second database deals with technology and economic parameters as well as boundary

conditions on a yearly resolution from 1990 to 2050. This database is subdivided into

two parts. The first contains technical parameters of all relevant components of the

energy systems from 1990 to 2018. This for example includes efficiencies and installed

capacities of power plants and other conversion technologies, storage facilities and heat

generators in buildings, information concerning the building stock as well as its physical

characteristics, the number of vehicles subdivided by power train technology and other

modes of transport. The second part, ranging from 2019 to 2050, mainly deals with

assumptions regarding cost or performance projections of each technology, their service

time, the pricing of imported energy carriers and CO2 emissions as well as other technical

restrictions which will be introduced in section 5.

Here, a distinction between two sector structures needs to be introduced, namely sys-

tem components with a Non-Predetermined or with a predetermined total amount. The

penetration of technologies of systems with a non-predetermined total amount may be

increased or decreased as long as it does not violate the exogenously set capacity limit.

For example, an assumed technical potential of offshore wind turbines of 85GWel would

lead to an average yearly expansion limit of roughly 2.4GWel per year starting from 2015.

Here it is possible to consider restrictions linked to production or installation capacities

by starting from lower capacity limits and increasing them over time. Likewise, the op-

timisation results could also suggest not to install any offshore wind turbine, such that

through shut-downs, the total amount of offshore wind power decreases over the years.

While the installed capacity of each technology within systems with a non-predetermined

total amount can increase or decrease within the set boundary, in systems with a pre-

determined total amount the technologies are further limited by other constraints. For

example, the cumulative deployment of technologies for space heat and domestic hot

water supply is determined by the total number of buildings in Germany per year. The

assumption made is that every building is supplied by one heating system. Whenever it

reaches the end of its expected service life, either a heat generator of the same type is
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installed or a different option is chosen. This means that the share of each technology

available within the system with a predetermined total amount is endogenously deter-

mined. Conversely, the total number of heating systems is exogenously set according to

the expected development of the building stock in Germany up to 2050.

Whether a technology is belongs to a systems with a non-predetermined or with a prede-

termined total amount mainly depends on the considered end-use sector. As mentioned,

heating systems for the supply of space heat and hot water are subject to systems with a

predetermined total amount as they are limited by the total number of buildings assumed

each year1. This also applies to the energetic refurbishment of buildings, which can also

not exceed their number in the first place. Similarly, this concerns the deployment of

technologies utilised for the supply of process heat. Here the limitation is represented

by the energy demand at a given temperature level (cf. section 3.2.3). Another sector

with a predetermined number of overall components is the motorised transport sector,

where the expected development of private vehicles and trucks or buses defines the to-

tal number of vehicles. Technologies used for the generation of power, such as VRE

and thermal power plants or for the production of synthetic fuels as well as storage

facilities are not linked to a specific end-use sector and thus represent systems with a

non-predetermined total amount. Subsequently, a description of the four end-use sectors

considered in REMod as well as the technology options related to them is presented in

detail.

3.2.2 Transport Sector

The transport sector in REMod can be divided into two categories, namely the motorised

road transport and other means of transport. Other means of transport include aviation,

shipping and the fuel-based railway traffic2. All three are described by a yearly energy

demand, i.e. without considering a temporal resolution and can be met exclusively by

liquid fuels. As a consequence, the CO2 emissions resulting from this category can only

be reduced by varying the fuel composition. Here, different options exist, such as the

conversion of electricity into synthetic liquid fuels (Power-to-Liquid), the production of

biodiesel out of rapeseed, the gasification of biomass and conversion into liquid fuels or

finally, the import of synthetic fuels.

The motorised transport sector is considered by passenger cars and trucks (including

buses). Both are mapped in detail concerning temporal resolution and seven distinctive

power train technologies each. This includes internal combustion engines (ICE) fuelled

1Solar thermal systems represent an exception, as they are part of an system with a non-predetermined
total amount. The reason why is that they are not modelled in a way to meet the entire heat demand,
but rather to complement the installed heat generator (for instance an oil boiler).

2The demand profile of the electrical rail transport is considered as part of the electric base load, which
is presented in the next section 3.2.5
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with methane gas3 or liquid fuels (gasoline, diesel), hydrogen fuel cells, purely battery

powered or plug-in hybrid drive systems. The latter consist of an ICE or a fuel cell

combined with a battery utilised for driving.

Depending on the distribution of power train technologies, a corresponding expansion

of the charging infrastructure is considered. Each charging facility is characterised by

yearly adjustable parameters. This includes their costs of investment, maintenance and

operation, their technical service time as well as their individual coverage rate. The

coverage rate describes how many vehicles can be supplied by one facility of a specific

type. For instance, a coverage ratio for CNG filling stations of 0.001 and one million

CNG-vehicles would yield to a number of required filling stations of one thousand. If

over the following year the number of CNG-vehicles decreases, the existing CNG filling

stations will remain for as long as intended by their technical service time. Conversely,

whenever an additional CNG-vehicle is introduced, the number of filling stations is only

increased if necessary. In total, eight different charging facilities are considered, divided

by passenger cars and trucks, respectively:

Slow charging station (wallbox) for electric vehicles.

Fast charging facilities for electric vehicles.

CNG filling stations for CNG-vehicles (including plug-in hybrids)

Hydrogen filling stations for fuel cell powered vehicles (including plug-in hybrids)

The final energy demand of aviation, shipping and fuel-based railway traffic is exoge-

nously set for each year and modelled without consideration of a timely resolution. As

for the motorised transport sector a higher level of detail is introduced. The modelling

approach and the respective equations are presented in detail in section 4.3. Figure 3.3

summarises the main components belonging to the transport sector.

Other Means of Transport 
Fuel based railway traffic, aviation and shipping.  
Energy demand is set exogenously. No temporal resolution. 

Motorised Road Transport 
Average passenger car and average truck, each considered 
by seven distinctive power train technologies.  
 
Charging facilities: four types for passenger cars and trucks 
respectively. Deployment depends  on the share of each  
power train technology. 

� 

Figure 3.3: Overview of technologies belonging to the transport sectors, subdivided into
motorised road transport and other means of transport.

3The methane slip of CNG-vehicles is considered according to [122] with 500mgCH4/m3.
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3.2.3 Process Heat Supply

As shown in figure 3.4 the final process heat consumption in Germany remained relatively

stable over the last few years. According to [123], from 2010 to 2016, it amounted on

average to 535TWhth with variations of± 2%. Together, the households and the tertiary

sector account for roughly 10% of this demand, while the remaining 90% are used for

industrial applications.
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Figure 3.4: Development of process heat consumption in Germany based on [123]

Based on [124], the process heat demand is grouped into two different temperature ranges.

The first includes all processes requiring low to medium temperature levels, i.e. below

500 �C. For example, bleaching and drying in the pulp and paper industry or distilling

and pressing in the chemical industry [124, 125]. Processes requiring higher tempera-

tures, such as the production of various metals, are summarized in the high temperature

range. Table 3.1 provides an overview of the process heat demand in Germany in 2008,

categorised by end-use sector and supply temperature level.

While the data displayed in table 3.1 is representative for the year 2008, the stable energy

consumption over the last years in this sector (figure 3.4) suggests that the supply temper-

ature requirements did not change significantly either. Concretely, the total process heat

demand in 2008 year differs from the mean value between 2010 and 2016 by only 0.05%,

being almost identical [123]. Therefore, the information concerning the temperature

distribution provided by table 3.1 will be utilised as approximation for years following

2008. This means that for each year the energy demand shares below or above 480 �C

will be assumed equal to 35.6% and 64.4% respectively4. Conversely, the yearly process

heat demand may be adjusted in the model parametrisation, offering the possibility to

consider various possibilities of its development.

4According to available data summarised in table 3.1, the distinction between high and low temperature
process heat in the model is defined at 480 �C rather than 500 �C.
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Table 3.1: Process heat demand in Germany in 2008 subdivided by end-use sector and
supply temperature level. Based on [125,126] and own assumptions.
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0 - 60 4.78 16.92 8.46 0.68 1.47 3.51 0.19 36.01 7.6 %
60 - 100 0.63 37.12 0.22 0.83 1.00 9.23 0.00 49.03 10.3%

100 - 120 1.26 0.19 0.01 0.00 0.00 23.51 4.99 29.96 6.3 %
120 - 180 1.10 0.42 0.00 0.43 0.00 0.07 0.00 2.02 0.4 %
180 - 240 1.12 0.60 0.61 1.60 0.00 2.12 0.33 6.38 1.3 %
240 - 300 5.03 0.00 0.00 0.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.84 1.2 %
300 - 360 0.04 0.00 0.00 10.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.71 2.3 %
360 - 420 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.95 0.00 0.01 0.00 3.96 0.8 %
420 - 480 3.28 0.00 0.00 21.40 0.00 0.00 0.69 25.37 5.3 %

480 - 540 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.47 0.00 0.01 1.31 2.79 0.6 %
540 - 600 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 2.25 2.37 0.5 %
600 - 700 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.75 3.75 0.8 %
700 - 800 0.00 0.00 0.51 0.32 0.33 0.00 4.50 5.66 1.2 %
800 - 900 0.00 0.00 0.00 61.71 0.00 0.00 1.88 63.59 13.4%

900 - 1000 0.00 0.00 0.53 0.00 8.12 0.00 1.12 9.77 2.1 %
1000 - 1100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.91 0.00 7.84 9.75 2.1 %
1100 - 1200 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.08 0.00 0.00 17.08 3.6 %
1200 - 1300 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.58 11.26 0.00 0.00 13.84 2.9 %
1300 - 1400 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.09 10.09 2.1 %
1400 - 1500 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 115.00 1.43 38.02 154.45 32.5%

> 1500 0.00 0.00 0.68 0.00 10.07 0.00 1.66 12.41 2.6 %

Sum 17.24 55.25 11.02 106.5 166.24 40.01 78.62 474.83
Share 3.6% 11.6% 2.3% 22.4% 35.0% 8.4% 16.6%

The distinction between low to medium and high supply temperature is further utilised

to determine the progression of the process heat demand profile within each tempera-

ture range. Plants supplying heat at high temperatures aim to run at highest possible

utilisation to limit thermal losses and energy intensive heat-up procedures. In this

case, a constant energy demand is assumed. Conversely, the demand profile of low

to medium temperature processes is based on the progression of the electric base load

(cf. section 3.2.5), therefore exhibiting a temporal dependency.
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In total nine different technology options for the supply of process heat are implemented

in REMod. The maximum demand share each generator can meet, is determined based

on process-related restrictions as well as its application range. This range depends on

the maximum supply tempearture of the considered technology and the process tem-

perature distribution shown in table 3.1. For instance, [124, 127] show that combined

cycle plants and biomass boilers are used for the supply of process heat up to 500 �C.

According to [124, 125], solar thermal systems can provide supply temperatures until

300 �C. Further, by considering restrictions like the available waste heat potential, effi-

ciency enhancements, limited installation area and the solar coverage ratio in Germany,

approximately 12% of this potential can be exploited, yielding an upper technical limit

of 14.4TWhth per year [125]. Another restriction regards the application range of heat

pumps. Their standard use concernes supply temperatures below 100 �C, i.e. for indus-

trial processes like washing, drying or pasteurizing. However, [128–130] show that further

variants under development are able to reach significantly higher supply temperatures

up to 160 �C and should be available in the near future.

Process-related restrictions regard, for example, the steel industry and more precisely

the production of iron. The chemical equation 3.1 describes the reduction of iron ore,

where coal (and coke) is used as reducing agent. In 2015 and 2016, 14.3 million tons

of coke coal were imported in Germany and used for the production of steel, leading

to a final energy demand of 105TWh [123, 131]. The emissions originating from this

process are classified as energy-related emissions as the coal besides being used for the

reduction of iron ore also provides the necessary process heat. One promising option to

reduce this coal demand is its substitution by hydrogen (ratio: 1/2 [112]) as described

in eq. 3.2 [132]. While this process is well known as laboratory experiment, it is not

yet sufficiently mature for economic large scale operation [133]. As a consequence, the

process heat demand for the production of iron in the model is by default met by hard

coal. An optional shift to hydrogen is implemented and can be investigated by adjusting

the substitution share in each individual year.

Fe2O3 + 2C −−→ 2Fe + CO+ CO2 (3.1)

Fe2O3 + 3H2 −−→ 2Fe + 3H2O (3.2)

Table 3.2 provides an overview of the implemented technology options for the supply of

process heat as well as their ranges of application and specifications.
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Table 3.2: Overview of technologies considered in REMod for the supply of process heat.
LMT: low to medium temperature (up to 480 �C), HT: high temperature (more
than 480 �C).

Technology Temperature Specifications and restrictions

Coal-fired boiler LMT/HT
Mandatory utilisation for iron production
if not substituted by hydrogen [112,131,133]

Oil-fired boiler LMT/HT

Methane Gas boiler LMT/HT

Electrode boiler LMT/HT

Hydrogen-fired boiler LMT/HT
Mandatory utilisation for iron production
if coal is substituted

Biomass boiler LMT
Only for processes < 480 �C [124]
Up to 35.6% of total demand

CCGT LMT
Only for processes < 480 �C [127]
Up to 35.6% of total demand

Solar thermal heat LMT
Only for processes < 300 �C [124,125]
Up to 3.0% of total demand

Heat pumps LMT
Only for processes < 120 �C [128–130]
Up to 24.2% of total demand

While the specifications in table 3.2 describe the maximum theoretical potential of each

technology per application area, the starting deployment in 2015 is based on the present

state. On this basis a conversion factor for final to useful energy is calculated. The useful

energy demand represents the starting point for the determination of the final energy

consumption and depends on the occurring technology distribution, i.e. the thermal

efficiency of the utilised heat generators. The parametrisation and market shares of all

technologies considered for the supply of process heat are discussed in section 5.

3.2.4 Space Heat and Domestic Hot Water Supply

This sector accounts for the energy demand required for space heat and the supply of

domestic hot water in Germany. As described in [103], the German building stock is

subdivided into residential and non-residential buildings, which are depicted by nine and

ten reference buildings, respectively. Each one represents the average characteristics for a

specific usage type and age class. This for example includes its physical properties, such

as the thermal transmission coefficients, the total surface and volume, the orientation of

the building components, the level of water consumption or the night setback parameters.

On this basis, the useful energy demand for space heat of Germany’s building stock is

calculated according to the DIN EN 13790. In order to consider different climates, the

reference buildings are equally distributed over two locations, namely Braunschweig and

Würzburg, for North and South Germany, respectively. Different user behaviours are

considered by distributing the resulting demand profile with a Gaussian function. This
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ensures, to avoid exact simultaneity and therefore unrealistic peak demands5. Further,

it is considered that users living in older buildings tend to be more energy efficient, for

instance by ventilating less. The opposite trend is observed for refurbished buildings,

where the energy consumption exceeds the calculated energy demand [103,104]. For this

purpose, the resulting heat demand is adjusted by converting it into energy consumption

values. The useful energy demand for domestic hot water supply is assumed as a constant

load and added to the demand profile for space heat, yielding to the total heat load

profile.

German building stock 

Nine 
residential 
buildings 

Ten non- 
residential 
buildings 

19  
reference  
buildings 

DIN EN 13790 

User behaviour  
Simultaneity, 
demand to  
consumption 

Braunschweig 

Würzburg 

Distribution 
of building 

stock 

Weather data 

Calculation 
 of useful 

 energy demand 

Further 
adjustments 

+ Domestic hot  
water supply 

 

Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the heat demand calculation (space heat and
domestic hot water).

The heat load profile can be influenced by different mechanisms. The first concerns

the exogenously set number of buildings, which is yearly adjustable. This parameters

allows to indirectly consider demographic changes as well as the increase or decrease

of the assumed living area per person. The second option is provided by endogenously

determined energetic refurbishment of buildings. Here, three different levels are defined.

The first level describes the building in its unrenovated state. The second level is based on

the EnEV guideline [134], considering lower transmission coefficients for windows, walls,

doors and the roof (fully refurbished). These parameters are further reduced by 25% in

the third refurbishment level (highly efficient). Table 3.3 describes provides an overview

of the building physics requirements linked to the refurbishment levels considered in the

model and the relative reduction of the heat load in relation to the unrenovated state.

5An accurate representation of the heat load calculation is described in [103]
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Table 3.3: Refurbishment levels considered in REMod and respective heat transmission
coefficients. Based on [103,134].

Characteristics Unit Fully refurbished Highly efficient

Coefficient Window W/m2K 1.365 0.7
Coefficient Wall W/m2K 0.294 0.1
Coefficient floor W/m2K 0.367 0.1
Coefficient Roof W/m2K 0.210 0.2
Heat demand referred to unrenovated % 50.3 35.7

In order to meet the determined useful heat demand 12 different technologies are imple-

mented. Thereof, ten decentralised systems are further distinguished depending on their

heating transfer system, i.e. radiator or panel heating. The transfer system determines

the required supply temperature and may influence the performance of the considered

heat generator and therefore the final energy demand.

Subsequently, all considered technologies for the supply of space heat and domestic hot

water supply are listed. Each technology can be complemented by a solar thermal system

as well as a hot water storage equipped with a heating rod.

� Boilers (in single buildings): oil, gas or biomass boilers.

� Micro-CHP units (in single buildings): run with methane gas.

� Fuel Cells (in single buildings): run with methane gas or hydrogen.

� Heat pumps (in single buildings): represented by electric air-to-water or brine-to-

water heat pumps, as well as methane gas-based air-to-water heat pumps. Further

a hybrid heat pump is considered, which consists of a methane gas-fired boiler

combined with an electric air-to-water heat pump.

� District heat (in heat grids): combination of methane gas-CCGT, large scale elec-

tric air-to-water heat pump, methane gas-boiler and deep geothermics (only for

heat generation).

Each building can be supplied by one heating system or one connection to the heat

grid, respectively. Thus, the number of heat generators is determined by the exoge-

nously set number of buildings, which is referred to as system with a predetermined

total amount. The share of each technology is endogenously determined within the set

expansion limits.
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3.2.5 Electricity Base Load

The electricity base load accounts for those fields of the power system, which in REMod

are not subject of the optimisation. They can be subdivided into four main categories

of power demand. The first two contain lighting technologies as well as information and

communication devices. The third, describes room air-conditioning and process-cooling

applications, which exhibit a substantially higher share. The last category accounts

for mechanical energy based on the supply of power. In order to account for weather-

dependency, the profile of the electricity base load is derived from real data provided

by the European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-

E). This time series need to be adjusted, as they also contain application fields, which

are endogenously determined by the model. For instance, the deployment of electricity-

based heat generators is determined by the optimisation process. A possible transition

towards electric heat pumps would therefore lead to a corresponding increase of the

cumulative electric load. Conversely, it would also be possible that electricity-based

heat generators are replaced by other options. This shows why their power demand

needs to be excluded from the electricity base load. The same holds for electricity-based

technologies, utilised for the supply of process heat. As for the road transport sector, no

adaptation is required, since at the present day, electric vehicles in Germany still play

a minor role. Table 3.4 summarises the total electricity demand for the years from 2011

to 2015 according to [123].

Table 3.4: Overview of the power demand in Germany in TWhel from 2011 to 2015.
Based on [123]. DHW: domestic hot water.

Application 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Lighting technologies 86.0 88.9 78.9 75.6 77.1
Information and communication 58.8 59.7 59.3 57.6 57.9
Cooling applications 52.1 53.0 56.3 54.9 55.7
Mechanical Energy 204.1 200.4 208.5 209.7 207.2
Electricity base load demand 401.0 402.0 402.9 397.8 397.9

Space heat and DHW 40.7 40.8 41.7 36.6 37.4
Process heat 84.3 85.3 83.6 83.4 84.4

The power demand for space heat and domestic hot water supply for each of the five

weather data sets is listed in table 3.4. In order to detract it from the electricity base load

it is distributed over the year according to the outside temperature. For this purpose a

heating threshold temperature of 15 �C is assumed6. This approach is exemplarily shown

in figure 3.6, where the distributed power demand for the supply of heat is illustrated

for Northern and Southern Germany in case of the weather data of 2011.

6The approach is documented in detail in [103]
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Figure 3.6: Power demand for the supply of heat in Northern and Southern Germany
for 2011, distributed according to the outside temperature. The dashed line
represents the assumed heating threshold value, which is set to 15 �C [103].

The main axis of figure 3.6 shows the outside temperature in �C. The secondary axis

represents the hourly distributed power demand of electricity-based heat generators. In

total, according to table 3.4, it amounts to 40.7TWhel for 2011.

As previously mentioned, the power demand for the supply of process heat needs also

to be excluded from the electricity base load. In this case, a distribution of the power

demand according to the outside temperature does not seem appropriate. Instead, two

different electricity demand profiles are assumed, depending on the considered temper-

ature supply level. One is distributed according to the normalised electricity demand

profile from ENTSO-E, which was previously adjusted by the power load of technologies

for the supply of space heat. This profile is utilised for process heat supply tempera-

tures below 480 �C. As a consequence of the increased utilisation of heat generators in

the high-temperature range, the hereby resulting power demand is assumed constant (cf.

section 3.2.3). Relating to table 3.4 the total power demand for the supply of process

heat in 2011 amounts to roughly 84TWhel. The electricity base load demand EBL for a

particular year i is calculated as described in eq. 3.3.

EBL,i(t) = (EL,i + EICT,i + EC,i + EM,i) · EE,n,adj,i(t) · fBL,i (3.3)

where:
EBL = Yearly electricity base load demand in kWhel

EL = Yearly power demand for lighting in kWhel

EICT = Yearly power demand for information and communication in kWhel

EC = Yearly power demand for cooling in kWhel

EM = Yearly power demand for mechanical energy in kWhel
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EE,n,adj = Normalised, adjusted profile of the electricity profile in [−]

fBL = Factor for increase or decrease of the electricity base load in %

i = Considered weather data (2011 to 2015)

The yearly power demand for lighting, information and communication, cooling and me-

chanical energy are denoted by EL, EICT , EC and EM , respectively. EE,n,adj represents

the normalised demand profile, derived from real data provided by the ENTSO-E, which

is adjusted by the power demand for the supply of space heat and the process heat. A

yearly adjustable factor fBL is further used to consider a possible increase or decrease of

the electricity base load demand. This could for instance be achieved by a transition to

more energy-efficient systems or conversely, by a higher penetration of electrical devices

(such as cooling systems or computers) in the building sector. Figure 3.7 shows four

exemplarily days of the normed electricity base load profile in 2011.
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Figure 3.7: Normalised profile of the electricity base load in Germany for two exemplarily
days in June 2011.

3.3 Objective Function and Model Design

This section starts with an overview of all system components considered for the calcu-

lation of the objective function in REMod. After this, the model design and its solving

approach are introduced. This includes the applied optimisation algorithm as well as

the solver foresight.

3.3.1 Objective Function

The aim of the optimisation is the minimisation of the discounted, cumulative system

costs for the time period from 2015 to 2050 [103]. The objective function is introduced in

eq. 3.4. Capital, operation and demand-related costs are calculated based on the annuity

method described in the guideline no. 2067 of the Association of German Engineers
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(VDI) [135]. In order to assess future investments, all amounts can be discounted by

specifying a discounting rate. Further, the objective function considers penalty functions,

which are applied whenever the set value of energy-related CO2 emissions or any other

boundary condition are violated. Subsequently, all relevant equations of the objective

function are introduced.

C =
2050∑

t=2015

I∑
i=1

(Ak,i,t +Ab,i,t +Av,t) · (1 + iinf
1 + id,n

)t−2015 + Pt (3.4)

where:
t = Considered year, ranging from 2015 to 2050

i = Considered system component

I = Total number of system components

Ak = Annuity of capital-related costs in e

Ab = Annuity of operation-related costs in e

Av = Annuity of demand-related costs in e

iinf = Inflation rate [−]

id,n = Discounting rate [−]

P = Sum of penalty functions in e

Capital-Related Costs

The capital-related costs include the investments required for the purchase of a technol-

ogy or a building component. Their annuity Ak,i, for a system component i, is calculated

according to eq. 3.5. Here, A0 describes the purchase price and An the cash value for a

procured replacement, where n denotes the number of replacements (cf. eq. 3.6). The

price changing rate and the interest rate are denoted by iP,i and iint,i. In the model

calculations they are for comparability reasons, set to 1.7% and 7% respectively for

each technology. The price change factor rP and the interest factor q are calculated

according to eq. 3.7 and 3.8. They are both adjusted for inflation iinf , which is assumed

equal to 1.7% according to the calculated and expected inflation rate of 2017 and 2018

of 1,77% and 1,65%, respectively [136]. The interest factor q is utilised to discount a

cash value to the beginning of the set observation period, i.e. 2015. TN denotes the

technology service time and can be parametrised individually parametrised for each sys-

tem component. The present values of future cash flows are determined by the annuity

factor a, which is calculated according to eq. 3.9.
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Ak,i = (A0,i +A1,i +A2,i...An,i) · ai (3.5)

An,i = A0,i ·
rn·TN
P,i

qn·TN
i

(3.6)

rP,i =
1 + iP,i
1 + iinf

(3.7)

qi =
1 + iint,i
1 + iinf

(3.8)

ai =
qTN
i (qi − 1)

qTN
i − 1

(3.9)

where:
Ak = Annuity of capital-related costs in e

An = Cash value for a procured replacement in e

ai = Annuity factor [−]

iP = Price changing rate [−]

rP = Price change factor [−]

iint = Interest rate [−]

iinf = Inflation rate [−]

TN = Service time of considered component [−]

q = Interest factor [−]

i = Considered system component [−]

n = Replacement number [−]

The annuity of the capital-related costs Ak represents a substantial part of the objective

function described in eq. 3.4. Figure 3.8 provides an overview of all system components

considered in this context. It is important to note that for technologies belonging to

a system with a predetermined total amount, only the differential costs, i.e. the extra

costs compared to a reference technology, are taken into account. These are represented

by methane gas boilers in the case of heat generators and by internal combustion engines

(ICE) based on liquid fuels (gasoline or diesel) in the motorised transport sector.
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Power Train Technologies 
� ICE: Liquid fuels* 
� CNG 
� FCEV 

Motorised Road Transport: Private Vehicles and Trucks Respectively   

Heating Boilers 
� Gas boiler* 
� Oil boiler 
� Wood boiler 

Single Buildings 
� Gas boiler* 
� Oil boiler 
� Biomass boiler 

Variable Renewable Energy 
� Photovoltaic systems 
� Onshore wind turbines 
� Offshore wind turbines 
� Hydropower plants 

Process Heat Supply: Low (<480°C) and High Temperature Respectively (>480°C) 

Thermal Power Plants 
� CCGT plants 
� Gas turbine plants  
� Hard coal plants 
� Lignite plants 
� Oil plants 

Further Conversion Plants 
� Electrolysis 
� Methanatio 
� Power to fuel 
� Steam reformation 

Biomass Conversion Plants to  
� Methane gas  
� Hydrogen 
� Liquid fuels 
� Biodiesel 
� Electricity 

Infrastructure 
� Distribution grid 
� Medium-voltage grid 
� High-voltage grid 
� Offshore grid 
� Gas network 

Charging facilities 
� Slow charge (EV) 
� Quick charge (EV) 
� Hydrogen filling station 
� CNG filling station 

 
� BEV 
� PHEV (ICE fuel)  
� PHEV + (CNG) 
� PHEV + (FCEV) 

 
� Coal boiler 
� Hydrogen boiler 
� Electric boiler 

Others 
� CCGT 
� Electric large-scale HP 
� Solar thermal systems 

 
� Electric air HP 
� Electric brine HP 
� Hybrid HP 

� Gas air HP 
� Micro gas CHP 
� Gas fuel cell 
� Hydrogen fuel cell 

Heat Grids 
� Deep geothermics 
� CCGT 
� Gas boiler 
� Large scale air HP 

Building Components 
� Panel heating 
� Fully refurbished 
� Highly efficient 

redurbishment 

Others 
� Solar thermal systems 
� Thermal energy 

storage 
� Heat grid expansion 

Space Heat and Hot Water Supply: Panel and Radiator Heating Respectively 

Other Technologies: not Belonging to a Specific Sector 

ICE: internal combustion engine, CNG: compressed natural gas, FCEV: fuel cell electric vehicle,  
EV: electric vehicle, BEV: battery electric vehicle, PHEV: plug-in hybrid electric vehicle  

Storage facilities 
� Hydrogen 
� Stationary batteries 
� Pumped power plants 
� Biogas storage 

CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine, HP: heat pump 

CHP: combined heat and power 

         Systems with a predetermined total amount 
 *  … Reference technology 
� … Technologies where only incremental costs to reference technology are considered 

          Systems with a non-predetermined total amount 

Legend 

Figure 3.8: Considered system components for the calculation of capital and operation-
related costs according to guideline no. 2067 of the Association of German
Engineers (VDI) [135].
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Operation-Related Costs

The operation-related costs contain expenses for maintenance and operation such as in-

spection and repair of the considered technology or component. In the objective function

they are considered for the same system components as for the capital-related costs, i.e.

those shown in figure 3.8. The annuity of operation-related costs is calculated according

to eq. 3.10, where A0,i represents the investment amount of a specific technology or com-

ponent i and fOM,i the assumed factor for maintenance and operation. The costs for

maintenance and operation are derived as share of the total investment amount. Price

changes can be taken into account by the price dynamic cash value factor bi which is cal-

culated according to eq. 3.11. Here, a price change rate rOM equal to 1.7% is considered

for all system components.

Ab,i = A0,i · fOM,i · ai · bi (3.10)

bi =
1− (

rOM,i

qi
)TN

qi − rOM,i
(3.11)

where:
Ab,i = Annuity of operation-related costs in e

A0,i = Investment amount of considered technology in e

fOM = Factor for servicing, inspection and repair in %

rOM = Price change rate of operation-related costs [−]

TN = Service time of considered component [−]

b = Price dynamic cash value factor [−]

a = Annuity factor [−]

q = Interest factor [−]

Demand-Related Costs

This category includes all costs for imported and on site produced fuels or energy as well

as those for emitted CO2 emissions. Its annuity Av is calculated as described in eq. 3.12,

where Qc is the imported and on site produced quantity of each considered energy carrier

c and pc its respective price. The total number of energy carriers considered in the model

is denoted by C. The total total quantity of energy-related CO2 emissions is described

by mCO2 and its specific costs by pCO2 . Price changes can be considered through the

price dynamic cash factor b, while a represents the annuity factor described by eq. 3.9.

Figure 3.9 represents all quantities considered in the objective function for the calculation

of demand-related costs.
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Av =
C∑
c

Qc · pc · ac · bc +mCO2 · pCO2 · aCO2 · bCO2 (3.12)

where:
Av = Annuity of demand-related costs in e

Qc = Imported and on site produced quantity per energy carrier in kWh

mCO2 = Total total quantity of energy-related CO2 emissions in tCO2

pc = Price per energy carrier in e/kWh

pCO2 = Price per CO2 emissions in e/tCO2

C = Total number of considered energy carriers

electricity 

hydrogen 

natural gas & 
synthetic gas 

crude oil & 
synthetic liquid 
fuels 

lignite &  
hard coal 

uranium 

energy related 
CO2 emissions 

imported or on-site converted energy 

exported electricity 

biomass 

Figure 3.9: Overview of considered domestic production and import of energy carriers
and emissions for the calculation of demand-related costs according to guide-
line no. 2067 of the Association of German Engineers (VDI) [135].

Penalty Functions

Penalty functions are not part of any specific cost category described in the VDI guide-

line no. 2067 as they do not represent a cost value of the energy system. They represent

a common method for the handling of contraints [137,138]. All penalty terms in REMod
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are calculated according to a potential function, where the power coefficient varies de-

pending on the violated condition. For instance, an excessive amount of energy-related

CO2 emissions of 30 million tons would increase the system costs by 304 = 810.000 billion

Euro7. This approach ensures a significant increase of the cumulative system costs, yield-

ing to a corresponding reaction of the optimisation. While the penalty terms are part

of the objective function, they should always be equal to zero in the final optimisation

result. Whenever this is not the case, it means that with the current parametrisation

settings, no valid configuration of the energy system could be identified. Subsequently,

a brief overview of all boundary conditions considered in the model is presented, which

if violated will lead to a corresponding penalty term PCO2 or PEB (eq. 3.13 - 3.15).

� CO2 emissions: Energy-related CO2 emissions exceed the set threshold value in

any of the simulated years (PCO2).

� Energy balance: The quantity of energy utilised per year is not equal to the

supply. The energy imports, the domestic production and the available energy in

storage systems8 must be equal or higher than the respective energy consumption

(including losses, such as storage losses). This condition is verified for all energy

carriers and storage types considered in the model (PEB).

P = PCO2 + PEB (3.13)

PCO2 = ΔCO2
4 (3.14)

PEB =
8760∑
t=1

C∑
c=1

ΔEEB,c(t)
2 (3.15)

where:
PCO2 = Penalty term accounting for energy-related CO2 emissions in e

PEB = Penalty term accounting for energy balance in e

ΔCO2 = Difference between emitted CO2 emissions and the set threshold value in tCO2

ΔEEB = Mismatch between supplied and utilised energy in kWh

7According to [138], trial-and-error is the only method for the definition of penalty functions. A too
low penalty value leads to an accordingly low convergence performance of the optimisation algorithm.
Conversely, if too high penalty values are considered, the optimisation is more likely to be trapped
in local minimum solutions.

8The charge levels of all energy storage systems are transferred from one year to the next, meaning
that their charge levels might be > 0 at the beginning of a year.
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3.3.2 Problem Design and Optimisation Algorithm

This chapter starts with a description of frequently used formulations of energy system

models. In this context, the model design of REMod and the applied optimisation

algorithm are introduced. Lastly, a description of solver foresight types is presented,

highlighting their advantages and drawbacks.

Problem Design and Optimisation Approach

The approach chosen for the optimisation of a problem may significantly influence its de-

sign and vice versa. Classic approaches, like the simplex method, are used to solve linear

problems with continuous variables. Branch-and-bound or branch-and-cut-techniques as

well as the CPLEX solver represent frequently used optimisation approaches in the field

of Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP). Generally, the mentioned options provide

a simple implementation while being able to identify the optimal global solution. In the

field of energy system modelling these approaches are used in various models or model

generators, such as shown in [83,139–143]. According to [144], one drawback is that the

modelling of complex processes occurring in reality can be particularly difficult. Thus,

a high intuition of the developer is required.

An alternative to classic optimisation approaches is represented by modern heuristics.

One difference consists in the fact that with heuristic approaches finding the global op-

timum is - from a mathematical point of view - not guaranteed or rather unlikely. Thus,

the problem solving in general proves to be much more demanding. However, at the

same time the model development becomes simpler, posing less limitations and allow-

ing a closer representation of real processes [144]. For REMod a heuristic optimisation

approach was chosen, allowing its design in form of a simulation-based optimisation

model. Besides enabling an effective debugging, whenever necessary for the detailed

representation of real processes, it is possible to include non-linear relationships. Fur-

ther, plant operation management can be depicted similarly to real processes, i.e. in

a signal-controlled way. These discontinuities are modelled by introducing various de-

cision variables. Conversely to a linear programming design, they can be implemented

without substantially increasing the computational time required for the solving of the

optimisation problem. For instance, the operation mode of most system components in

REMod can be adjusted multiple times within each time step, depending on the residual

load or on other signals (cf. section 4). This allows to consider interactions occurring

between different technologies and sectors in an intuitive way and as close to reality as

possible.
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Optimisation Algorithm

As introduced in section 3.1, since 2013 the optimisation problem formulated in REMod

is solved via a particle swarm optimisation algorithm (PSO). The main idea behind this

approach is based on the imitation of the social behaviour of bird flocking in search for

food. The swarm of birds is hereby represented by a swarm of particles exploring the

solution space, where each particle �x describes a possible solution. Applied to REMod

this means that each particle contains all optimisation variables for the time period

ranging from 2015 to 2050. This for example includes the installed capacities of all energy

conversion technologies, the refurbishment level of buildings or the distribution of power

train technologies in the road transport sector. At the beginning of the optimisation

process, the first generation of particles is randomly distributed within the solution

space. Their position is adjusted in each subsequent generation until the set number of

generations nG is reached. Whenever the position of a particle is changed, a new solution

is identified. If this solution is better than all of its previous solutions, it is documented as

new local best �pbest. On top of that, all particles of the swarm nP exchange information

concerning their best solution. Thus, the global best solution �gbest in each generation is

noted as well. The local and global best solutions are utilised to influence the particles

velocity �v (eq. 3.16) which serves to determine the particles position in the upcoming

generation as described in eq. 3.17.

�vi,k+1 = wk · �vi,k + c1,kr1(�pbest,i − �vi,k) + c2,kr2(�gbest,i − �vi,k) (3.16)

�xi,k+1 = �xi,k + �vi,k+1 (3.17)

PSO variants, where information is shared across all particles of the swarm, are re-

ferred to as global neighbourhood types. As for local neighbourhood types, information

is exchanged only with a specific number of neighbouring particles. According to [145]

PSO variants with global information exchange, like the one utilised in [103], generally

converge fast, however, they risk being trapped in local minimum solutions. This can

partially be prevented by adjusting the inertia factor of the particles w, which is used to

avoid sharp changes of their velocity. c1 and c2 are the acceleration coefficients. They

are utilised to weight the influence of the individual or global best solution (�pbest and

�gbest). This is why they are also referred to as cognitive or social coefficients. The start-

ing and ending values for the inertia factor and the acceleration factors are exogenously

set. Conversely, r1 and r2 represent random numbers between zero and one, generated

within each iteration step.

According to [145–147] the convergence velocity of the PSO as well as its general perfor-

mance highly depend on its parametrisation. Thus, [103] presented an optimal parameter
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set for the solution of the optimisation problem formulated in REMod. However, since

2016 the model was further extended, which is why the optimisation parameters need

to further be adjusted. For this purpose multiple optimisation runs are performed and

evaluated.

First, the number of particles nP and generations nG are gradually increased. A higher

number of particles allows a more throughout investigation of the solution space. At

the same time, by raising the number of generations the information exchange within

the swarm occurs more frequently, providing a higher number of attempts to approach

the optimum solution. It is noted that the computational time is proportional to the

product between the total particle and generation number. Taking this and the relative

performance enhancement of the algorithm into account, the best solutions in statistical

terms were identified for a number of particles and generations equal to 200 and 4,000,

respectively.

Compared to [103], the inertia factor w was barely changed to 0.9 in the start and

0.5 at the end. According to section 3.3.2 this parameter contributes to overcome local

minima, which happens to be a major issue for PSO with global neighbourhood. It can

be assumed that, while the solution space and the number of local minima compared

to [103] increased, their characteristics did not vary significantly.

Conversely, the relation between the acceleration factors c1 and c2, used for the weighting

of the local and global best solution, is changed noticeably. The results show that a

higher starting value of r1 statistically leads to better solutions. This suggests that the

cognitive particle behaviour should prevail over the social behaviour in the start. As a

consequence of this setting the first generations investigate a larger area of the solution

space, being influenced mainly by their own findings. This relation is reversed towards

the final part of the optimisation, where the social behaviour described by r2 is two

thirds higher than c1. Thus, the velocity adaptation of the particles gives gradually

more weight to the information exchanged with the entire swarm. As a consequence, the

area enclosing the optimal solution is explored extensively by particles belonging to the

last generations of each optimisation.

Table 3.5 summarises the final parameter set for the PSO algorithm. With these set-

tings, the processing time per iteration on a computing server with 3 GHz and 88 cores,

amounts to 75 milliseconds. For a total of 800.000 iterations, this yields to roughly 17

hours per optimisation run.

Despite the adjustment of the PSO parameters, the obtained model results exhibit a

non negligible inaccuracy. Due to the model extensions following [103], the applied PSO

algorithm does not seem longer suited for the solution of REMod. As an alternative, the

optimisation based on a covariance matrix adaptation - evolution strategy (CMA-ES)

algorithm [148] is tested. Like the PSO the CMA-ES belongs to evolutionary algorithms.
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Table 3.5: Overview of the utilised optimisation parameters. The number of generations
and particles is denoted by nG and nP . w, c1 and c2 describe the inertia and
acceleration factors, respectively.

nG nP w c1 c2
Value 200 4000 / / /
Starting value / / 0.9 10.0 1.5
Final value / / 0.5 1.5 2.5

For the identification of the optimum solution first particles are initialised within the

search space, which are then translated to solutions based on the objective function.

The parents of the new generation are selected according to the fitness value of the

best identified solutions. One special feature of the CMA-ES is that it calculates a

covariance matrix which describes if optimisation parameters affect each other in a pro-

portional or inversely proportional way or do not affect each other at all. Further, the

matrix contains information about whether optimisation parameters exhibit a negligible

or substantial effect on the objective function value. Based on the determined covari-

ance matrix and the mean of all best solutions within a generation, a new generation

is produced. The particles in this generation will presumably identify a better solution

than those of previous generations. This mechanism allows the CMA-ES to adapt its

parametrisation during the optimisation process and thus increase or reduce the search

space depending on whether the optimal solution is far away or relatively close. Instead,

the PSO algorithm produces the new generation based on velocity and position update

equations (cf. eq. 3.16 and eq. 3.17), which also depend on exogenously set parameters

(cf. table 3.5) [149].

The CMA-ES is applied in [150], where the configuration of a European energy system is

identified. Here, the performance of the CMA-ES was compared to a genetic algorithm as

well as to a simplex algorithm. As a result, the CMA-ES proved to perform better than

the genetic algorithm by reaching a significantly lower objective function value, close to

the result of the linear optimization approach. The developer of the CMA-ES in [151]

provides a set of default values for its parametrisation. He does not recommend to change

them, as they represent a robust setting, applicable to a wide range of functions to be

optimised. One exception is the set population size. By increasing it, the overall global

search capability of the CMA-ES is increased. Figure 3.10 represents the convergence of

the PSO algorithm and the CMA-ES for the exact same parameter setting in REMod.

In one case, the population size of the CMA-ES was increased from the default value of

28 to 88, equating the core size of the utilised processor.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the convergence behaviour of the Particle Swarm Optimi-
sation algorithm (PSO) and the covariance matrix adaptation - evolution
strategy (CMA-ES) algorithm over number of function calls. The default
population size λ is set to 28 according to [151], with n = 3331. The stricter
abort criterion in for the CMA-ES in case of λ = 28 leads to a higher com-
putational time compared to λ = 88.

According to figure 3.10 CMA-ES performs significantly better than the PSO algorithm,

which in the illustrated example reaches a final value of 3509 billion e (+ 369 billion e).

The difference between both CMA-ES variants is relatively small, amounting to less than

20 billion e in favour of the higher population size. While these numbers may vary from

calculation to calculation, the outlined trend was confirmed over several optimisation

runs. Overall, the results obtained with the CMA-ES revealed to be very consistent to

each other. This does still not guarantee the identification of the global optimal solution.

However, the analysis of systems with similar costs and differing system configurations

can be profitable to identify robust or uncertain technology developments. A condition

for this is that the identified optimisation solutions exhibit a high quality or, in other

words, that they do not vary substantially regarding their objective function values. The

CMA-ES proved to be able to fulfil this requirement.

Solver Foresight

When solving an optimisation problem two types of solver foresights can be distinguished,

namely the myopic and the perfect-foresight approach. As shown in figure 3.11 the length

of one optimisation step equals the total observation period when a perfect-foresight is

considered. This means that within this optimisation step all the input data is known

and that the entire system can be solved optimally. On the contrary, in the myopic ap-

proach the optimisation problem is divided into a series of sub-problems with a specific

extension. Each one of those problems is optimised individually. Hereby, only data con-

cerning the current sub-problem is known, neglecting parameter developments or other
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data related to following sub-problems. Thus, within each sub-problem perfect foresight

exists, however, this is not the case if the entire observation period is considered. Myopic

optimisation approaches can further be distinguished in two categories, depending on

whether the sub-problems are related to strictly divided periods or present an overlap.

These differentiation within myopic approaches is also referred to as time-step and mov-

ing window foresight. Figure 3.11 provides a schematic overview of the mentioned solver

foresight approaches.

t0 t1 t2 t3 … tn-1 tn 

Myopic Foresight  
with overlapping periods 

(moving window) 

Perfect Foresight 

Solver Foresight 

Extension of simulation step End result 

Observation period 

Myopic Foresight  
with division of periods 

(time-step) 

Figure 3.11: Graphical representation of three solver foresight approaches.

As shown in figure 3.11 the extension of each sub-problem in the myopic foresight ap-

proach was set to two time steps, respectively. In the case of strict divided periods,

the optimisation results determined for the period t0 → t2 are set as end result. They

provide the basis for the optimisation of the subsequent sub-problem ranging from t2 to

t4. This procedure is repeated until all sub-problems of the total observation period are

solved, leading to the final solution. On the contrary, when overlapping periods are con-

sidered the optimisation results of each sub-problem are set as end results only in part.

The overlapped period may be adjusted, as it is also part of the following sub-problem.

Thus, a specific time period may be solved multiple times, depending on the extension

of the simulation steps and the corresponding overlap. With regard to figure 3.11 the

first and second sub-problem range from t0 to t2 and t1 to t3, exhibiting an overlap of

one time step (t1 → t2). Thus, after the solution of the first sub-problem, only t0 → t1

is set as end result. The results related to t1 → t2 may be reconsidered and are set as

end results after the solution of the second sub-problem and so on.

The myopic and perfect foresight approach have been analysed in a series of studies,

highlighting their assets and drawbacks [18,141,143,152–154]. For instance, in [141] they

were both applied to the PERSEUS-NET model and assessed with particular regard to

their computing time and result spread. This model is designed as linear problem in
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GAMS (General Algebraic Modelling System) and solved by a CPLEX solver. It is shown

that the myopic approach is suitable for stable input parameters, identifying a similar

solution to the perfect foresight approach. Compared to the perfect foresight approach,

the optimisation time of the myopic approach amounts to less than one tenth. A similar

study was performed by [143] on the DISTRICT energy system model, which is also

designed in GAMS as MILP. This study confirms the findings of [141]. Depending on

the investigated scenario the optimisation run time with the perfect foresight approach

is at least five times and up to 31 times higher compared to the myopic approach. Both

studies conclude that the problem complexity can be substantially decreased when the

myopic approach is used. Here the optimisation problem is divided into smaller sub-

problems, decreasing the number of variables and thus the extension of the solution

space.

Another characteristic of the myopic approach concerns its depiction of real investment

decisions. These decisions are based on knowledge limited to a specific time horizon and

may prove more or less profitable depending on the future development of determinate

parameters. This makes them better suited when disruptive elements should be assessed

[18, 153, 154]. This, for instance, includes the sudden increase of energy prices, the

introduction of a new policy or the sudden decline of power generation capacity. Such

disruptions can not be properly analysed when a perfect-foresight approach is used, as

they are considered in the problem solution right on from the start. Conversely, this

means that the perfect-foresight approach is able to make the best investment decisions,

rather than basing them on a limited time period. For instance, a myopic approach might

favour a power generation technology which is economical in the current simulation step.

However, this plant might not be optimal with regard to the total observation period.

Conversely, technology options which are not beneficial at the current time step might

be excluded, even though they would be beneficial over the total observation period.

This mechanism is also referred to as lost opportunities and can be represented by

the gap between the optimisation results obtained by both approaches. This gap is

evaluated in [143,152], showing that the obtained solutions are similar on a macroscopic

scale. However, their composition may vary as a consequence of lock-in/out effects,

describing the exclusion of a technology due a previous investment in an alternative, less

beneficial option. The expected differences between both approaches generally decrease

if (1) a continuous temporal development of input parameters is chosen, (2) the input

parameters don’t vary substantially, as this may lead to non-optimal decisions in the

case of the myopic approach and (3) the technical service time of system components is

relatively short compared to the total observation period. This ensures that non optimal

investments can be replaced.
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Overall, myopic approaches are better suited to depict real investment behaviour. Con-

versely, perfect-foresight approaches should be applied when the optimal solving of the

problem is of interest. In case of REMod, a perfect-foresight approach is chosen. De-

spite the extensive usage of decision variables for the description of system operation

the model design and the optimisation algorithm allow its application without expecting

a substantial increase of the solution space. Further, the perfect-foresight approach is

better suited for the aim of the model, which is the description of interactions occur-

ring between different energy carriers and sectors of the energy system, rather than the

depiction of business management decisions.

3.4 Operating Principle

One of the major features of REMod is its technical representation of interactions be-

tween various technologies and sectors of the energy system, while providing a high

temporal resolution. All calculations are carried out on an hourly basis for every year,

starting from 2015 until 2050. However, at the same time its spatial resolution is consid-

ered by one node. This implies that generators, storage facilities or passenger cars are

aggregated and therefore represented as one average system component. For instance,

lignite power plants are described by one virtual plant. Its efficiency corresponds to the

average value of all plants located in the investigated area. Efficiency enhancements or

other variation of performance can be adjusted for each year from 2015 to 2050. The

consideration of a single node further implies that the supply and usage of energy virtu-

ally occurs in the same spot. Thus, while costs for the expansion of the electrical grid

(distribution, medium and high-voltage), the heat grid, the gas network and the charg-

ing infrastructure for the transport sector are considered, no technical restrictions are

imposed. As for the electrical grid, distribution losses are considered in general terms

by a parametrisable factor (cf. eq. 3.20).

The Residual Load

Another simplification concerns the operational sequence of technologies within the

power sector. This sequence follows a predefined pattern which is determined depend-

ing on the carbon footprint of each technology as well as on the value of the respective

energy carrier. Depending on the residual load value, a variety of load balancing options

can be operated. Throughout literature various definitions for the residual load exist.

For instance, [155–160] define it as difference between the power load and the electricity

production from renewable sources. In other cases the power generation refers only to
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variable renewable energy sources (VRE), therefore excluding biomass generated elec-

tricity [161,162]. In REMod the residual load PRes is defined based on [32,33]. Thus, it

refers to the electric load in the power grid Pel,Load (eq. 3.19) minus the occurring non-

dispatchable power generation Pel,P rod (eq. 3.20). It is calculated according to eq. 3.18.

PRes(t) = Pel,Load(t)− Pel,P rod(t) (3.18)

Pel,Load(t) = PBL(t) + PHP + PDG + PEV,must + PEC,must + PPH + PICP (3.19)

Pel,Prod(t) = (PHydro(t) + PNP (t) + PLC,must(t) + PHC,must(t) + PWind,off (t)

+PWind,on(t) + PPV (t) + PI,must(t)) · ηG + PCHP (t) + PFC(t)
(3.20)

where:
PRes = Residual load in kWhel/h

Pel,Load = Electric load in kWhel/h

Pel,P rod = Non-dispatchable power generation in kWhel/h

PBL = Electricity base load in kWhel/h

PHP = Power load of heat pumps for space heat in kWhel/h

PDG = Power load of deep geothermics for space heat in kWhel/h

PEV,must = Power load for vehicle charging in kWhel/h

PEC,must = Power load for electrolysis plants in kWhel/h

PPH = Power load for the supply of process heat in kWhel/h

PICP = Power generation from industrial plants (internal consumption) in kWhel/h

PHydro = Power generation from run-of-river power stations in kWhel/h

PNP = Power generation from nuclear power plants in kWhel/h

PLC,must = Non-dispatchable power generation from lignite power plants in kWhel/h

PHC,must = Non-dispatchable power generation from hard coal power plants in kWhel/h

PWind,off = Power generation from offshore wind power stations in kWhel/h

PWind,on = Power generation from onshore wind power stations in kWhel/h

PPV = Power generation from photovoltaic power stations in kWhel/h

PI,must = Mandatory import of electricity in kWhel/h

PCHP = Power generation from micro-CHP units for space heat in kWhel/h

PFC = Power generation from fuel cells for space heat in kWhel/h

ηG = Average grid efficiency for consideration of losses in %
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As introduced in section 3.2.5, the electricity base load is derived from real data and

adjusted according to the power demand for the supply of space and process heat. The

power demand of heat pumps, described by PHP , includes single buildings as well as

large-scale heat pumps in heat grids. Deep geothermal plants are considered by PDG.

They are implemented as option for the supply of heat, instead for power production.

The electricity demand for the supply of process heat by large-scale heat pumps or

electrode boilers is summarised by PPH . Further, the internal consumption provided

by industrial plants, which is not detected by data provided by ENTSO-E, is denoted

by PICP . The terms, PEV,must and PEC,must describe a possibly occurring electric load

due to charging of electric vehicles or required operation of electrolysis plants. Both, are

generally equal to zero and depend on the charge level of vehicle batteries and hydrogen

storage facilities. If the storage operation is not sufficient, an according unavoidable

electric load ensures that vehicles can be charged or the hourly hydrogen demand is met.

This concept is explained in detail in section 4.3.

The non-dispatchable power generation consists of ten terms in total. The feed-in from

run-of-river power stations PHydro and nuclear plants PNP are both exogenously set, i.e.

their installed capacities are not optimised. For lignite and hard coal power plants a

minimum load requirement can be considered. This means that an exogenously fixed

share of their installed capacity is operated during every hour. This quantity is denoted

by PLC,must and PHC,must, respectively (cf. section 3.5). PI,must represents a mandatory

import of electricity from neighbouring countries, which depends on their respective feed-

in from VRE (cf. section 4.5). Distribution losses can be accounted for by ηG. This value

is exogenously set, according to literature values (cf. appendix,A). The power generation

occurring from CHP units and fuel cells is denoted by PCHP and PFC . This includes

micro-CHP units as well as CCGT-plants in heat grids for the supply of space heat or

process heat.

Load Balancing

The balancing of the residual load can be distinguished in two cases. The First is

indicated by a positive value of the residual load, meaning that power deficiency occurs.

The second applies in case of power surplus, i.e. when the power from non-dispatchable

sources exceeds the electric load (eq. 3.18). In either case, the operational sequence of

technologies in the power sector is predetermined according to figure 3.12.

Once the cumulative electric load and the non-dispatchable power generation are de-

termined, the residual load value is calculated according to eq. 3.18. The operation of

electric heat pumps may be adjusted, depending on whether the residual load value is

positive or negative. If power deficiency occurs, the electricity demand of electric heat
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Figure 3.12: Flowchart describing the operational sequence to balance the residual load
in case of power surplus or deficiency. CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine,
CHP: combined heat and power, FC: fuel cell.
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pumps is reduced (and vice versa). Thus, the heat load is covered for as much as possible

by discharging the thermal energy storages. On top of that, hybrid heat pumps may

switch from electrical to a methane gas based operation. Similarly, if power surplus oc-

curs, the heat supply from CCGT-plants in heat grids may be reduced. For this purpose,

the optimal heat supply share between the CCGT-plant and the large-scale heat pump

is calculated, reducing the residual load as much as possible.

At this point a series of technology options is operated in a fixed sequence to balance

the residual load. In the case of power power deficiency the sequence is arranged based

on the driving key boundary condition of the optimisation process, which is the CO2

emissions. Thus, for each technology option, the quantity of CO2 emissions per kWhel

of supplied power is calculated. For instance, a lignite power plant with an emission

factor of 0.403 gCO2/kWhlignite and an average efficiency of 34% leads to a assessment

factor of 1.18 gCO2/kWhel. Whereas for a hard coal power plant, with an efficiency of

38% and an emission factor of 0.337 gCO2/kWhhardcoal it amounts to 0.886 gCO2/kWhel.

Thus, the hard coal plant is operated first, as it exhibits a lower carbon footprint.

In case of power surplus, i.e. for a negative value of the residual load, technologies are

used first according to their efficiency and the value of the converted or stored energy.

For instance, as shown in figure 3.12, power is first stored into electric batteries, while

being converted into synthetic fuels afterwards, mainly because of higher losses. For the

same reason, power is converted into hydrogen first and into methane gas and liquid

fuels afterwards. In the next step, batteries linked to Power-to-Gas (PtG) plants are

charged. This process is designed to increase the full load hours of PtG plants and thus

it is valued as less relevant in the operational sequence. It is noted that this sequence

is in part changed at every hour according to an implemented load forecast algorithm.

For instance, thermal power plants are operated depending on the expected duration of

power deficiency. As a consequence, a back-up methane gas turbine, rather than a coal

power plant, will be utilised in case of particularly short periods of power deficiency (cf.

figure 3.12). This concept is described in further detail in section 4.

For a correct interpretation of the illustrated operational sequence of technologies in the

power sector, it is necessary to understand how the individual model components are

considered in the model. A description of all main model components, is provided in the

next section 3.5.
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3.5 System Components

The following section provides a brief description of the main system components deemed

necessary for the interpretation of the model results (cf. section 6). Other technologies

are described in [103] or are presented in in the next chapter, introducing the operation

of load balancing options in REMod.

Power Generation from Variable Renewable Energy

The feed-in from VRE is derived from the renewables.ninja platform [163], which provides

simulated profiles for each European country for the time period from 1990 to 2016 [164].

This includes onshore and offshore wind turbines and photovoltaic power stations. The

normed feed-in profiles are distributed between north and south Germany for the years

from 2011 to 2015 by two factors and take into account the full load hours of each

technology measured in Germany’s federal states [165–168]. The distribution factors for

north and south Germany amount to 0.9673 and 1.0546 for photovoltaic plants and to

1.0721 and 0.8798 for onshore wind turbines, respectively. Feed-in values of higher than

one are corrected. An overview of the resulting full load hours is provided in table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Full load hours of VRE for each weather data set (2011-2015), for north and
south Germany.

Photovoltaics Wind Onshore Wind Offshore
South North Average South North Average

2011 1137 1043 1090 1658 2021 1840 4003
2012 1072 983 1028 1580 1925 1753 3918
2013 990 908 949 1475 1798 1636 3643
2014 1100 1009 1055 1504 1833 1669 3897
2015 1133 1039 1086 1712 2085 1899 4074

The hourly power generation of VRE is obtained according to eq. 3.21. Here, Pnom,V RE,i

describes the installed capacity of the considered VRE-technology i. The corresponding

normed feed-in profile is denoted by Pnorm,j,V RE,i, where j is one of the considered

weather data sets, i.e. 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 or 2015. Lastly, the full load hours

resulting in table 3.6 can be scaled by the parametrisation of a yearly adjustable factor

(fV LH,V RE). Thus, it is possible to consider technological improvements on one side, or

- on the other side - the exploitation of less favourable locations. Figure 3.13 shows the

utilised feed-in profiles of the main VRE sources for 2011 to 2015.
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Figure 3.13: Normalised feed-in profiles from wind onshore, wind offshore and photo-
voltaic stations, for the five weather data sets: 2011 to 2015.
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Pel,V RE,i(t) = Pnom,V RE,i · Pnorm,j,V RE,i · fV LH,V RE,i (3.21)

where:
Pel,V RE = Power generation from considered VRE-technology kWhel/h

Pnom,V RE = Installed capacity of considered VRE-technology in kWel

Pnorm,V RE = Normed feed-in profile of considered VRE-technology in [−]

fV LH,V RE = Yearly adjustable factor for technological improvement in [−]

Power Generation from Thermal Power Plants

The power generation of thermal power plants includes hard coal and lignite power

plants, gas turbines, CCGT, biogas plants as well as oil and nuclear power plants. Their

installed capacity is determined by the optimisation, except for oil and nuclear power

plants. The reason why is that oil power plants in Germany do play a tangential role

and an increase of their installed capacity is not foreseeable [169]. As for nuclear power

plants it is due to the planned the withdrawal from nuclear energy by 2022, decided by

the German Federal Government. This means that the installed capacity of both plants

is exogenously set for each year from 2015 to 2050. In the case of lignite and hard coal

power plants, a minimum load operation can be considered by a yearly parametrisable

factor fmustRun,Coal,i. This generation is accounted for as non-dispatchable generation

and therefore influences the residual load. Moreover, coal power plants may increase

their contribution by a flexible generation term Pflex,Coal,i to balance the electric load

(eq. 3.22 and 3.23).

Pel,Coal(t) =

CP∑
i=1

Pel,nom,Coal,i · fmustRun,Coal,i + Pflex,Coal,i (3.22)

Pflex,Coal,i = Pel,nom,Coal,i · (1− fmustRun,Coal,i) (3.23)

where:
CP = Type of coal power plant (lignite or hard coal)

Pel,Coal = Power generation from coal power plant in kWhel/h

Pflex,Coal = Flexible power generation from coal power plant in kWhel/h

Pel,nom,Coal = Installed capacity of coal power plant in kWel

fmustRun,Coal = Share of must run capacity of nominal load in %
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The feed-in of other thermal power plant is influenced by the value of the residual load

as it is restricted to times when a power deficiency occurs. Their individual contribution

is influenced by the predetermined operational sequence introduced in section 3.4, as

well as by their ramping characteristics and current operating status. This concept is

introduced in detail in section 4.2. Further, the model considers a spare capacity of 20%,

which means that back-up methane gas turbine plants are accordingly dimensioned.

Systems for the Supply of Space Heat and Domestic Hot Water

As described in [103], heating systems for the supply of space heat and domestic hot

water are considered as a combination of different components. For decentralised systems

this includes a thermal energy store (TES) equipped with a heating rod, solar thermal

systems and a main heat generator. The heat generator can for instance be represented

by a heat pump, a boiler, a CHP unit or a fuel cell. The general configuration of a

heating system of single buildings within REMod is depicted in figure 3.14.

Heat 
generator 

Domestic 
hot water 
storage 

with 
heating 

rod 

Space heat and  
domestic hot water 

Power Power or fuel 

Heat losses 

Figure 3.14: General configuration of system for the supply of space heat and domestic
hot water for a single building in REMod.

The yield of solar thermal systems QSTH is calculated according to [103] (eq. 3.24). Here,

Acoll denotes the collector surface oriented in a specific direction i, with an inclination

of 45�. It is assumed that 40% of the collectors are directed to the south, while 30%

to southeast and southwest, respectively. The global radiation is described by G and

is exogenously set as timeline for each of the five considered years from 2011 to 2015.

Further, the collectors efficiency and its heat loss coefficient are represented by c0 and

c1, respectively. The difference between the temperature of the solar collector and the

ambient is represented by (TColl − TA).
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As represented in figure 3.14 the yield from the solar thermal system is utilised to increase

the temperature level of the TES. The storage exhibits a simple cylindrical geometry

with a diameter to hight ratio of 1:1.5 according to [103]. Storage losses (QLoss,HWS)

are calculated at the beginning of each time step as described by eq. 3.25. The thermal

capacity and the time constant of the TES are denoted by CHWS and τHWS , respectively.

Their ratio is used to describe the thermal transmission proprieties of the TES. Both

parameters are obtained according to equations 3.26 and 3.27. The storage losses are

mainly influenced by the difference between the ambient temperature TA and the storage

temperature THWS . For simplification purposes, a homogeneous mixing within the TES

is assumed, yielding to one average temperature level.

QSTH(t) =
∑

Acoll,i ·Gi(t) · (c0 − c1 · (TColl(t)− TA(t))

Gi
) (3.24)

QLoss,HWS(t) =
CHWS

τHWS
· (THWS(t)− TA(t)) (3.25)

CHWS = cp · ρ · VHWS (3.26)

τHWS =
3

8
(
1

3π
· VHWS)

1/3 · ρ · cp
UHWS

(3.27)

where:
QSTH = Yield of solar thermal systems in Whth

h

QLoss,HWS = Storage losses in Whth
h

Acoll = Collector surface in m2

G = Global radiation in W/m2

c0 = Collectors efficiency in %

c1 = Collector heat loss coefficient in W/m2K

cp = Specific thermal capacity of water in J/kgK

TColl = Temperature of the solar collector in �C

TA = Ambient temperature in �C

CHWS = Thermal capacity of the TES in J/K

VHWS = Endogenously determined storage volume in m3

UHWS = Thermal transmission coefficient of thermal energy storage in W/m2K

ρ = Density of water at standard conditions in kg/m3

τHWS = Time constant of the TES in [−]
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The conversion of power or fuel into heat is modelled by assuming a technology spe-

cific thermal efficiency, which is exogenously set. This efficiency can be distinguished

depending on the assumed distribution system, i.e. radiator or panel heating. Thus,

this parameter represents both, generation as well as distribution losses. One exception

are electric heat pumps. Their coefficient of performance is not constant over the year,

but modelled as a function of the difference between the source and the sink tempera-

ture [103]. The source temperature for air-to-water heat pumps depends on the outside

ambient temperature. For brine heat pumps a constant ground temperature of 10 �C is

considered [170]. Further details on the modelling of heat pumps and their contribution

in a future German energy system have been studied in [106].

Domestic 
hot water 
storage 

with 
heating 

rod 

Space heating and  
domestic hot water 
(multiple buildings) 

Heat losses 

Deep 
geother-

mics 
CCGT 

Air heat 
pump 

Peak 
load 

boiler 

Heat grid 

Power Power Methane Power 

Figure 3.15: General configuration of a heat grid for the supply of space heat and domes-
tic hot water in REMod.

As shown in figure 3.15, district heating systems are represented by a combination of up

to five components. The heat generators are connected in parallel and include a CCGT, a

peak load boiler as well as an electric air-to-water heat pump. Further, a TES equipped

with a heating rod and a solar thermal system are considered. The dimensioning of

these two components, as well as the share of the heat load supplied by heat grids, is

endogenously determined. While the general mode of operation does not vary from those

described for decentralised systems, heat grids can adjust their operation to balance the

residual load in cases of power surplus or deficiency. This flexible behaviour is explained

in more detail in section 4.4.
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Systems for the Supply of Process Heat

Generators for the supply of process heat are not operated according to grid conditions.

As a consequence, they directly meet their endogenously determined share of process

heat demand. This simplification is based on the assumption that the required plant

utilisation, the daily production capacity of a facility or the manufacturing requirements

of a product could pose several limitations to a flexible plant operation. The neces-

sary amount of fuel or power PIn to meet the useful process heat demand Q̇Use by a

determined heat generator i at the supply temperature level j is calculated according

to eq. 3.28. The thermal efficiency of the generator is denoted by ηth. In case of com-

bined heat and power generation plants, the according power production is obtained by

considering the electric efficiency ηel eq. 3.29.

PIn(t) =
Q̇Use,i,j(t)

ηth,i,j ·Δt
(3.28)

Pel(t) =
Q̇Use,i,j(t)

ηth,i,j ·Δt
· ηel,i,j (3.29)

where:
PIn = Fuel or power demand of heat generator in kwh/h

Pel = Power generation of heat generator in kwhel/h

Q̇Use = Useful process heat demand in kWhth

ηth = Thermal generator efficiency in %

ηel = Electric generator efficiency in %

Δt = Considered time step length [−]

A list of all implemented technologies for the supply of process heat as well as other

information regarding the modelling of this sector is provided in section 3.2.3.

Utilisation of Biomass

Based on [103], multiple options for the utilisation of biomass are considered in REMod.

The yearly available biomass potential is subdivided into three different categories,

namely woody biomass, biomass cultivation and organic waste. Their potential is spec-

ified exogenously for each year ranging from 2015 to 2050. An overview of the possible

biomass conversion paths is shown in figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Considered conversion path of biomass for energy uses in REMod. Dotted
lines indicate that the share of each path is endogenously determined, while
continued lines indicate exogenously set amounts.

Woody biomass can either be gasified to produce hydrogen, methane gas or second-

generation biofuels. Besides its gasification, it can also be burned to supply heat in the

building sector or process heat. The share of each option is endogenously determined.

This is represented by dotted lines in figure 3.16.

The next category includes the cultivation of energy crops such as rapeseed or maize.

They can be utilised for the production of oil and subsequent conversion into biodiesel.

Similarly to the utilisation of woody biomass, the share of cultivation biomass converted

into biodiesel is endogenously determined while the production capacity is set constant

throughout the year. Energy crops from cultivation biomass (maize) can alternatively

be used for the production of biogas. This amount is summed up with the set potential

of organic biomass. The produced raw biogas can either be upgraded to pipeline-quality

standards and then stored or used for power generation in times of power deficiency.
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Import of Synthetic Fuels

Depending on the model parametrisation, it is possible to consider the import option

of electricity-based, CO2-neutral fuels from abroad. This includes synthetic hydrogen,

methane as well as liquid fuels. While their yearly limit is specified exogenously, the

utilised quantity represents an endogenous result. Further, their import prices need

to be specified as well, as their usage substantially depends from the resulting CO2

abatement costs.

Imported hydrogen from abroad is directly loaded into the hydrogen storage. To avoid

a sudden increase of its charge level, the import capacity is evenly distributed over the

year. The hydrogen storage may be discharged to meet the hydrogen demand over all

sectors. This process is explained in section 4.6. Conversely to hydrogen, methane gas

and liquid fuels are considered on a yearly, instead of an hourly, resolution. Accordingly,

the import of synthetic methane gas and synthetic liquid fuels may both utilised to fulfil

the yearly balance.



4 Modelling of Load Balancing Options

This chapter introduces the modelling approaches of the main load balancing options

considered in REMod. The aim of the chapter is to provide the necessary understanding

for facilitating the interpretation of the model results in section 6. First, an algorithm

for the description of ramping behaviour is introduced. This issue is of growing im-

portance, as the operation of energy conversion plants will increasingly depend on the

fluctuating feed-in of VRE. Second, the flexible operation of electric vehicles is depicted.

Their batteries could provide the energy system with additional flexibility, if a controlled

charging strategy is assumed. Similarly, heat generators combined with thermal energy

stores (TES) could be operated in a grid-supportive way and contribute to the balanc-

ing of the residual load. Another flexibility option is provided by cross-border exchange

of electricity. A simplified approach for consideration of Germany’s neighbouring coun-

tries is introduced and the available import capacity is modelled on an hourly resolution.

Lastly, the modelling approach to short and long-term storage options is described. This

includes the operation of power storages as well as the conversion of surplus electricity

into synthetic fuels. The first section of this chapter is an excursus introducing a load

forecast algorithm. This module is utilised to optimise the operation of multiple flexibil-

ity options within the model.

4.1 Excursus: Load Forecast

The load forecast is designed in a way to determine the expected value of the residual

load in a future time step tFC . This becomes of increasing importance for an energy

system with an expanding share of VRE. For instance, the forecast can be utilised to

identify upcoming prolonged periods of power deficiency. For this purpose a counter

is introduced. It is increased by one, if at the current time step a positive residual

load in an future time step is forecasted. Otherwise, the counter is set to zero. Once

it reaches an exogenously specified threshold value, the future time period is classified

as period of power deficiency. When this period is reached, the operation of specific

system components can be adjusted accordingly. A simplified flow chart of the program

sequence, is depicted in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart describing the modelling approach for the calculation of the ex-
pected residual load value and the identification of prolonged power surplus
or power deficiency periods.
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The implemented load forecast is mainly utilised to optimise the operation of various

flexible technologies (for instance, cf. sections 4.2 and 4.3). Thus, depending on the con-

sidered application case, the forecast time horizon (or period) tFP can be set accordingly.

The forecast time tFC is obtained as shown in eq. 4.1. Here, t denotes the current time

step.

tFC = t+ tFP (4.1)

When forecasting, it is important to distinguish between variables, which are determined

based on exogenous or endogenous quantities. Quantities based on exogenously set

parameters, such as weather data, feed-in profiles or load profiles, can be predicted

with a negligible computational effort. This is not the case for variables, which instead

depend on the operation of other system components, such as thermal, chemical or

other power storage options. For instance, the prediction (and adjustment) of the TES

temperature would be influenced through continuous feedback effects on the system. As

a consequence, an accurate forecast would require an iterative approach . The associated

computing effort would increase considerably, which is why, instead, several assumptions

are introduced.

The energy demand for space heat and domestic hot water in a future time step tFC

can exactly be predicted, as its value depends on exogenously set data (such as physi-

cal properties of buildings and weather data). Based on this information, the expected

power demand Pexp,l,SH,i and power generation Pexp,g,SH,i of all heat generators I can be

calculated. It is assumed that TES do not contribute to the coverage of the heat demand,

as their discharge would lead to several feedback effects, which are not easily predicted.

This also implies that the coefficient of performance of electrical heat pumps, which per

definition depends on the storage temperature, is not forecasted. Instead, for each con-

sidered heat pump technology it is set accordingly to its annual mean performance factor.

While this approach represents a loss of accuracy, it is necessary to keep the computa-

tional time as low as possible. This uncertainty primarily occurs when heat generators

are operated according to the residual load, as in this case, the storage temperature is

increased more frequently and overall, reaches higher values (cf. section 6.3).

The electricity base load (cf. section 3.2.5) as well as the heat demand for the supply

of process heat in a future time step tFC can be determined based on the exogenously

provided data (cf. section 3.2.3). Thus, the expected power demand Pexp,l,PH,j and

generation Pexp,g,PH,j of all heat generators considered for the supply of process heat

J can be calculated. Further, the power demand Pexp,l,RT,k of electric vehicles, can be

determined based on the underlying driving profiles and their share within all power train

technologies K. In this case, similarly to the operation of TES, an inflexible operation

of vehicle batteries is assumed. Thus, it is neglected that the calculated value of the
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expected electric load might possibly be lower, due to the charging of surplus power into

the vehicles batteries.

As shown in figure 4.1 the algorithm also accounts for the expected power demand of

electrolysis plants. An expected hydrogen demand Pexp,l,H2 for the supply of space

heat, domestic hot water and process heat as well as for the motorised road transport

sector is calculated. If the resulting demand can be sustained over the whole forecast

period by the hydrogen storage, then the expected electrolysis power demand Pexp,elyse is

set to zero. Otherwise, the remaining hydrogen demand may be met by a set minimum

capacity of steam reformation plants (cf. section 4.6). Should this option not be sufficient

to guarantee a coverage of the expected hydrogen demand, than an expected electricity

demand for an according operation of electrolysis plants Pexp,elyse is calculated. The

total expected power demand in the time future time step tFC is determined as shown

in eq. 4.2.

The expected non-dispatchable generation Pexp,ndg is calculated according to section 3.4.

It includes photovoltaic stations, wind turbines (onshore and offshore), hydro power

plants, nuclear power plants, the must-run capacity of lignite and hard coal power plants,

the mandatory import of electricity as well as the non-dispatchable power generation

resulting from all heat generators (and the respective grid losses). Finally, the expected

residual load is calculated according to eq. 4.3. It is possible to apply a load safety factor

fSL to account for the above described forecast uncertainties. They include TES (and

coefficient of performance of heat pumps), hydrogen storages as well as power storages

(including those of electric vehicles).

Pexp,el =
I∑

i=1

Pexp,l,SH,i +
J∑

j=1

Pexp,l,PH,i +
K∑
k=1

Pexp,l,RT,j + Pexp,elyse + Pexp,BL (4.2)

Pexp,Res = Pexp,ndg − Pexp,el · fSL (4.3)

where:
Pexp,Res = Expected residual load value in kWhel/h

Pexp,ndg = Total expected power non-dispatchable power generation in kWhel/h

Pexp,el = Total expected power demand in kWhel/h

Pexp,el = Total expected power demand in kWhel/h

Pexp,l,SH = Expected power demand for space heat and hot water in kWhel/h

Pexp,l,PH = Expected power demand for the supply of process heat in kWhel/h

Pexp,l,RT = Expected power demand for road transport in kWhel/h

Pexp,elyse = Expected power demand of electrolysis plants in kWhel/h
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Pexp,BL = Expected power demand of electricity base load in kWhel/h

fSL = Load safety factor in [−]

I = Number of heat generators for space heat and domestic hot water

J = Number of heat generators for the supply of process heat

K = Number of power train technologies in the road transport

For the flexible operation of vehicle batteries (cf. section 4.3), the forecast is utilised to

identify prolonged time periods of power deficiency. During such time periods, a gradual,

mandatory charging of electric vehicles is started. This is necessary to avoid a complete

discharge of vehicle batteries1.

As for thermal power plants the load forecast does not stop at the expected residual

load value Pexp,Res as shown in figure 4.1. It also takes into account competing power

generation options. For instance, the load forecast of a coal power plant also consid-

ers the available power generation capacity of CCGT, gas turbine or oil power plants

as well as the option of importing electricity from neighbouring countries. Further, all

thermal power plants are characterised by an exogenously set minimum operation time

(cf. section 5.3). Thus, the forecast also accounts for consecutive hours of expected

power demand. This concept is further described in the next section, where the mod-

elling approach for the consideration of ramping behaviour of energy conversion plants

is presented.

4.2 Ramping Behaviour of Energy Conversion Technologies

Historically, to secure a stable grid operation, power generation technologies were run

according to load predictions. For this purpose power plants were divided into base

load and peaking load plants. Nuclear, lignite and hard coal power plants are, for

instance, usually used as base load plants due to their high power generation capacity

and thermal inertia. On the contrary, peaking plants, like gas turbines, exhibit a higher

capability of adjusting their power level. Thus, they are operated mainly for a couple of

hours when maximum power demand occurs. In 2016, Germany‘s installed capacity of

nuclear and coal-fired power plants amounted to 11GWel and 48GWel, respectively [22].

According to [171], coal power plants were responsible for roughly 350 billion tons of

CO2 emissions, accounting for more than a third of Germany‘s GHG-emissions. In 2000,

with the German Renewable Energy Sources Act (EEG) [172] priority dispatch from

VRE was determined, contributing to a progressive capacity increase of photovoltaic

and wind power stations. As a consequence of their fluctuating power supply, more and

1This effect is studied in detail in [105]
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more baseload power plants need to undertake specific retrofit measures to achieve a

more flexible operation. Various examples of different retrofitting measures are presented

in [60, 173–175]. Further, [175] points out that those measures usually represent the by

far more economical choice over a new construction. Today, various examples of plant

retrofitting exist [60].

As the share of VRE rises, the consideration of ramping behaviour of power plants will

become of increasing importance. Besides for conventional power plants, this might also

be the case for technologies operated in times of power surplus, i.e. when the feed-in

from VRE is comparably high. For this reason, a generic methodological approach was

developed and implemented in REMod.

4.2.1 Term Definitions and Methodological Approach

According to the definition of Agora-Energiewende
”
The flexibility of a power plant can

be described as its ability to adjust the net power fed into the grid, its overall bandwidth

of operation and the time required to attain stable operation when starting up from a

standstill“ [60]. Thus, to implement the flexible behaviour of a generic energy conversion

plant in REMod, various parameters need to be introduced. For instance, the available

capacity Pi(t) of a plant at the time t as well as its conversion efficiency ηi(t). Both

parameters may be restricted depending on the current operation state of the plant.

Figure 4.2 portraits the simplified ramp-up behaviour of a generic plant, marking three

different operation states and their respective limitations.

t 

PNom 

hCS 

PMin 

Partial load operation 
available capacity and 
efficiency restricted 

Heat-up operation 
available capacity = 0 
(plant not operative) 

Design condition 
capacity and efficiency 

stable at nominal values 

hPL hDC 

P(t) 

Figure 4.2: Simplified operative states of energy conversion plants considered in REMod.
PNom: nominal capacity, PMin: minimum load capacity, hCS : cold start-up
time, hPL: time spent in partial load operation, hDC : time spent in design
condition operation. Own illustration based on [60]
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The minimum load pMin describes the minimum plant capacity - related to the maximum

load - under which a stable operation is possible. Thus, to provide a useful energy

output, a plant operated either for the first time or after a downtime of at least two

days is heated up for a duration equal to its cold start-up time hCS . In figure 4.2 this

operation is referred to as heat-up operation. Depending on the considered plant type

i, fuel or electric power may be required. While in this phase, the available conversion

capacity of the plant is set to zero. The cold start-up time duration heavily depends on

the plant design, i.e. on its ramping characteristics. Generally, the lower the minimum

load, the lower the corresponding start-up time and the faster the plant is able to adjust

its operation when power deficiency occurs.

After the heat-up phase the plant can run at stable operating conditions in partial load.

In this area the plant efficiency is reduced according to its characteristics. As shown in

figure 4.2, its lower boundary is represented by the minimum load PMin while its upper

limit is denoted by the nominal plant capacity PNom. The time spent in partial load

operation hPL is described by eq. 4.4 and heavily depends on the ramp rate RRR. The

latter reveals the load increase per minute while in partial load operation. The higher

the ramp rate, the shorter the operation in partial load and the faster the plant can reach

its nominal conversion capacity. Further, as described in eq. 4.5, it is considered that

while in partial load operation, only a given share SAP of the maximum plant capacity

is available. Accordingly, the efficiency of the plant ηi(t) is reduced as shown in eq. 4.6.

The conversion efficiency of the plant in partial load related to its maximum efficiency

is denoted by SPL.

The third part in figure 4.2 denotes the operation at design conditions. Neither the

capacity nor the efficiency are limited, meaning that the plant operates at its maximum

efficiency ηNom for the duration hDC(t).

hPL,i(t) =
100− pMin,i

RRR,i · 60 (4.4)

Pi(t) = PNom,i · SAP,i(t) (4.5)

ηi(t) = ηNom,i ·
(
hDCOp,i(t) + hPLOp,i(t) · SPL,i

)
(4.6)

where:
pMin = Minimum load of plant related to its maximum capacity [%PNom

]

PNom = Nominal capacity of plant in kWel

P = Hourly energy output of plant in kWhel/h

RRR = Ramp rate of plant in %/min
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hPL = Partial load time of plant [h]

hDCOp = Time spent in design condition operation [h]

hPLOp = Time spent in partial load operation [h]

SAP = Available share of the maximum plant capacity in %

SPL = Conversion efficiency in partial load related to maximum efficiency in %

η = Conversion efficiency of plant in %

ηNom = Maximum efficiency of plant in %

Based on the underlying ramping characteristics (cf. appendixA, tableA.2) a plant

operation curve, analogous to figure 4.2, is obtained for each plant type considered in

REMod. This curve substantially describes a linear function interpolating the minimum

load and the nominal load while taking into account the respective time intervals defined

by the cold start-up and partial load. In order to determine the operating condition of

the plant during each time step t, a ramping counter ci(t) is introduced. This counter

can take values between zero and the sum of the cold start-up and partial load time, as

shown in eq. 4.7. The curve and the counter combined are used to identify the operation

mode of the plant at the considered time step. For instance, a ramping counter lower

than the cold start-up hCS time would result in heat-up operation and therefore limit

the available plant capacity. On the contrary, its maximum value would imply that the

plant can be run at design conditions.

c(t) ∈ [0;hCS + hPL] (4.7)

The ramping counter must take into account that the operation of an energy conversion

plant, instead of progressing from heat-up to partial load to design condition operation,

may be discontinuous. For instance, depending on the duration of the standstill time

a plant might resume its operation in partial load or even heat-up state. Thus, the

ramping counter must consider a heat-up or a cool down of the plant, which are linked to

its consecutive operating or standstill hours, respectively. Figure 4.3 shows the program

sequence for identification of the operating mode and the associated adjustment of the

ramping counter.

In case of required plant operation, the starting (t) and ending (t+ 1) operation points

on the operation curve are determined according to eq. 4.8 and 4.9. These two points

provide insight about whether the plant is ready for operation as well as about its

available capacity share. Further, they indicate if, at the current time step, the plant

is restricted to one or more operation modes. This is exemplarily shown in figure 4.4,

where depending on the ramping characteristics and the value of the ramping counter,

different operation states result.
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Figure 4.3: Flowchart of modelling approach for the identification of plant operating
mode and ramping counter.

SAP,i(ci(t)) =
100− pMin,i

hPL,i(t)
·
(
ci(t)− hCS

)
+ pMin,i ∀c ∈ [hCS ;hCS + hPL] (4.8)

SAP,i(ci) = 0 ∀c ∈ [0;hCS [ (4.9)

where:
c = Ramping counter [h]

hCS = Cold start-up time of plant [h]

hPL = Partial load time of plant [h]
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pMin = Minimum load of plant related to its maximum capacity [%PNom
]

SAP = Available share of the maximum plant capacity in %

PNom 

c(t) 

PMin 

P(t) 

c(t+1) 

Heat-  
Up 

t 
c(t) c(t+1) 

Heat-  
Up 

PL 

c(t) c(t+1) 

Heat-  
Up 

PL DC 

Δt Δt Δt 

Figure 4.4: Example for plant operation through one, two or three operation modes
within one time step. The individual starting positions and operation curves
are varied. PL and DC denote the plant operation in partial load mode and
design conditions, respectively. PNom: nominal capacity, PMin: minimum
load capacity. Δt: time step length.

In figure 4.4 three examples concerning the determination of the operation mode and the

available plant capacity are illustrated. In the first case the beginning and ending value

of the ramping counter is lower than the cold start-up time. This means that the plant

may be heated up without providing any energy output. Also in the second example,

the plant starts its operation in heat-up mode. In this case, the counter ends in the

partial load area (c(t + 1)), i.e. its value exceeds the cold start-up time. The available

capacity share of the plant for this time interval is equal to the integral of the operation

curve (eq. 4.10), represented by the blue area in figure 4.4. In the third example, different

ramping characteristics are assumed, leading to a steeper operation curve and a shorter

partial load time. In this particular case the plant operation goes through all three

operation modes, i.e. from heat-up to partial load to full load operation. This behaviour

is not unusual for technologies with particularly low cold start-up times and high ramp

rates, such as gas turbines or polymer electrolyte membrane electrolysis plants.

SAP =

cMax[t;t+1]∫

cMin[t;t+1]

1− pMin

hPL
· (t− hCS) + pMin ∀c ∈ [hCS ;hCS + hPL[ (4.10)

As shown in figure 4.3, the ramping counter is adjusted at the end of each time step

(eq. 4.12). If the plant was heated up or utilised for the conversion of energy at the

current time step, the counter is increased by one time step length t. In the opposite

case, it means that the plant operation either was not required or that no conversion
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capacity was available, for instance due to a low value of the ramping counter (eq. 4.9).

In this case, the plant may still be heated up at time step, if two conditions are met:

first, the plant operation is expected to be necessary in upcoming time steps and needs

to be heated up to get ready for operation. Second, the plant is expected to run for at

least an exogenously set amount of time, which corresponds to the minimum duration

for an cost-efficient operation (cf. section 5.3). If so, the necessary energy demand PH,i

for the heat-up of the plant i is calculated according to eq. 4.11. Here, ES describes

the energy demand per installed capacity in kWh/kW which is based on literature values

(cf. appendixA.2). The required production capacity of the plant in an upcoming time

step Pexp,i is identified by a forecast. This forecast calculates the expected residual load

(cf. section 3.4, eq. 3.18) in upcoming time steps, taking into account the estimated gen-

eration capacity of other competing power generation technologies. The forecast also

includes the estimated power demand of all end-use sectors as well as those of electrol-

ysis plants and other storage technologies. The implementation of the load forecast is

presented in detail in section 4.1.

PH,i(t) = ES · Pexp,i(t)

PNom,i
(4.11)

where:
PH = Energy demand for heat-up of the plant in kWh/h

ES = Energy demand for heat-up per installed plant capacity kWh/kW

Pexp = Expected production capacity of plant in upcoming time steps in kWhel/h

PNom = Nominal capacity of plant in kWel

Finally, as shown in figure 4.3, if the plant is not heated up, it is cooled down as a

consequence of the standstill. Depending on the duration of the downtime it is necessary

to differentiate in cold and hot start-up time. While a cold start-up happens for a

standstill duration of at least two days, a hot start-up is defined by a standstill duration

of less than eight hours. Between these two durations a warm start-up occurs. The

entity of the cool down process cCD,i(t) depends on the current temperature level of the

plant, meaning that it occurs faster for higher temperature levels and slower afterwards

(eq. 4.13 and 4.14). For this purpose a downtime counter cS(t) is introduced, monitoring

the succesive hours of downtime of each plant. This counter is increased by one time

step for each consecutive hour of downtime and set to zero otherwise. This means that

a plant running at design conditions is cooled down faster during the first eight hours

and slower afterwards. This behaviour is illustrated in figure 4.5. Here, according to

literature, the duration for a cold start-up DCS and a hot start-up DHS is set to 48 and

8 hours, respectively [60].
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fast cool 
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Hot start-up 

cool down set  
to zero 

Cold start-up 

reduced cool down for  
remaining 40 hours 

Warm start-up 
c(t) 

hCS+hPL 

cS(t)  
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cCD=  

Figure 4.5: Adjustment of cool down counter depending of consecutive hours of down-
time. DHS : duration of a hot start-up (48 h), DCS : duration of a cold
start-up (8 h), hCS : cold start-up time of plant, hPL: partial load time of
plant.

ci(t) = ci(t− 1) + cH,i(t− 1)− cCD,i(t− 1) (4.12)

cCD,i(t) =
hHS,i(t)

DHS − 1
∀cS,i(t) < DHS (4.13)

cCD,i(t) =

(
hCS,i(t) + hPL,i(t)− hHS,i(t)

)

DCS −DHS + 1
∀cS,i(t) ≥ DHS (4.14)

where:
c = Ramping counter [h]

cS = Counter for consecutive hours downtime hours [h]

cH = Entity of the heat-up process [h]

cCD = Entity of the cool down process [h]

hHS = Hot start-up time of plant [h]

hCS = Cold start-up time of plant [h]

hPL = Partial load time of plant [h]

DHS = Duration of a hot start-up per definition [h]

DCS = Duration of a cold start-up per definition [h]
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4.2.2 Discussion of the Model Extension

The flexibility of energy conversion plants will become of increasing importance for energy

systems characterised by a substantial share (and priority dispatch) of VRE. For its rep-

resentation a generic modelling approach was developed and implemented in REMod.

The introduced methodology distinguishes between three operation modes for a generic

energy conversion plant, namely heat-up, partial load and design condition operation.

These options are described by an operation curve which is derived from the ramping

characteristics of the power plant. These characteristics may be individually adjusted for

each year from 2015 until 2050, thus reflecting technological enhancements. The curve is

modelled as linear function, thus representing a simplification of reality. The same holds

for the cool down behaviour. For the identification of the plant’s operative state within

each time step two distinctive counters are utilised, monitoring the successive operative

hours as well as the downtime. Thus, when resuming operation after a standstill, it is

possible to distinguish between cold start-up, warm start-up or hot start-up condition.

The plant efficiency in partial load operation is reduced according to a factor, which is

determined as the integral of the efficiency curve of a given plant and thus representing

an average value (cf. section 5.3, table 5.5). Further, a forecast is implemented (cf.

section 4.1), determining the expected duration of operation in upcoming time steps.

For instance, a thermal power plant may be heated up to be ready for operation in a

future time step when power deficiency occurs. Due to this mechanism the exogenously

set operational sequence of energy conversion plants (cf. section 3.4) is no longer the only

determining factor. Instead, besides the conversion efficiency and the carbon footprint

of each plant, also its flexibility characteristics may influence the operational sequence,

adding a greater level of detail compared to a fixed order. While the forecast is based on

a perfect foresight approach, it contains some uncertainties, in particular regarding the

operation of energy storage facilities. Thus, it may be that even though a plant operation

of a given duration is expected, the real operation might result slightly lower or higher.

Finally, it is noted that the focus of the presented methodology is on the technical

operation of power plants. Costs arising from retrofitting measures are therefore not

taken into account. They can, however, be considered when parametrising the model.

Another technology option, which might significantly influence the flexibility of the en-

ergy system, is the introduction of battery electric vehicles. Their background and

methodology are presented in the next section.
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4.3 Battery Electric Drive Concepts

Eventhough electric vehicles (EVs) yet represent a small fraction compared to the global

car stock (0.2%), their numbers are expected to increase over the next years [176]. In

Germany, in the beginning of 2018, their share accounted for roughly 0.1% of all mo-

torised private vehicles [177]. In order to increase their numbers, the German Federal

Government introduced buying incentives as well as funds for the expansion of the charg-

ing infrastructure [178]. Germany aims to bring one million EVs on the road by 2020,

which corresponds to approximately 1.75% of the total vehicle fleet. To give an idea

of the theoretically associated battery capacity, a rough calculation is made. Assuming

an average battery capacity per vehicle of 60 kWhel [179], this yields to a cumulative

battery capacity of 60GWhel. Accordingly, a complete shift of today’s private road

transport sector to electric vehicles, would lead to a cumulative battery capacity of

roughly 3TWhel [180]. Operating a small share of this potential according to the resid-

ual load value could improve flexibility of the energy system. However, potential power

load peaks originating from simultaneous charging should be accounted for as well. In

order to assess opportunities and challenges linked to the integration of EVs into the

energy system, model based calculations can be performed. In [105] a comprehensive

analysis of flexible electric vehicle charging based on REMod is presented. The study

introduces an approach for the generation of driving profiles and further compares two

modelling approaches for the depiction of the electrified road transport sector. Based

on the acquired insights, an extension of this work is subsequently presented.

In the first part of this section, a general modelling approach for the depiction of the

road transport sector in REMod is introduced. Afterwards, the focus is on the modelling

of battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and their (optional) flexible operation. The chapter

closes with a summary and discussion of the implemented modelling approach.

4.3.1 Modelling Approach

Due to the single node approach utilised in REMod, all vehicles belonging to the same

power train technology (PTT) are aggregated (cf. section 3.2.2), resulting in one energy

demand profile each2. This profile describes the mechanical energy needed for the trac-

tion of one average vehicle PT (t) at each considered time step t. Starting from the annual

final energy demand of the vehicle fleet Eveh, its average efficiency ηavg and the total

number of vehicles Nveh, an hourly value for the traction power per vehicle can be calcu-

lated according to eq. 4.15. Alternatively, as shwon in eq. 4.16, the hourly traction power

per vehicle can also be determined based on the kilometres travelled per year kmtrav

2A distinction for vehicles of the private road transport sector and the freight transport sector is made
(cf. section 3.2.2)
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and the average energy consumption per kilometre travelled Eavg,pkt. The indicated

parameters for the calculation of the hourly traction power per vehicle are documented

in [181] (for Germany). It is noted that the traction power obtained in eq. 4.15 or 4.16

describes a constant energy demand profile [103].

PT (t) =

NPTT∑
i=1

Eveh,i · ηavg,i
(Nveh,i · t)t=8760

(4.15)

PT (t) =

NPTT∑
i=1

kmtrav,i · Eavg,pkt,i

(Nveh,i · t)t=8760
(4.16)

PE,i(t) =
PT (t) ·Nveh,i

ηavg,i
(4.17)

where:
PT = Traction power of one average vehicle in kWel/vehicle

PE = Final power demand of vehicles of a specific power train technology in kWhel/h

NPTT = Number of considered power train technologies [−]

Eveh = Annual final energy demand of vehicle fleet in kWhel

Eavg,pkt = Average final energy consumption per kilometre travelled in kWhel/kmtrav

kmtrav = Kilometres travelled per year [−]

ηavg = Annual average efficiency of vehicle fleet in %

Nveh = Total number of vehicles [−]

i = Considered power train technology [−]

For each individual power train technology i the final power demand of the vehicles

PE(t) is calculated according to eq. 4.17. This approach represents a simplified solution

for the calculation of the final power demand of different power train technologies, while

at the same time being able to consider efficiency enhancements of both conventional

and new drive systems. For the modelling of BEVs and plug-in-hybrid vehicles (PHEVs),

additional time dependent variables and restrictions need to be considered. For instance,

to consider simultaneous vehicle charging, which might lead to power load peaks. Or to

model the availability of BEVs as battery storages.
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Modelling of Electric Vehicles: Flow Chart and Model Equations

BEVs and PHEVs of a specific power train technology are represented as one distinctive

battery storage each. All parameters regarding this storage relate only to those vehicles

which are currently plugged into a charging facility and therefore connected to the elec-

trical grid. This means that parameters used to describe the vehicle battery, such as its

maximum capacity EMax(t), may vary according to the underlying driving profiles, i.e.

the time dependent share of vehicles currently plugged into a charging facility (cf. fig-

ure 4.7). This approach implies that the battery charge level E(t) does not indicate the

exact charge level of each individual vehicle, but rather describes the average charge level

of all vehicles plugged into a charging facility of a specific power train technology (PTT).

PTT PTT PTT Einter(t) EV(t) 

Aggregation of cars or trucks belonging  
to the same power train technology (PTT) 

PTT E(t) PTT PPT 

Flexible operation 
+ Grid-to-Vehicle 
- Vehicle-to-Grid 

PTT E(t-1) 

+ Arriving vehicles 
+ Vehicle charging 
- Leaving vechicles 
- Energy for driving  

Figure 4.6: Schematic overview of the main steps undertaken for the modelling of electric
vehicles. E: battery charge level, Einter: interim charge level.

Figure 4.6 depicts the main steps for the calculation of the charge level E(t). Starting

from the previous charge level E(t − 1), an interim charge level Einter(t) is first deter-

mined. This value accounts for the drop or increase in charge level due to vehicles leaving

from or arriving at the charging facility. The interim charge level may, in a second step,

be adjusted due to flexible operation of the vehicle batteries, resulting in the final charge

level for the current time step E(t). This approach is further explained in two consecu-

tive parts. The first part provides an overview of required input data and illustrates the

calculation of the interim charge level (figure 4.8). In the second part, the charging or

discharging of the vehicle batteries due to power surplus or deficiency is presented (cf.

figure 4.9).

The required model inputs can be divided into hourly time series and constant param-

eters. The hourly time series are directly linked to the underlying driving profiles. For

each time step, they account for the share of vehicles leaving from or arriving at a charg-

ing facility (SL(t), SA(t)). In case of power deficiency, a factor describing the allowed

depth of discharge (fV 2G(t)) of the aggregated vehicle battery is used to limit the feed-in

into the electrical grid. Further, the state of charge SoC(t) is used to consider a relative

weighting of the vehicles energy demand during each time step t, depending on their

arrival time or season. For example, it could be assumed that trips that end later in
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the evening or happen in summer instead of winter are, on average, longer and therefore

require more electricity, leading to a lower state of charge of the battery. The constant

parameters on the other hand, mainly represent average values for the description of the

considered power train technology, whether it is their total number (Nveh), the resulting

traction power for each vehicle (eq. 4.15), their efficiency (ηavg), battery size (Cavg,bat)

or the assumed charging/discharging capacity (PG2V,avg, PV 2G,avg). The power demand

of each vehicle PE(t) is calculated starting from the hourly traction power per vehicle

PT (t) (cf. eq. 4.15 and 4.16), the average efficiency ηavg and the total number of vehicles

Nveh of the power train technology i. For BEVs and PHEVs, the power demand PE(t) is

distributed over the hours of the year according to the normalised profile DEN (t). This

profile depends on the time series of arriving vehicles SA(t) as well as the state of charge

SoC(t) as shown in eq. 4.18 and 4.19.

DEN,i(t) =
SA,i(t) · (1− SoCi(t))

max(SA,i(t) · (1− SoCi(t))
(4.18)

PE,i(t) = DEN,i(t) ·
∑8760

t=1 PT (t) ·Nveh,i∑8760
t=1 DEN,i(t) · ηavg,i

(4.19)

where:
DEN = Normalised power demand profile [−]

SA = Hourly share of arriving vehicles in %

SoC = State of charge in kWhel

PT = Traction power of one average vehicle in kWel/vehicle

PE = Final power demand of vehicles of a specific power train technology in kWel

ηavg = Average vehicle efficiency in %

Nveh = Total number of vehicles [−]

i = Considered power train technology [−]

For the modelling of the battery storage and the restrictions posed on its charge level

E(t), a series of threshold values is utilised. The upper limit for the charge level is

described by the maximum available battery capacity EMax(t). As shown in figure 4.7,

this value may increase or decrease according to the share of electric vehicles connected to

the electrical grid at each considered time step (eq. 4.20, 4.21). Similarly, EV 2G,Min(t)

is used to restrict the discharging of the battery storage in case of power deficiency

(Vehicle-to-Grid). This means that the vehicle battery can only be discharged to supply

power to the electrical grid, if the charge level of the battery E(t) is higher than the

assumed threshold value. Relating to figure 4.7, this is only true for a charge level

equal to a. Further, the charge level can not be lower than the imposed absolute lower
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limit EMinAbs(t). Relating to figure 4.7, d represents the lowest possible value for the

charge level at the time t0. Eq. 4.20, 4.22, 4.23, 4.24 describe the mentioned physical

restrictions.
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Figure 4.7: Exemplarily illustration of the functional battery storage: restrictions and
charge levels. EMax: maximum available battery capacity, EV 2G,Min: thresh-
old value for power feedback into the grid, EMinAbs: threshold value for
minimum charge level.

EMax(t) = SP (t) · Cavg,bat (4.20)

SP (t) = SP (t− 1) + SA(t)− SL(t) (4.21)

EV 2G,Min(t) = EMax(t) · fV 2G(t) (4.22)

EMinAbs(t) = EMax(t) · SMinAbs (4.23)

EMax(t) ≥ E(t) ≥ EMinAbs (4.24)

where:
EMax = Maximum available battery capacity in kWhel

EV 2G,Min = Threshold value for power feedback into the grid in kWhel

EMinAbs = Threshold value for minimum charge level in kWhel

E(t) = Charge level in kWhel

SP = Hourly share of vehicles plugged into a charging facility in %
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SL = Hourly share of leaving vehicles in %

SA = Hourly share of arriving vehicles in %

SMinAbs = share of battery capacity for minimum charge level in %

Cavg,bat = average battery capacity per vehicle in kWhel/vehicle

fV 2G = factor for Vehicle-to-Grid operation in %
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Figure 4.8: Flowchart describing the calculation of the interim charge level.

Figure 4.8 illustrates the simplified approach for the calculation of the interim charge level

Einter(t). This charge level is calculated starting from the previous charge level E(t− 1)

according to eq. 4.28. The interim charge level increases if arriving vehicles are plugged

into a charging facility and decreases if they are disconnected (leaving vehicles). At the

same time, the charge level is reduced by the term PE(t), which takes into account that

the battery of arriving vehicles is less charged than it was at the beginning of their trip.

Further, it is considered that a given share of vehicles gets charged as they return to the

charging facility. This behaviour will be referred to as Uncontrolled Charging Strategy

(UCSt). The charging of vehicles on arrival EG2V,UCSt is calculated according to eq. 4.25,
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where the exogenously specified share of users following an UCSt is denoted by SUCSt.

The charging behaviour in the Controlled Charging Strategy (CCSt) is influenced by

the occurring residual load. The share of users following a CCSt, SCCSt, is obtained

according to eq. 4.26. In this case, vehicle users try to charge their vehicles exclusively

when the feed-in from non dispatchable sources exceeds the electric load, i.e. when

electricity surplus occurs. Likewise, their vehicle batteries may be discharged in case of

power deficiency. The underlying idea is that users try to minimize their operation costs

while maximising their revenues, charging their vehicles when the electricity price is low

(power surplus due to large share of VRE) and feeding power into the grid when it is

comparably high (power deficiency). During prolonged periods of low feed-in from VRE,

this charging behaviour may lead to a progressive decrease of the batteries charge level.

Should the interim charge level Einter(t) be lower than the threshold value EMinAbs(t),

then the vehicle batteries are charged to meet this threshold value. In this case, according

to eq. 4.29, an additional electric load, PMustCh(t), is applied to the system. Relating

to figure 4.7, for a resulting interim charge level equal to e, the electric load would be

increased by the difference between d and e, leading to a final interim charge level of d.

However, if Einter(t) does not violate the boundary condition set by EMinAbs(t), than

PMustCh(t) is zero and the energy demand at considered time step t to power the vehicle

engines is entirely met by discharging the vehicle batteries.

To avoid charging peaks during prolonged periods of power deficiency, a forecast mech-

anism is implemented (cf. section 4.1). This forecast calculates the expected residual

load in a future time step tFC , for an exogenously specified forecast period tFP (cf.

eq. 4.1). For each consecutive hour of predicted power deficiency, a counter is increased

by one time step length Δt and set to zero otherwise. If the counter reaches an exoge-

nously defined threshold value, then the upcoming period is classified as period of power

deficiency (PDP). In this case, once that period begins, users following a CCSt are re-

quired to charge their vehicles on arrival. This mandatory charge Ech,CCSt (eq. 4.27)

prevents the batteries charge level to drop when power deficiency occurs over prolonged

time periods. A detailed representation of the implemented load forecast in provided in

section 4.1.

Ech,UCSt(t) = PE(t) ·Δt · SUCSt (4.25)

SCCSt = 1− SUCSt (4.26)

Ech,CCSt(t) =

∑tFC+tFP
t=tFC

PE(t)

tFP
· SUCSt ∀t ∈ PDP (4.27)
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Einter,i(t) = Ei(t− 1) +
(
SA,i(t)− SL,i(t)

) · Cavg,bat,i

+
(
PmustCh,i(t))− PE,i(t)

) ·Δt+ Ech,UCSt,i + Ech,CCSt,i

(4.28)

PmustCh,i(t) =
Einter,i(t)− EMinAbs,i(t)

Δt
∀Einter,i(t) < EMinAbs,i(t) (4.29)

where:
SUCSt = User share following an uncontrolled charging strategy in %

SCCSt = User share following a controlled charging strategy in %

SA = Hourly share of arriving vehicles in %

SL = Hourly share of leaving vehicles in %

PDP = Classified period of power deficiency

Ech,UCSt = Charging of arriving vehicles in kWhel

Ech,CCSt = Charging in case of PDP in kWhel

Einter = Interim charge level in kWhel

EMinAbs = Threshold value for minimum charge level in kWhel

PmustCh = Mandatory charging in kWhel/h

PE = Final power demand of vehicles of a specific power train technology in kWel

tFC = Future time step for forecast [−]

tFP = Forecast period [−]

Cavg,bat = Average battery capacity per vehicle in kWhel/vehicle

Δt = Time step length in [−]

i = Considered power train technology [−]

Starting from the interim charge level Einter(t) the vehicle battery may be operated

flexibly, i.e. be charged (PG2V (t)) or discharged (PV 2G(t)) depending on the residual

load value (cf. section 3.4). Figure 4.9 illustrates the methodological approach for either

case.
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Figure 4.9: Flowchart describing the flexible operation of vehicle batteries. V2G: Vehicle-
to-Grid.
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Flexible Battery Charging: Grid-to-Vehicle (Power Surplus)

If at any time step the residual load happens to be negative, i.e. the feed-in from non-

dispatchable sources is higher than the electric load, the batteries of the considered power

train technologies may be charged. Figure 4.7 illustrates the modelled battery storage

with its respective levels of charge indicated by the letters a to d. As described in eq. 4.20,

the charge level of the battery can not be higher than the maximum available battery

capacity EMax(t). Therefore, an interim charge level equal to a means that the battery

is already fully charged while for all other charge levels b, c or d electricity surplus

may be used to increase the occurring interim charge level. The maximum amount of

electric energy that can be charged into the battery EG2V,Max(t) is described by eq. 4.30.

This amount is further limited by the maximum charging capacity PG2V,Max(t), which

accounts for the assumed deployment of charging facilities (as well as their type: fast or

slow charging) and the total share of vehicles plugged into a charging facility (eq. 4.31).

Further, ηG2V is utilised to account for losses related to the charging process of the

vehicle battery.

EG2V,Max(t) = EMax(t)− Einter(t) (4.30)

PG2V,Max(t) = SP (t) · PG2V,avg(t) ·Nveh (4.31)

PG2V (t) ≤ min
(EG2V,Max

Δt · ηG2V
, PG2V,Max(t)

)
(4.32)

where:
EG2V,Max = Maximum charge of electricity in kWhel

EMax = Maximum available battery capacity in kWhel

Einter = Interim charge level in kWhel

PG2V,Max = Maximum charging capacity in kWhel

PG2V,avg = Average charging capacity per vehicle in kWel/vehicle

PG2V = Charged power in kWhel/h

SP = Hourly share of vehicles plugged into a charging facility in %

Nveh = Total number of vehicles [−]

ηavg = Average vehicle efficiency in %

Δt = Time step length [−]
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Flexible Battery Discharging: Vehicle-to-Grid (Power Deficiency)

In case of power deficiency, i.e. when the feed-in from non-dispatchable sources is lower

than the electric load, the vehicle batteries may be discharged to supply power to the

electrical grid. This operation mode is only possible if the interim charge level Einter(t)

is higher than the set threshold value EV 2G,Min(t) (eq. 4.22). This means that the power

flow from the grid to vehicles (G2V) can be modelled either separately, or be considered

as a combined option to the feed-in from electric vehicles into the grid (G2V and V2G).

Referring to figure 4.7, a discharge would be only possible starting from an interim charge

level equal to a, while c and d are below the threshold value. As a consequence, the

maximum amount of electric power which may be discharged during each time step is

described by eq. 4.34. Analogous to the restrictions posed on the charging capacity, also

the discharge of the battery can be restricted by the current capacity limits PV 2G,Max(t)

according to eq. 4.33 - 4.35.

Before the final charge level E(t) is calculated, the algorithm provides the possibility

to decrease the currently discharged electricity to reduce a possible additional electric

load in upcoming time steps. Thus, the expected charge level EExp(t+x) is determined

according to eq. 4.36. This value accounts for the expected drop or increase of the battery

charge level due to arriving or leaving vehicles in the upcoming x time steps (eq. 4.18,

4.19 and 4.28).

EV 2G,Max(t) = Einter(t)− EV 2G,Min(t) ∀Einter(t) > EV 2G,Min(t) (4.33)

PV 2G,Max(t) = SP (t) · PV 2G,avg(t) ·Nveh (4.34)

PV 2G(t) ≤ min(
EV 2G,Max

Δt
(t), PV 2G,Max(t)) (4.35)

Eexp(t+x) = Einter(t)−PV 2G(t)·Δt−
t+x∑
t

(SL(t)−SA(t))·Cavg,bat−
t+x∑
t

PE(t)·Δt (4.36)

where:
EG2V,Max = Maximum discharge of electricity for feedback into the grid in kWhel

EV 2G,Min(t) = Minimum charge level for Vehicle-to-Grid operation in kWhel

Einter = Interim charge level in kWhel

Eexp = Expected charge level in x hours in kWhel
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PV 2G,Max = Maximum discharge capacity in kWhel/h

PV 2G,avg = Average discharge capacity per vehicle in kWel/vehicle

PV 2G = Discharged power for feedback into the grid in kWhel/h

PE = Final power demand of vehicles of a specific power train

SA = Hourly share of arriving vehicles in %

SL = Hourly share of leaving vehicles in %

SP = Hourly share of vehicles plugged into a charging facility in %

Nveh = Total number of vehicles [−]

Cavg,bat = Average battery capacity per vehicle in kWhel/vehicle

Δt = Time step length [−]

x = Number of upcoming time steps for forecast [−]

If the expected charge level in upcoming time steps EExp(t+x) is lower than the absolute

minimum charge level EMinAbs(t + x), the amount of discharged energy in the current

time step PV 2G(t) is reduced by PRed(t) according to eq. 4.37. As a consequence, the

battery will be discharged less to avoid a possible additional electric load PMustCh(t) in an

upcoming time step (eq. 4.29). For example, relating to figure 4.10, after the discharge

of the battery from a to b in t0, an expected charge level equal to c is determined

in t0+x. In this particular case, the discharge of the battery in t0 is reduced by the

difference between d and c, leading to a charge level equal to e instead of b. Should

the determined reduction in battery discharge be higher than possible discharge itself,

the battery charge level will remain unchanged. Finally, the charge level of the vehicle

battery E(t) is calculated according to eq. 4.38.
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Figure 4.10: Exemplarily illustration of the functional battery storage: restrictions and
charge levels for discharge of vehicle battery. EMax: maximum available
battery capacity, EV 2G,Min: threshold value for power feedback into the
grid, EMinAbs: threshold value for minimum charge level.
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Pred(t) =
EMinAbs(t+ x)− Eexp(t+ x)

Δt
(4.37)

E(t) = Einter(t) + (PG2V (t)− PV 2G(t) + Pred(t)) ·Δt (4.38)

where:
Eexp = Expected charge level in x hours in kWhel

Einter = Interim charge level in kWhel

EMinAbs = Threshold value for minimum charge level in kWhel

Pred = Reduction of discharged power in kWhel/h

PV 2G = Discharged power for feedback into the grid in kWhel/h

PG2V = Charged power in kWhel/h

Δt = Time step length [−]

x = Number of upcoming time steps for forecast [−]

4.3.2 Discussion of the Model Extension

In this section, a novel approach for the modelling of BEVs and PHEVs in REMod

was presented. The methodology accounts for different driving profiles and charging

strategies, as well as the option to operate vehicle batteries flexibly.

Vehicle users are classified according to whether they follow a Controlled or an Uncon-

trolled Charging Strategy (CCSt and UCSt). The UCSt implies that the vehicles are

charged at their return to a charging facility. Conversely, in the CCSt the charging prefer-

ably takes place in times of power surplus, i.e. when the feed-in from non-dispatchable

sources is higher than the electric load. Further, in times of power deficiency, the ve-

hicle batteries may be discharged, depending on an exogenously set depth of discharge.

This parameter can be specified on an hourly basis, thus providing more room for the

design of the CCSt. Further, a forecast is utilised to predict prolonged time periods of

power deficiency. During such periods, a mandatory vehicle charging for users following

a CCSt is implemented. Thus, a substantial drop of the vehicle batteries charge level

and a possibly resulting load peak can be avoided.

While the introduced modelling approach accounts for physical restrictions of vehicle

batteries, it does not consider further costs for their flexible operation. This additional

option is included within the purchase price of the electric vehicle itself. Thus, the deteri-

oration of the vehicle batteries due to increased charging cycles or associated transaction
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costs are neglected. In order to address this concern, additional costs should be consid-

ered at the model parametrisation3.

Besides the motorised road transport sector, also technologies for the supply of space heat

and domestic hot water could contribute to the balancing of the residual load. Through

their combination with TES, the individual operation modes can be adjusted and excess

heat be stored accordingly. This provides the conditions for a Heat-Controlled or Power-

Controlled Strategy of heat generators. The modelling approach for its consideration in

REMod is presented in detail in the next section.

4.4 Grid-Supportive Heat Generation

The introduction of digitisation represents one major objective of the German Govern-

ment’s Energy Research Programme to meet climate protection targets [182]. As a conse-

quence, the rollout of smart meters is being gradually enforced, primarily for users with

a higher power consumption and thus a higher flexibility potential. For instance, since

2017, bulk consumers with an annual power consumption above 10MWhel are obligated

by law to install a smart meter. From 2020 on, this also applies for private costumers

with an annual consumption of above 6MWhel [183]. Through intelligent infrastructure

and real-time communication, the operation of heat generators, such as electric heat

pumps (HP) or micro-CHP units and fuel cells, can be adjusted. As a consequence, con-

sumers progressively become prosumers and therefore actors within the energy market.

However, to achieve this, various obstacles have to be addressed, such as educational

work, data security, freedom of choice, fair cost distribution, social innovation as well as

the lacking economic efficiency [37,184].

In order to assess the technical potential or rather the effects resulting from a flexi-

ble or non flexible operation of heat generators with REMod, an according method-

ology is developed. A flexible operation presumes an according smart meter rollout.

Thus, whenever possible, heating systems are operated according to the residual load

(Power-Controlled Strategy, PCSt). Conversely, in the non flexible operation, a purely

heat-controlled operation is implemented. The chapter closes with a discussion of the

presented model extension.

4.4.1 Operating Principle and Grouping of Heat Generators

As described in section 3.2.4, in total twelve distinctive heating systems for the supply

of space heat and domestic hot water are considered in REMod. Each system consists of

one or multiple heat generators, which may be supplemented by a solar thermal system

3An according sensitivity analysis is presented in chapter 6.2.2.
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and TES. The storage unit includes a heating rod, which in case of power surplus may

convert electric power into heat, increasing the storage temperature. Similarly, electric

heat pumps may adjust their current heat generation capacity and therefore contribute

to the balancing of the electric load. Conversely, the operation of combined heat and

power systems may be increased when power deficiency occurs and thus raise the overall

supply of electricity. In this case too, the additionally generated heat is stored in TES

and may be used in a future time step to meet the occurring heat demand. The described

flexible operation of heat generators assumes a Power-Controlled Strategy (PCSt). This

means that, whenever possible, heat generators are utilised depending on the hourly

residual load value. It is also possible to consider a Heat-Controlled Strategy (HCSt),

where the operation of heat generators is based on the sole supply of the occurring heat

demand. Overall, this strategy better reflects the present-day standards.

Whether a heating system should follow a PCSt or HCSt, i.e. a flexible or inflexible

operation, can be specified exogenously. This condition may be adjusted for each year

from 2015 until 2050 as the model is parametrised. Further, instead of specifying the

flexible behaviour for each individual technology, they are grouped into nine categories.

These categories, together with the associated technologies and their respective case of

application, are summarised in table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Grouping of heat generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot
water demand. In group 8, micro CHP and fuel cells are excluded. CHP:
combined heat and power, HG: heat generators (oil, gas and wood boiler as
well as gas heat pump)

Nr Heating System Affected Technology Increases

1
Decentralised electric HP

Brine and air HP Load
2 Heating rod Load

3
Decentralised CHP

Micro-CHP and fuel cell Supply
4 Heating rod Load

5
Heat grid

CCGT Supply
6 Large scale air heat pump (HP) Load
7 Heating rod Load

8 Decentralised fuel-based HG Heating rod Load

9 Decentralised hybrid HP Heating rod Load

As introduced in section 3.2.4, each heating system in REMod needs to provide for a

specific part of the hourly heat demand. The respective share depends on the endoge-

nously determined technology deployment. How each heat generator is operated may, in

turn, vary within each time step, depending on if a HCSt or a PCSt is considered. An

overview of the possible operation modes is illustrated in figure 4.11.

In case of a HCSt, all heating systems are operated in the same way: first, solar thermal

systems can be provided to charge the TES, which is in turn utilised to meet the hourly
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heat demand. A possibly remaining demand is supplied by the electricity or fuel-based

heat generator. This can for instance be represented by an electric heat pump or a gas

boiler. The operation becomes more complex, if a PCSt is considered instead, as it fur-

ther depends from the residual load value. In case of power deficiency, all technologies

with combined production of heat and power, are operated until their respective share of

heat demand is met. At this point, if the residual load is still positive, their generation

capacity is increased until either their nominal capacity or the maximum TES tempera-

ture of 95 �C is reached. In case of CCGT in heat grids, an additional operation mode

is considered, in which the plants are actively cooled and excess heat is wasted. For all

other heat generators, where no CHP operation is possible, the TES is first discharged.

This mechanism leads to a reduction of the hourly heat demand and thus, in case of

electricity-based generators, to a smaller increase of the electric load. Further, when

power deficiency occurs, hybrid heat pumps may be switched from an electricity-based

to a fuel-based operation.

In case of power surplus, all non electricity-based heat generators first discharge the

TES to reduce their hourly heat demand as much as possible. This mechanism ensures

that the power generation from CHP units is limited and thus does not lead to a further

increase of the already occurring power surplus. Conversely, all electricity-based heat

generators, such as electric heat pumps, are operated to meet their share of heat demand.

If the residual load is still negative, their generation capacity is further increased and

the excess heat stored in the TES. This process can either be restricted by the nominal

generator capacity or its maximum supply temperature. If this temperature is not

reached and the residual load is still negative, then heating rods may be utilised as further

load balancing option. The conversion of power into heat by heating rods is available

for all heating systems, if they are equipped with TES. Compared to the operation of

heat pumps, heating rods exhibit a lower conversion efficiency, but also allow to increase

the TES temperature until 95 �C. While this leads to higher losses due to the increased

temperature level, it also provides an additional load balancing capacity.

4.4.2 Discussion of the Model Extension

As of today, technologies for the supply of space heat and hot water demand are mostly

operated in a heat-controlled way (HCSt). However, an increasing share of VRE and

thus more frequent fluctuations of the residual load could lead to a switch in favour of

a PCSt. The introduced approach allows the consideration of a HCSt and a PCSt by

specifying the desired mode for each year from 2015 to 2050. Thus, it is possible to

analyse the effects coming from an early or delayed adaptation of a PCSt or a business-

as-usual case, for which a HCSt is considered. However, due to the utilised perfect

foresight approach, a delayed adaptation of a PCSt might have a rather small influence
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on the results. Hypothetically, the deployment of flexible heat generators might start

early on, in the knowledge that their operation mode will be changed to a PCSt in the

upcoming years. This, presuming that a PCSt is beneficial for the entire energy system

(cf. section 6.3).

It is noted that within each simulated year either a PCSt or HCSt must be specified.

Thus, a simultaneous consideration of both options where one part of the heat generators

follows a PCSt and the other a HCSt is not possible. However, this only applies within

each one of the specified groups. For instance, decentralised heat pumps may follow

a HCSt, while large scale heat pumps, in heat grids, may be set on a PCSt. The

developed methodology allows to change between these two strategies for nine designated

technology groups, instead of for each individual heat generator. While this leaves

out some combinations, the implemented grouping provides a wide variety of analysis

options.

Another possibility to balance the residual load is represented by the exchange of elec-

tricity with countries bordering Germany. Subsequently, a simplified approach for its

consideration in REMod is introduced.

4.5 Cross-border exchange of electricity

In 2018, the electricity imports from neighbouring countries to Germany amounted to

roughly 9TWhel, while its exports totalled approximately 68TWhel [22]. While the ex-

change of electricity between countries represents a further option to balance the residual

load, its characteristics substantially differ from other flexible technologies. First of all,

the availability of electricity exchange varies over time, depending on the power load

and generation capacity in neighbouring countries. Second, the limit for the exchange

of power is determined by the interconnector capacity and therefore by the expansion of

the electrical grid. These points are accounted for in a simplified approach. First, the

utilised data base and its processing for the calculation of a power supply curve, rep-

resenting Germany’s bordering countries, is described. In the second part, two import

options are introduced. The optional import of electricity accounts for restrictions of

the available exchange capacity, if the current power supply in neighbouring countries is

relatively low. Conversely, if it is particularly high, a mandatory power flow to Germany

is considered. Finally, strengths and weaknesses of the implemented methodology are

highlighted and discussed.
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4.5.1 Data Processing and Power Supply Curve

The consideration of electricity imports in REMod is based on the feed-in from solar and

wind power stations of countries bordering Germany. They include Denmark, Poland,

Czech Republic, Austria, Switzerland, France, Luxembourg, Belgium and Netherlands.

The assumption made is that each of those countries, to reduce their GHG emissions,

will further expand their share of VRE. Thus, whenever their feed-in from VRE is low,

the available import capacity share in Germany is reduced. Conversely, it is increased

when a high feed-in from VRE in neighbouring countries occurs. For the determination

of the power supplied by VRE over all neighbouring countries at a particular time step

t, an aggregated feed-in profile is constructed. For this purpose, the installed capacities

of VRE and their hourly capacity factors of each neighbouring country are considered.

Figure 4.12 illustrates the countries bordering Germany as well as the installed capacity

of VRE from 2010 to 2015.
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Figure 4.12: Installed capacity of main VRE sources of countries bordering Germany
from 2010 to 2015. For the countries France and Luxembourg a different
scaling of the y-axis is used. Own illustration based on [185–200].
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The capacity factors of wind and photovoltaic power stations are derived from the renew-

ables.ninja platform, which provides simulated values, taking into account 30 years of

validated hourly reanalysis and satellite data [163]. The database includes all countries

in the EU-28 plus Norway and Switzerland for the years 1985 until 2016 [164,201]. The

capacity factors fC,V RE are weighted according to the proportion of VRE installed in

all neighbouring countries (wN , eq. 4.39) as well as by the share of each VRE technology

within one country (wV RE , eq. 4.40). Here, c represents the countries bordering Ger-

many, while i describes the considered VRE technology, i.e. photovoltaic power stations,

onshore or offshore wind turbines. The observed weather data set is denoted by j and

may be based on one of the years from 2011 to 2015 (cf. section 5). The result described

in eq. 4.41 is an aggregated, normalised power supply profile Pnorm,V RE representing the

nine countries bordering Germany.

wN,c,i,j =
PNom,V RE,c,i,j∑NNC

c=1 PNom,V RE,c,i,j

(4.39)

wV RE,i,j =

∑NNC
c=1 PNom,V RE,c,i,j∑NV RE

i=1

∑NNC
c=1 PNom,V RE,c,i,j

(4.40)

Pnorm,V RE,j(t) =

NV RE∑
i=1

NNC∑
c=1

fC,V RE,c,i,j(t) · wN,c,i,j · wV RE,i,j (4.41)

where:
PNom,V RE = Installed capacity of VRE technology in kWel

Pnorm,V RE = Aggregated, normalised power supply profile over neighbouring countries [−]

wN = Weighting factor for VRE share over all neighbouring countries [−]

wV RE = Weighting factor for each VRE technology within one country [−]

fC,V RE = Hourly capacity factors for each VRE technology [−]

NNC = Number of neighbouring countries [−]

NV RE = Number of considered VRE technologies [−]

j = Considered weather data set (2011 to 2015) [−]

c = Country bordering Germany [−]

Figure 4.13 shows the obtained power supply profiles for each of the five considered

years (2011 to 2015). These curves describe weighted averaged quantities over all nine

countries bordering Germany. This means that at a particular time step t, the feed-in

from VRE in a specific country c might be higher than the value of Pnorm,V RE(t), while

being lower in others.
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Figure 4.13: Normalised power supply profiles for photovoltaic systems, onshore and
offshore wind power stations for Germany’s neighbouring countries and five
weather data sets for the years 2011 to 2015.
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The curves shown in figure 4.13 provide insight about the power supplied by VRE during

each time step over all neighbouring countries. For instance, a value of Pnorm,V RE equal

to 0.3 would suggest that the current feed-in amounts to 30% of the cumulative installed

capacity. This share, combined with the assumed interconnector capacity, is used to

define the available amount of electricity that can be imported in Germany during a given

time step t. Thus, by increasing the yearly interconnector capacity between Germany

and its bordering countries, a proportional expansion of VRE in these countries can

be considered. In 2015, the interconnector capacity PIC , amounted to approximately

20GWel [202].

4.5.2 Mandatory and Optional Import of Electricity

The methodical approach for the determination of the available import capacity is il-

lustrated in Figure 4.14. The graph shows an exemplarily progression of the previously

determined power supply curve Pnorm,V RE,j , with its value on the primary axis. The

secondary axis describes the available interconnector capacity share in percent of PIC ,

which may be used for the import of electricity. Two threshold values, lm and lo, delimit

the graph in three sections, grouped into mandatory and optional import.
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Figure 4.14: Methodological approach for the consideration of cross-border electricity
exchange with Germany’s neighbouring countries. lm: threshold value for
mandatory import, lo: threshold value for optional import.

The optional import condition area in figure 4.14 ranges from a value of Pnorm,V RE,j of

zero until the limit for mandatory import lm. As long as the aggregated power supply

curve lies within this area, electricity can be imported from neighbouring countries to
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balance the occurring positive residual load. If Pnorm,V RE(t) is equal or superior than

the threshold value for optional import lo, then the maximum available quantity of

electricity import is equal to the assumed interconnector capacity PIC . In the case that

Pnorm,V RE,(t) happens to be lower than lo, the available import capacity is reduced in

a linear ratio between Pnorm,V RE,(t) and lo as described in eq. 4.42. For instance, with

regard to figure 4.14, at the time ta (a), the available interconnector capacity is halved,

while it is fully available in b (Pnorm,V RE(tb)). The mandatory import condition area

ranges from values of Pnorm,V RE(t) equal to the threshold value for mandatory import

lm until one. Whenever the aggregated feed-in profile from VRE lies within this area, a

specific amount of electricity is imported. This allows to consider that particularly high

power generation from VRE in neighbouring countries might lead to a likelier exchange

of electricity. In the case of mandatory import, electricity can not be exported from

Germany to its neighbouring countries.

The mandatory import of electricity provides an option to balance the residual load if

power deficiency occurs. If power surplus occurs, the imported electricity could be used

to charge TES, power storage systems or to be converted into synthetic fuels via Power-

to-Gas technologies. Conversely, the optional import serves exclusively to balance the

residual load in times of power deficiency. The amount of the mandatory import PMI(t)

is obtained according to eq. 4.43 and eq. 4.44 and mainly depends on the set threshold

value lm as well as on the aggregated power supply profile Pnorm,V RE(t). Referring

to figure 4.14 at the time tc (c), the mandatory import yields to half of the assumed

interconnector capacity PIC .

POI,j(t) =
lo − Pnorm,V RE,j(t)

lo
· PIC ∀Pnorm,V RE,j(t) ∈ [0; lo[ (4.42)

pMI,j(t) =
(Pnorm,V RE,j(t)− lm)

1− lm
∀Pnorm,V RE,j(t) ∈ ]lm; 1] (4.43)

pMI,j(t) = PMI,j(t)/PIC (4.44)

where:
PIC = Assumed interconnector capacity in kWel

POI = Available optional import capacity in kWhel

pMI = Specific mandatory import in kWhel/kWPIC

PMI = Mandatory import in kWhel

lo = Threshold value for optional import [−]

lm = Threshold value for mandatory import [−]
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Figure 4.15 shows the correlation between the mandatory import PMI , the interconnector

capacity PIC and the threshold value for mandatory import lm.
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Figure 4.15: Specific mandatory import of electricity pMI depending on the threshold
value for mandatory import lm and the considered weather data (2011 to
2050).

According to eq. 4.44, the forced yearly amount of electricity imported in Germany is

obtained by multiplying the set interconnector capacity PIC and the specific mandatory

import value pMI . For example, a threshold value lm equal to 0.2 would lead to a yearly

mandatory electricity import of approximately five times the assumed interconnector

capacity PIC . Figure 4.15 shows that the values of pMI vary slightly depending on the

considered weather data. On average, they are highest for the year 2015 and lowest for

2013 and 2014. While the values of pMI for a mandatory threshold value lower than

0.3 are within a range of approximately ±1.5, the differences get progressively reduced

afterwards. The higher the set threshold value, the less hours meet the requirement

of mandatory import and the greater the similarity between the five years. Table 4.2

summarises during how many hours per year the respective aggregated VRE power

supply profile is higher than the set mandatory import threshold value lm.
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Table 4.2: Hours of mandatory import depending on the considered weather data and
on the threshold value for mandatory import lm.

Weather data of year
lm 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

0 8760 8760 8760 8760 8760
0.05 8717 8713 8699 8656 8744
0.10 7823 7949 7843 7602 7977
0.15 6223 6253 5992 5749 6239
0.20 4542 4345 4158 4157 4527
0.25 3053 3003 2626 2765 3196
0.30 1886 1779 1529 1698 2029
0.35 1075 1018 817 927 1226
0.40 576 492 442 436 679
0.45 261 225 200 159 310
0.50 120 81 72 39 133
0.55 46 30 32 11 52
0.60 13 0 12 2 18
0.65 3 0 2 0 0
0.70 0 0 0 0 0

4.5.3 Discussion of the Model Extension

The exchange of electricity with neighbouring countries represents one option to balance

the residual load. For its consideration in REMod a novel approach was developed. It

is based on the assumption that, to meet the climate protection targets, all countries

bordering Germany will further increase their installed capacities of VRE. For simplifica-

tion purposes it is further assumed that the hourly available import capacity in Germany

correlates with the residual load profile of its bordering countries, which in turn depends

on the respective power generation from VRE. Thus, whenever the feed-in from VRE

in Germany’s bordering countries is low, the available import capacity share is reduced

and increased otherwise.

While the residual load and the power supply from VRE correlate, their isolated consid-

eration is not sufficient for the determination of the available import capacity. It would

be more accurate to model each country bordering Germany as well as the transforma-

tion of its energy system. This would require a comprehensive database of each sector

and country as well as the extension of REMod from a single to a multi node model.

These adjustments would substantially increase the complexity of the problem as well

as the necessary computational time of each model run. In contrast, the introduced

modelling approach represents an approximate solution which considers a time depen-

dent variation of the available import capacity (depending on the utilised weather data)

without requiring the modelling of each single country. Further, this approach enables

the adjustment of the interconnector capacity in every simulated year until 2050. Thus,
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it is possible to indirectly account for the expansion of VRE in Germany‘s bordering

countries. Additionally, the threshold values for optional and mandatory import allow

the assessment of different study cases. For example, a conservative scenario could as-

sume an unvaried interconnector capacity as well as particularly high threshold values.

Further, the mandatory import case opens new pathways for the usage of power. For

instance, instead of balancing a positive residual load, the mandatory import might also

be used in times of power surplus and be stored into batteries or converted into synthetic

fuels. The modelling of power storage systems and Power-to-Gas/Power-to-Liquid plants

is presented in the next section.

4.6 Power Storages and Production of Synthetic Fuels

Today, in Germany and Europe, the large-scale storage of power is almost exclusively

performed by pumped-storage plants. As a consequence of relatively long payback times

as well as reasons of public acceptance, their expansion potential seems rather lim-

ited [203, 204]. This is one reason why the research for alternative storage options is

being promoted [182]. For instance, batteries provide a viable solution for the short- to

mid-term storing of power. Alternatively, by converting surplus electricity from VRE

into synthetic fuels, it may be possible to cover the energy demand over extended time

periods. Synthetic methane gas could be stored in tanks or be added to the gas net-

work. This, to a certain degree, also applies to synthetic hydrogen, which otherwise can

be stored into underground cavern storage facilities [205]. Similarly, tailor made fuels

via Power-to-Liquid technologies (PtL) can be generated based on electricity, utilising

the already existing infrastructure for storage. The generated synthetic fuels might con-

tribute to the emission reduction of those sectors of the energy system, where a complete

technological reorientation may be hard to achieve under today’s economic and political

structures. This, for instance, applies to aviation, where liquid fuels with a high energy

density are utilised. Another example concerns the usage of hydrogen in the industrial

sector, which in Germany amounts to roughly 50TWh per year [206,207]. Typical appli-

cations are the production of fertilisers (ammonia synthesis) [208] or refinery processes

(hydrocracking) [206]. The basis for the generation of synthetic fuels is provided by elec-

trolysis plants. Due to the high ramping rates and short response times of electrolysis

plants (cf. section 5), they can provide a major contribution to load balancing. In the

following section, first the modelling approach of power storages and then of PtG and

PtL technologies is presented.
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4.6.1 Modelling Approach

Power Storage Systems

In REMod, three distinctive types of power storages are considered, namely stationary

batteries, pumped-storage power plants as well as batteries in electric vehicles. The latter

are presented in section 4.3 and may be used either only in case of power surplus (G2V,

Grid-to-Vehicle) or also when power deficiency occurs (V2G and G2V). Pumped-storage

plants can be operated in both cases. Their deployment, however, is not endogenously

determined, which means that their storage capacity, input and output capability are

set exogenously for each year from 2015 to 2050. Conversely, the storage capacity of

stationary batteries is determined as a result of the optimisation [103]. Its charging and

discharging capacity is calculated according to eq. 4.47, where C denotes the assumed

capacity factor. Further, for each battery type, individual charging losses can be de-

termined by an exogenously set efficiency (eq. 4.45). Its value may vary over the total

observation period and thus consider technology improvements.

ESOC,bat(t) =
(
ESOC,bat(t−1)+Ech,bat(t)·ηbat−Edis,bat(t)

)
/Δt (4.45)

Ech,bat(t)/Δt ≤ Pch,max (4.46)

Pch,max = C · Ebat (4.47)

where:
Pch,max = Maximum charging (or discharging) capacity in kWel

Ebat = Battery storage capacity in kWhel

ESOC,bat = Battery level of charge in kWhel

Ech,bat = Power charged in battery in kWhel

Edis,bat = Power discharged from battery in kWhel

ηbat = Charging efficiency in %

C = Capacity factor of stationary battery in h−1

Δt = Time step length in h
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Electrolysis Plants

The operation of electrolysis plants in REMod can be distinguished in two cases. The

first case describes the coverage of the hourly hydrogen demand, while the second case

is based on the value of the residual load. Both operation modes are illustrated in

figure 4.16.

Demand oriented operation Residual load oriented operation 
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1) Run steam reforming plants at set capactiy  
2) Run biomass gasification plants 

3) Discharge hydrogen storage 

Run electrolysis 
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Figure 4.16: Flowchart describing the considered operating modes of electrolysis plants
in REMod: demand and residual load oriented operation.

The demand oriented operation is designed in a way to ensure that the hydrogen demand

EH2,d is met at every hour. It is calculated according to eq. 4.48, as a result of the

hydrogen demand resulting from the motorised road transport sector EH2,RT , the supply

of space heat and domestic hot water EH2,SH and the supply of process heat EH2,PH .

Further, an additional quantity (EH2,ex) can be specified exogenously. This term can be

used to account for a non energy-related demand of hydrogen, such as for the production
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of fertilizers or for refinery processes in the industrial sector. To meet the calculated

hydrogen demand, steam reformation plants are continuously operated according to a set

must-run capacity. The respective hydrogen production EH2,SR,min is obtained as shown

in eq. 4.49, where PSR,nom denotes their nominal capacity, ηSR the plants efficiency and

Smin,SR the minimum utilisation share.

EH2,d(t) = EH2,RT (t) + EH2,SH(t) + EH2,PH(t) + EH2,ex(t) (4.48)

EH2,SR,min =
(
PSR,nom · ηSR · Smin,SR

) ·Δt (4.49)

where:
EH2,d = Hourly hydrogen demand in kWhH2

EH2,RT = Hourly hydrogen demand of the motorised road transport in kWhH2

EH2,SH = Hourly hydrogen demand for space heat and hot water in kWhH2

EH2,PH = Hourly hydrogen demand for the supply of process heat in kWhH2

EH2,ex = Exogenously set hydrogen demand in kWhH2

EH2,SR,min = Must-run hydrogen production from steam reformation plants in kWhH2

PSR,nom = Nominal capacity of steam reformation plants in kWCH4

ηSR = Conversion efficiency of steam reformation plants in %

Smin,SR = Must-run capacity share of steam reformation plants %

Δt = Time step length in h

The remaining hydrogen demand is then met by a discharge of hydrogen storage. The

storage can be charged by three different options. The first option is provided by a

gasification of biomass and subsequent conversion into hydrogen (cf. section 3.4). The

second option is the import of synthetic fuels (section 3.5) and the third option is the

residual load oriented operation of electrolysis plants (cf. figure 4.16). If the hydrogen

supply from the storage system is not sufficient to meet the occurring demand, electrol-

ysis plants are operated. In this case, they are run independently from the residual load

value. Thus, if power deficiency occurs, the electric load is further increased and must

possibly be covered by thermal power plants.

The second operation mode of electrolysis plants is based on the residual load value.

Whenever the residual load is negative, electrolysis plants might be run to balance the

occurring surplus of electricity (cf. section 3.4). If the maximum production capacity of

the plant is not reached, a dedicated stationary battery can be discharged to increase

the hydrogen output. This operation mode may also occur when the residual load is

positive. The hydrogen produced according to a residual load oriented operation is, as
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previously mentioned, directly charged into the hydrogen storage system. The hydrogen

discharged from the storage may either be used to cover the hourly hydrogen demand

or to be reconverted into electricity by gas turbine power plants.

The conversion efficiency of the electrolysis plant can be increased if the utilisation of

waste heat from the industrial sector is considered [112]. This is only possible for high-

temperature steam electrolysis plants. If considered, the characteristics of these plants

as well as the usable waste heat potential have to be specified exogenously at the model

parametrisation4.

Besides the hydrogen production through electrolysis plants, two further options for

the production of synthetic fuels are implemented. Methanation plants are modelled

similarly to electrolysis plants. In this case, a demand oriented operation is not con-

sidered, as an occurring methane gas demand can be covered by the import of natural

gas. Hydrogen reacts with carbon dioxide to produce methane gas in a process known

as Sabatier reaction (eq. 4.50). Another difference concerns the concurrent generation

of waste heat (exothermic reaction), which is utilised for the supply of low temperature

process heat.

CO2 + 4H2 −−→ CH4 + 2H2O (4.50)

The second option is represented by PtL plants. Here, similarly to the methanation pro-

cess, carbon monoxide and hydrogen are converted into liquid hydrocarbons according

to the Fischer-Tropsch process. The necessary carbon for both processes is extracted

from ambient air. The conversion efficiencies of PtG and PtL plants are exogenously

set for each year from 2015 to 2050. These technologies may be subjected to ramping

behaviour5 as explained in detail in section 4.2.

4.6.2 Discussion of the Model Extension

Power storage systems in REMod are operated according to the residual load, i.e. they

are charged whenever power surplus occurs and vice versa. Similarly to home storage

solutions, they do not take the duration of the surplus or deficiency period into account.

Thus, an additional battery could be introduced and its operation linked to the developed

load forecast proceeding (cf. section 4.1). This would lead to a more uniform charging

or discharging behaviour and therefore complement the currently implemented battery

4A study concerning the synergies of high-temperature electrolysis plants and waste heat from the
industrial sector based on REMod calculations is presented in [112]

5The effect of ramping behaviour is negligible for polymer electrolyte membrane electrolysis plants and
more substantial if high-temperature steam electrolysis plants are considered instead.
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system. The same applies to PtG and PtL technologies which are mainly operated when

power surplus occurs.

The carbon dioxide required for the methanation process is provided by an additional

air separation plant. However, it is more likely that the carbon dioxide is first obtained

from biogas plants, the chemical industry (bioethanol production) or coal power plants

with carbon capture and storage. The consideration of this sector coupling effects may

lead to new insights regarding the benefits of the mentioned technologies. Further, the

conversion of surplus electricity into synthetic fuels might, to a certain degree, reduce

the otherwise necessary expansion of the electrical grid. However, due to the single-node

approach of the model, on this regard only qualitative statements can be made.

This chapter presented the methodological approaches for the consideration of load bal-

ancing options in REMod. In the next chapter the main assumptions and parameter

setting are introduced. Thereafter, based on a series of model calculations, the flexibility

of various technologies within the energy system is assessed.



5 Model Parametrisation

This chapter describes the main input parameters utilised in REMod. It is divided

into four sections. The first section introduces the characteristics of systems with a

non-predetermined total amount through the example of photovoltaic power stations.

In this context a distinction between different technology potentials is presented. For

the introduction of systems with a predetermined total amount, in the second section,

electrical air heat pumps are chosen as an example. Further, the calculation of their

hourly coefficient of performance is outlined. The third section first addresses hourly

resolved time series through the example of the driving behaviour in the motorised

private road transport, followed by other main input parameters, such as the availability

of energy carriers and their prices, the ramping behaviour of energy conversion plants as

well as the parametrisation of meteorological data. Based on the input data, the model

is calibrated for the year 2015. The evaluation is dependent on the supply of process

heat, generation of power and energy-related CO2 emissions. Lastly, the obtained results

compared to literature values and any discrepancies are discussed.

5.1 Systems with Non-Predetermined Total Amount

As introduced in section 3.2, the components and technologies considered in the model

are distinguished between systems with a non-predetermined or with a predetermined to-

tal amount. Technologies belonging to systems with a non-predetermined total amount,

such as VRE, thermal power plants, PtG plants or energy storages do not belong to

a specific sector of the energy system. Their maximum deployment is restricted by

an exogenously set expansion potential. This potential is distributed over the time pe-

riod from 2015 to 2050, in order to account for limitations in manufacturing capacities,

the number of available craftsmen or the diffusion of a new component [209]. Thus, a

gradual expansion of each technology, rather than a complete exploitation of the set ex-

pansion potential within one year is ensured. A distinction between different technology

potentials is subsequently outlined.

As shown in figure 5.1, the maximum available potential of a technology is defined by

its theoretically available potential [210–212]. In case of VRE, this would result from

meteorological and geographic circumstances. A subset thereof is the technical potential
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Figure 5.1: Disambiguation of technology potentials. For the model parametrisation the
ecological potential is considered unless otherwise specified. Own illustration
based on [210–212].

which represents its technically usable share and accounts for technical factors, like the

conversion efficiency or the analysis for suitable locations. Environmental limitations,

deriving from proximity to nature reserves, conservation of nature and environment

are considered by the ecological potential. The economic potential accounts for energy-

political conditions, which for instance include subsidies, taxes or CO2 prices as well

as other parameters such as competing alternative options, the amortisation period or

the equity share. Finally, the achievable potential results as a subset from the overlap

between the ecological and the economic potential. Thus, it accounts for technical,

ecological and economic limitations as well as other inhibiting factors, such as the social

acceptance of a technology. If not otherwise specified, the technology expansion limit

in REMod is based on the definition of the ecological potential. Other potentials may

be considered depending on the study focus. For instance, to account for limitations in

the market share of a specific technology due to social acceptance or political guidelines.

Table 5.1 shows the assumed input parameters for photovoltaic stations. The first two

rows describe their minimum and maximum expansion potentials.

Besides the discussed potential limits, each technology is characterised by its purchase

price, the technical service life, its costs for maintenance and operation, the imputed

interest, the rate for purchase as well as for maintenance and operation. Each of these

parameters is yearly adjustable for the whole time period from 2015 to 2050, which

means that the learning curve of each technology is not linked to its deployment. The

full load hours of photovoltaic power stations are not included in table 5.1, as they

indirectly result from the hourly weather conditions described in section 5.3. However,
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Table 5.1: Input parameters for photovoltaic power stations from 2015 to 2050 in steps
of five years. M & O: maintenance and operation in % from purchase price.
fV LH : factor for adjustment of full load hours. Data based on [22,113,213,214]
and own assumptions.

Photovoltaic stations 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total

min potential GWel 1.32 0 0 0 0 5.1
max potential GWel 1.32 10 15.75 15.75 15.75 530.0
purchase price e/kWhel 1166 976 718 597 571 /
service life years 25.1 25.6 26.6 27.6 28.7 /
imputed interest % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 /
M & O % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 /
r Invest % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 /
r Invest % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 /
fV LH - 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 /

they may be increased or decreased in each year to consider technology improvements

or the exploitation of less favourable locations otherwise.

5.2 Systems with Predetermined Total Amount

Conversely to systems with a non-predetermined total amount, technologies belonging

to systems with a predetermined total amount are limited by sector-specific boundaries.

As introduced in section 3.2, they are represented by (i) the number of buildings for heat

generators utilised to supply space heat and domestic hot water, (ii) by the number of

vehicles in the motorised road transport sector and (iii) by the maximum process heat

load for heat generators providing process heat demand. The number of buildings in Ger-

many is set to approximately 25 millions in 2015 and increases to almost 27 millions by

2050 [215–217]. The development of the motorised road transport is based on [218–220],

which was commissioned by the Federal Ministry of Transport, Innovation and Technol-

ogy. Lastly the maximum heat load for the supply of process heat is calculated according

to [123, 124, 131]. While the useful energy process heat demand can be adjusted on a

yearly basis, it is set constant over the whole time period1. This is due to the assumption

that efficiency enhancements are counterbalanced by a growth of the industrial sector.

Within each system with a predetermined total amount, the deployment of a specific

component may vary between zero and 100%, except if technological restrictions need to

be considered. This, for instance, applies to electric heat pumps for the supply of process

heat demand, which due to their supply temperatures can cover the resulting process

heat demand only up to a certain degree or supply temperature level (cf. section 3.2.3).

Further, the market share of each technology may be limited depending on the intended

1Further values are included in appendixA.
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study focus. Thus, it is possible to account for limitations deriving from a low social

acceptance, political guidelines or other inhibiting factors. Table 5.2 provides an overview

of the main input parameters for an electrical heat pump.

Table 5.2: Exemplarily input parameters for an electric air heat pump system from 2015
to 2050 in steps of five years. The maximum market share is exemplarily
set to 50%. PH: Panel heating as heat transfer system. Data based on
[103,113,221–223].

Electric air heat pump (PH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050

min potential % 0 0 0 0 0
max potential % 50 50 50 50 50
Purchase price e/kWhth 975 900 815 725 640
service life years 20 20 20 20 20
imputed interest % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
M & O % 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
r Invest % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7
r Wartung % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7
aCOP - 6.14 6.14 6.14 6.14 6.14
bCOP 10−2 -9.73 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7
cCOP 10−4 5.30 5.30 5.30 5.30 5.30

Based on [103], the coefficient of performance of electric heat pumps is described by char-

acteristic performance curves. This means that the relation between the heat delivery

and the necessary operating power is represented as a function of the difference between

the source and the sink temperature. The source temperature for air heat pumps de-

pends on the outside ambient temperature, where for brine heat pumps the ground

temperature is assumed to be constant at 10�C [170]. Figure 5.2 shows the coefficient of

performance as a function of the temperature difference between the source and sink for

the described systems. [106]

The sink temperature depends from the respective time step. The hourly inlet temper-

ature is calculated from the weighted average space heat and hot water demand. The

curve for electrical air heat pumps illustrated in figure 5.2 is obtained from measure-

ment campaigns, conducted at Fraunhofer ISE ( [221–223]). Gas driven heat pumps

are still considered to be at the research stage. Thus, the available data was comple-

mented by an expert survey and an approximated curve for the coefficient of performance

drawn [103]. [106]

While the conversion efficiency of air heat pumps is defined as a potential function, for

most other technologies it is described by a specific value (cf. appendixA.5). As shown

in eq. 5.1, the efficiency of a technology is calculated for each year as weighted average

over the already existing stock and the new deployments. For example, if the number

of BEVs in a particular year amounts to 1.2 million units with an average efficiency of

60% and in the following year 200 thousand of these vehicles reach their service life,
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Figure 5.2: Function of the coefficient of performance for electrically driven and gas
driven heat pumps depending on the difference between the source and the
sink temperature. Illustration based on [103].

this results in one million BEVs with a fleet efficiency of 60%. If at the same time one

million new BEVs are deployed, with an efficiency of 70%, this would lead to an overall

fleet efficiency of 65%.

ηavg,i(a) =
(ni(a)− nN,i(a)) · ηavg,i(a− 1) + nN,i(a) · ηN,i(a)

ni(a)
(5.1)

where:
ηavg = Average conversion efficiency of technology stock in %

n = Number of units

nN = Number of newly deployed units

ηN = Average conversion efficiency of newly deployed units in %

a = Considered year

i = Considered technology

All parameters presented so far are utilised for the characterisation of model components

on a yearly basis. The next section introduces the structure of time series, which serve

for the description of interannual effects.

5.3 Time Series and Further Parameters

Hourly resolved input parameters mainly describe data linked to meteorological condi-

tions, such as the outside temperature, the solar radiation or the feed-in profiles from

VRE. Accordingly, all entries are defined for all five weather years considered in the model
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(2011 to 2015). Further, they include the demand profiles of the electricity baseload, the

low temperature supply of process heat, the supply of domestic hot water as well as

power generation profiles of nuclear power plants. Another time series concerns the de-

scription of the motorised road transport sector, which contains driving profiles as well

as hourly resolved constraints for the modelling of the vehicle battery (cf. section 4.3).

As an example, figure 5.3 shows a weekday and weekend day during winter, describing

the driving behaviour of private electric vehicles. This also includes the average state of

charge of vehicle batteries after each trip, as well as the allowed discharge depth in case

of a power feedback into the electrical grid (Vehicle-to-Grid operation).
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Figure 5.3: Driving profiles for the motorised private road transport for an exemplarily
weekday and weekend day. The primary axis describes the hourly share of
vehicles arriving at or leaving from the charging facility. The secondary axis
(dashed lines) accounts for the State of Charge (SoC) and the factor for
Vehicle-to-Grid operation (fV 2G) relative to the battery charge level. Both
are assumed as constant values within the depicted time period.

The illustrated driving profiles result from an assessment of real driving patterns of

today’s passenger vehicles based on [224]. Assuming an average battery size of 50 kWhel,

allows a driving range of roughly 330 km. This distance is per day reached by less than

1% of all vehicles in Germany. As a simplification it is assumed that the effect of charging

at public fast chargers or high power charging stations is rather low. Thus, the utilised

vehicle profiles account for vehicle charging taking place at home. The methodological

approach for the derivation of the utilised driving profiles is described in detail in [105].

As for the driving behaviour of the freight traffic, it is based on traffic counts performed

by the Federal Highway Research Institute [225, 226]. In the following paragraphs an

overview of relevant model input parameters is provided. Further data is included in

appendixA.
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Availability of Energy Carriers and Prices

The main boundary condition for the identification of the model solution is represented

by the CO2 reduction target. An upper threshold value can be specified for each year

from 2015 to 2050. It describes the available quantity of energy-related CO2 emissions,

which may at maximum be emitted during each year. This approach ensures that the

set climate protection goal is not only met in 2050, but also over the entire time period.

The maximum emission levels per year are calculated by linear interpolation between

the CO2 emission level today and the set reduction target in 2050.

Similarly, fossil fuel prices may be set for each year. However, they are assumed as

constant values over the entire observation period according to [109]. For the import of

synthetic energy carriers a cost degression due to technological progress according to [113]

is considered. The calculation considers all expenses resulting from the production of

power and its conversion into synthetic fuels via PtG and PtL plants in North African

regions as well as their transport by tankers to Germany. An overview of the price

development of different energy carriers is presented in table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Development of energy carrier prices from 2015 to 2050 in time steps of five
years. Values in e/MWh based on [109,113]. PP: power plant.

in e/MWh 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Natural gas 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0
Fossil liquid fuels 51.0 51.0 51.0 51.0 51.0 51.0 51.0 51.0
Hard coal 13.1 13.1 13.1 13.1 13.1 13.1 13.1 13.1
Lignite 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Power from nuclear PP 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0
Solar process heat 96.7 88.9 81.7 75.1 69.0 63.4 58.3 53.6
Import of hydrogen 312.5 274.8 241.7 212.6 186.9 164.4 144.6 127.1
Import of methane 480.8 423.3 372.6 328.0 288.8 254.2 223.8 197.0
Import of liquid fuels 562.9 498.3 441.1 390.4 345.6 305.9 270.8 239.7

The yearly maximum availability of energy carriers from 2015 to 2050 is summarised in

table 5.4. For imported synthetic fuels it is set according to [113]. As for biomass a fixed

maximum quantity is considered, based on [12].

Ramping Behaviour of Thermal Power Plants and PtG Plants

The input parameters for the description of ramping behaviour of thermal power plants

are based on [60, 173, 174, 227–232]. Within the identified literature the definition of

specific parameters may vary. For instance, the indicated cold start-up time refer to a

plant stand still of at least 48 hours in [60], while to 24 hours in [228]. Thus, only values

corresponding to the specifications made in section 4.2 are considered (for instance, a cold
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Table 5.4: Availability of biomass, divided in woody biomass, cultivation biomass and
organic biomass, as well as of imported synthetic fuels (hydrogen, methane
and liquid fuels) from 2015 to 2050 in time steps of five years. Values in
TWh/year based on [12,113] and own assumptions.

in TWh 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Woody biomass 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
Biomass cultivaiton 131 131 131 131 131 131 131 131
Organic biomass 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120
Import of hydrogen 150 350 550 700 850 1000 1000 1000
Import of methane 150 350 550 700 850 1000 1000 1000
Import of liquid fuels 150 350 550 700 850 1000 1000 1000

start is defined as a plant stand still of at least 48 hours). The data basis concerning PtG

and PtL plants is based on [112,227]. Due to the short start-up times, the high ramp rates

and the small amount of available data, for polymer electrolyte or alkaline electrolysis

plants the efficiency decrease resulting from partial load operation is neglected2. For

high temperature electrolysis plants, the methodology is slightly different, as the hourly

efficiency is calculated depending on the operating mode and the possible utilisation

of industrial waste heat. The approach is documented in detail in [112]. Table 5.5

exemplarily shows the standard dataset utilised in the model for the consideration of

ramping behaviour of four selected thermal power plants. The parameters of other

technologies are included in appendixA.2.

Table 5.5: Ramping input parameters of thermal power plants and Power-to-Gas (PtG)
or Power-to-Liquid (PtL) plants based on [60, 173, 174, 227–232]. hCS: cold
start time, hHS: hot start time, PMin: minimum load capacity, SPL: conversion
efficiency in partial load related to maximum efficiency, ES: energy demand
for heat-up per installed plant capacity, RRR: ramp rate.

Year hCS hHS hPL PMin SPL ES RRR

[-] [h] [h] [h] [%PNom] [%ηNom] [kWhth/kW] [%/min]

2017 7.88 2.44 0.36 33.50 97 2.70 3.05
HardCoal PP 2030 7.13 2.18 0.32 30.75 97 2.70 3.58

2050 6.38 1.92 0.29 28.00 97 2.70 4.10

2017 9.00 5.00 0.50 55.00 97 2.70 1.50
Lignite PP 2030 7.81 3.75 0.32 47.60 97 2.70 2.70

2050 6.88 3.00 0.30 42.20 97 2.70 3.20

2017 3.50 1.25 0.31 45.00 93 2.80 3.00
CCGT 2030 3.00 0.91 0.21 44.11 93 2.80 4.38

2050 2.50 0.73 0.17 43.21 93 2.80 5.50

2017 0.18 0.18 0.09 45.00 83 0.10 10.00
Gas turbine 2030 0.14 0.11 0.08 36.07 83 0.10 12.55

2050 0.13 0.10 0.08 33.93 83 0.10 13.40

2The available capacity and the electricity demand for the start-up process are considered in both cases.
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Based on [233], minimum operating times for a cost-efficient plant operation are consid-

ered. They amount to four hours for CCGT and hard coal plants and to six hours for

lignite power plants. These threshold values are utilised in the forecast routine intro-

duced in section 4.1, to determine if the expected duration of consecutive plant operation

is sufficiently long. If it is, the plant may be heated up in advance and thus be operative

once necessary (cf. section 4.2). As will be shown in section 6.1.3 this mainly depends on

the consecutive hours of power deficiency, which in turn are heavily influenced by the un-

derlying weather year. In the next paragraph different approaches for their consideration

are presented.

Parametrisation of Meteorological Data

By performing model calculation with multiple weather years instead of one, REMod

identifies an energy system which can cope with differing weather influences. This means

that the resulting system configuration is more robust to changes resulting from mete-

orological conditions, such as variations in the outside temperature, the solar radiation

on more generally, the feed-in profiles from VRE.

For each year (2015-2050) calculated in REMod, a specific weather year is utilised. Which

one of the five weather years depends on the respective parametrisation. In this work

three approaches are utilised. The first considers a fixed sequence of weather years from

2015 to 2050 as shown in figure 5.4. This sequence was determined randomly and is

maintained unchanged for most of the model calculations presented in section 6. The

reason why is to ensure a comparability between different model calculations. Thus,

whenever the model results for a specific year of two or more model calculations are

compared with each other, the underlying weather conditions will be identical. For

instance, with regard to figure 5.4, in 2050 the utilised weather year would be based on

real weather data of 2014.

The second approach describes a manual adjustment of the weather vector. This method

can be utilised to test the robustness of the model results against differing weather years,

or simply to verify operational variations resulting from different weather conditions.

This approach is applied in section 6.1.3, where the operation mode of thermal power

plants is assessed.

In the third method a randomised weather vector is generated within each function

call3. This means that the optimisation will be performed against continuously changing

weather conditions. One major advantage of this approach is that the identified energy

system is insensitive to variations of the meteorological conditions, at least within the

3Each optimisation run performs approximately one million function calls. The exact number may
however vary depending on the individual convergence pattern (cd. section 3.3.2).
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Figure 5.4: Randomly generated weather vector describing which weather year is utilised
at what year of the observation period.

five considered weather years. A calculation based on this approach is presented in sec-

tion 6.4.2. Regardless of which one of the three introduced methods is chosen, the model

calculations in 2015 are always based on the related weather year. Since it represents the

most recent year in the model for which real weather data is implemented, it is utilised

to calibrate the model.

5.4 Model Calibration

Model results can not exactly represent reality, as they entail uncertainty resulting from

multiple assumptions and simplifications. For energy system models, one option to

assess their accuracy is the comparison of their output with a reliable database. For

Germany, such data is provided by the Federal Ministry of Economics and the Federeal

Environment Agency, documenting energy flows, energy consumption, CO2 emissions

and further quantities [123,234].

In order to keep deviations between the model results and this data as low as possi-

ble, REMod is calibrated after each major extension. For this purpose three areas are

analysed in detail. First, the supply of process heat, as it was changed within this

work. Second, the emission factor for electricity, which indirectly provides insight about

the dimensioning and operation of all electricity supplying and demanding technologies.

Third, the overall energy-related CO2 emissions. They are of particular interest since

their reduction represents the main boundary condition for the transformation of the

German energy system.
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Calibration of the Process heat supply

The parametrisation of this sector presumes that each heat generator is attributed its

share of demand within the low and high temperature range. In order to make the

data from [123] comparable to REMod results, their structure needs to be adjusted

accordingly. Further, since the technologies and energy carriers considered in REMod

represent only a part of the options available in reality, simplifying assumptions have

to be made. This for example concerns the utilisation of lignite and hard coal boilers

for the supply of heat, which in the model are not distinguished. Instead, they are

grouped into hard coal fired boilers as they occur more frequently in Germany [123].

Another example is the usage of firewood, fuel peat, sewage sludge, waste and waste

heat summarised as
”
others“ in the BMWi database [123]. This category in the model

is best represented by biomass boilers which the largest part of it (90%) is assigned

to. Further the maximum heat supply temperature of each technology have to be taken

into account (cf. section 3.2.3). Biomass for example, is supposed to be used only in

the low temperature range, i.e. below 500 �C. This means that 4.5% of the overall

process heat demand (coal for iron production excluded) have to be shifted to the low

temperature area, yielding to roughly 10%. Another example concerns the deployment

of oil based heat generators which in the model are considered by boilers, neglecting

industrial oil fired CHP plants. At the present state, they are mainly operated by gas

or coal and only to a small degree (less than 4% [123]) by oil, suggesting a rather small

error. Nonetheless, their fuel demand is added to those of oil boilers, slightly increasing

their share and yielding to a total consumption of 18.7TWh in 2015. Lastly, the largest

part of the category
”
renewables“ is allocated to electricity, while solar thermal systems

is attributed a share of 5%.

As a result of the mentioned assumptions, the literature values are made compatible

with the result structure of REMod. Thus, the technology distribution for the low and

high temperature segment in 2015 is determined. If the conversion efficiency of each

technology is taken into account, this leads to conversion factor of final to useful energy

equal to 83.6% (cf. section 3.2.3). Table 5.6 shows the final energy consumption for the

supply of process heat in Germany in 2015, categorised by energy carriers considered

in REMod. This includes the values based on literature data as well as those resulting

from the simulation within the REMod model after the model calibration.

Despite the fact that compared to reality the number of technologies considered in the

model is significantly reduced, a good compliance between the literature data and the

model results is achieved. The total energy demand in both cases is equal, while indi-

vidual differences on average amount to 4%. The only exception is solar thermal heat.

However, with less than 0.2% of the total energy demand it plays a minor role in 2015.
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Table 5.6: Final energy consumption in TWh for the supply of process heat in 2015.
Database is made compatible witch the structure of REMod.

Database REMod results
[123,235] sum ≤ 480 �C > 480 �C

Mineral oil 18.7 17.1 7.2 9.9
Gas 264.2 280.7 141.9 138.8
Electricity 110.1 98.3 41.5 56.8
Coal 118.3 117.6 5.3 112.3
Biomass 17.2 17.1 17.1 0.0
Solar thermal heat 1.4 1.0 1.0 0.0
Sum 531.7 531.7 214.0 317.7

Calibration of the Power generation

With a contribution to the total energy-related CO2 emissions of roughly 40%, the power

generation sector plays an important role in the transformation of the German energy

system [236]. For its calibration the installed capacity of all power generators as well

as the full load hours of photovoltaic and wind power stations are adjusted according

to [22, 214]. Table 5.7 shows a comparison between literature values and model results

in 2015 for the installed capacities as well as for the power generation categorised by

technology or energy source.

Table 5.7: Installed capacity in GWel and power generation in TWhel in 2015 according
to literature values and model results, categorised by technology or energy
source. Database values derived from [22,214]

Capacity in GWel Energy in TWhel
Database REMod Database REMod

Solar Power 39.2 39.2 38.7 38.7
Wind Offshore 3.3 3.3 72.2 72.3
Wind Onshore 41.3 41.3 8.3 8.3
Hydro 5.5 4.7 18.8 17.0
Biomass 7.2 7.2 47.0 17.6
Lignite 21.4 21.1 139.4 138.8
Hard coal 28.7 27.8 106.2 106.5
Oil 4.2 4.2 0.0 0.0
Nuclear 10.8 10.8 86.8 86.8
Gas 28.4 32.9 30.1 68.9

Table 5.7 shows a good concordance with regard to the installed capacities of power

generators for the year 2015, differing on average less than 1%. This also applies for

most of the described electricity production. An exception is represented by biomass and

gas, exhibiting disparities between the model results and [22] of 30TWhel and -39TWhel,

respectively. These differences suggest that the definitions utilised in [22] and REMod

for the delimitation of biomass might not be uniform. In REMod gas represents a mix
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of different sources, including natural gas, synthetic fuels, hydrogen and also biogas.

Conversely, it is assumed that in [22] biogas is allocated to biomass. As a consequence

more gas and less biomass is used in REMod and vice versa. In fact, [237] shows that

in 2015 31.3TWhel were generated from biogas, explaining the difference displayed in

table 5.7.

Based on the power generation and the corresponding fuel consumtion determined by

the model results, an emissions factor for electricity equal to 0.521 kgCO2/kWhel is deter-

mined. Compared to the literatur value provided by the Federeal Environment Agency

of 0.534 kgCO2/kWhel ( [238]) this yields to a difference of roughly 2%. Both emissions

factors are obtained without consideration of the upstream chain.

Calibration of the Energy-related CO2 Emissions

The energy-related CO2 emissions represent the main boundary condition in REMod.

According to [236], in 2015 they were reduced by 26% compared to 1990 values, yielding

to 732.6 million tCO2. With 715 million tCO2 the model results are slightly lower, sug-

gesting a reduction of 27.8% compared to 1990 values. The missing amount of roughly

18 million tCO2 can for the most part be traced back to missing technology options in

the model for the supply of space heat and domestic hot water. In 2015, this end-use

sector exhibited energy demand of roughly 16TWhth, which was met by electricity based

technologies [123]. It is assumed that night storage heaters and flow heaters in 2015 rep-

resented the largest share of electricity demanding technologies. Both are not considered

in REMod. Taking this difference into account and factoring in the emissions factor for

electricity of 2015, this yields to 8.54 billion tCO2. Similarly, 11TWhth of heat demand in

this sector were covered by coal, leading to further 4.43 billion tCO2 emissions. By count-

ing in these factors 728 billion tCO2 are determined, differing from [236] by roughly 0.5%.

Summary and Conclusion

Due to model simplifications and assumptions the results obtained with REMod for the

year 2015 can not exactly reproduce literature values. Still, it is shown that by calibrating

the model the occurring differences can significantly be reduced. This is the case for the

supply of process heat, were the consumption of all main energy carriers on average

diverges from literature values by 4%. An even better compliance was obtained with

regard to the generation of electricity and the energy-related CO2 emissions, differing

from literature values by less than 2% each. It was shown that the differences mainly
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arise due to the lack of coal boilers, night storage and flow heaters. While this leads

to an inaccuracy of the energy-related emissions of 1.7% in 2015, the impact on the

transformation of the German energy system, with a time horizon of 2050, is estimated

to be low. In an optimised energy system, those technologies would most likely be

replaced by less polluting options with higher efficiencies, such as gas boilers or heat

pumps. Overall, the calibration process described in this section shows a good correlation

between the model results and the values found in literature. This provides a sufficiently

accurate starting point for the investigation of years following 2015.
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The aim of this chapter is twofold: to provide a deeper understanding of the main mod-

elling extensions (cf. section 4) and to provide an assessment of load balancing options

in Germany. In section 6.1 model calculations with and without the consideration of

ramping behaviour are performed. Additionally, power plant operation under variation

of weather data and ramping characteristics is analysed. As a consequence, the impacts

resulting from the consideration of ramping behaviour are assessed. In section 6.2.3, the

value of DSM in the road transports is analysed. First, the role of alternative power

train technologies is presented. Then, BEVs are investigated in more detail, including

the effects resulting from an uncontrolled or a controlled vehicle charging. The utilisa-

tion of DSM for the generation of heat is investigated in section 6.3. This includes a

study of heat generator deployment and their operation in case of a Heat-Controlled

or Power-Controlled Strategy. DSM for BEVs and for heat generators is analysed with

regard to uncertainties linked to technology deployment and weather data in section 6.4.

In the last section, a cost evaluation of DSM for five CO2 reduction targets and the

possibility to import synthetic fuels from abroad is laid out. As a result, a qualitative

and quantitative assessment of DSM from various viewpoints is provided.

6.1 Flexibility of Thermal Power Plants

In this section, the role of thermal power plants in an energy system with an increasing

share of VRE is analysed. First, a comparison of the optimisation results obtained with

and without the consideration of ramping behaviour is presented (cf. section 4.2). Here,

differences and similarities in the resulting system configuration are highlighted. Further,

based on time series of the supply and demand of electricity, the operation of thermal

power plants is analysed. Afterwards, two sensitivity analyses are performed. The first

analysis investigates the power plant utilisation and its yearly conversion efficiency under

variation of the underlying weather data. The second analysis accounts for uncertainties

in the assumed ramping characteristics. The chapter closes with a short summary of the

key findings and a critical appraisal of the results.
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6.1.1 Impact of Ramping Behaviour on the System Configuration

In this section, the optimisation results obtained with and without considering the ramp-

ing behaviour of thermal power plants are compared with each other. The analysis is

performed for two distinctive CO2 reduction targets. Previous studies have shown that

this parameter may substantially influence the obtained results [18,107,113]. At first, dif-

ferences in the configuration of the end-use sectors are assessed. Afterwards, an analysis

of other relevant power supply and storage components is presented.

For comparing the end-use sectors of the energy system, two indicators are introduced.

The first, denoted by Δ2050, provides insight about differences in the final composition

of each sector, i.e. its configuration at the end of the observation period in 2050. It

is determined according to eq. 6.1, where n describes the total number of units per

technologies T per sector. Conversely, the indicator ΔPath accounts for deviations from

2015 to 2050 (eq. 6.2). Table 6.1 summarises the respective values of Δ2050 and ΔPath

for a CO2 reduction target of 85% and 90% compared to 1990 levels. The optimisation

results concerning the composition of each sector are illustrated in appendixB.

Δ2050 =

∑n
i=1 |Ti,1(2050)− Ti,2(2050)|

n(2050)
(6.1)

ΔPath =

∑2050
j=2015

∑n
i=1 |Tj,i,1(2050)− Tj,i,2(2050)|

n(2050) · 35 (6.2)

where:
Δ2050 = Indicator for differences in the final sector composition in %

ΔPath = Indicator for differences over the entire observation period in %

T = Considered end-use sector [−]

n = Number of different technologies per end-use sector [−]

Table 6.1: Relative differences in sector composition obtained with and without consid-
eration of ramping for two CO2 reduction targets. DHW: domestic hot water.

-85% CO2 -90% CO2

ΔPath Δ2050 ΔPath Δ2050

Space heat and DHW 0.5% 0.8% 0.6% 0.5%
Building refurbishment 0.0% 0.6% 0.0% 0.5%
Motorised private transport 0.8% 0.7% 0.0% 0.0%
Freight transport 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2%
Process heat supply (<480 �C) 1.5% 1.4% 1.7% 1.9%
Process heat supply (>480 �C) 0.3% 0.9% 0.7% 1.6%
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As shown in table 6.1, both indicators (Δ2050 and ΔPath) on average exhibit values

below 0.8%, with a maximum of 1.9%. This suggests that the consideration of ramping

behaviour does not significantly influence the final configuration of the end-use sectors

nor their development. This conclusion is further enhanced by the heuristic optimisation

approach utilised for the problem solution (cf. section 3.3.2). Thus, two optimisation

runs with the exact same input parameters would not necessarily lead to the same results,

but possibly exhibit slight variations1.

While the consideration of ramping behaviour does not restrict the operation mode of

any technology belonging to one of the above listed end-use sectors, it does affect the

supply of power. Here, the results obtained for both CO2 reduction targets show that,

under consideration of ramping behaviour, a roughly 7% higher installed capacity of

VRE and thermal power plants is obtained. The operational restrictions posed on power

generators, especially those with higher start-up times, lead to an according installation

of highly flexible power plants. This leads to an increase of the cumulative installed

capacity of thermal power plants. Further, by considering their operation in partial load,

the respective conversion efficiencies are, on average, reduced. This indirectly causes

higher emissions, which leads to a higher demand for CO2-neutral electricity, translating

into a slightly higher share of VRE. Figure 6.1 shows the resulting technology distribution

of photovoltaic systems and wind power stations for a CO2 reduction target of 85%.
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Figure 6.1: Share of installed VRE capacity from 2015 to 2050 for a 85% CO2 reduction
compared to 1990 values, obtained with and without the consideration of
ramping behaviour.

The illustrated technology distribution of VRE, exhibits a slight difference around the

year 2030, exhibiting a higher installed capacity of photovoltaic systems in the case when

ramping behaviour is considered. This results from the assumption that the must-run

operation of coal power plants beginning in 2035 is set to zero. As a consequence of their

higher start-up times, coal power plants are only operated as reserve capacity systems

1This was verified for several optimisation runs, yielding to variations of 1% on average.
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once ramping is considered (cf. section 6.1.2). This missing power generation capacity is

then provided by photovoltaic systems. Besides that, the share of installed VRE capacity

is almost identical, with a variation at the end of the observation period of less than 2%.

Analogously to figure 6.1, figure 6.2 presents the distribution of thermal power plants.
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Figure 6.2: Share of installed thermal power plant capacity from 2015 to 2050 for 85%
CO2 reduction targets obtained with and without the consideration of ramp-
ing behaviour. Hydrogen-based gas turbine (GT) power plants (PP) are not
installed. CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine.

The resulting technology distribution of thermal power plants depicted in figure 6.2,

varies significantly over the entire observation period. This is particularly visible for com-

bined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) power plants and for gas turbine (GT) power plants.

The latter are deployed in a larger scale in the case when the ramping behaviour of

power plants is considered. This suggests that, despite the higher efficiency of CCGT

power plants (cf. appendixA.1), the shorter response time of GT power plants indirectly

leads to a reduction of the CO2 abatement costs. This result highlights the correlation

between the increasing deployment of VRE and the necessity for highly flexible power

plants. However, even though the consideration of ramping behaviour leads to a sub-

stantial decrease of CCGT power plants, their capacity still amounts to roughly 35% of

the total power plant park in 2050. Thus, they make an important contribution to the

generation of power.

Table 6.2: Installed capacity of stationary batteries obtained with and without consider-
ation of ramping for an 85% CO2 emission reduction related to 1990 values.

Assumption Unit 2030 2035 2040 2042 2044 2046 2048 2050

Without Ramping GWhel 0 1 4 4 7 13 39 106
With Ramping GWhel 0 1 4 47 93 170 205 271
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As shown in table 6.2, the operational restrictions of thermal power plants due to ramping

behaviour also affect the utilisation of stationary batteries. Their deployment reaches al-

most three times the capacity in 2050, if ramping behaviour is considered . By increasing

the availability of short-term power storage options, the system tries to counterbalance

the inertia of thermal power plants, which is of increasing importance as the share of

VRE grows. As for coal power plants, their installed capacity is equal in both calcu-

lations. They still persist in 2050 due to their extended service life. However, their

contribution to power generation is negligible beginning in 2035. This interaction is

further explained in the following section. Based on time series analysis for the supply

and demand of power, further insights regarding the consideration of ramping behaviour

are presented.

6.1.2 Assessment of Power Plant Operation

In this section, the operation of thermal power plants under the consideration of ramping

behaviour is assessed. Figure 6.3 depicts the power generation and demand for three days

in March 2050. During this time period the feed-in from wind power is particularly low,

while the power generation from photovoltaic systems is more pronounced. This leads

to regular fluctuations of the residual load.
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Figure 6.3: Power supply and demand for three days in March 2050. The dashed line
represents the residual load. Other flexible loads*: includes vehicles bat-
teries, pumped-storage power plants (PP), Power-to-Gas and Power-to-Fuel,
electric heat pumps, heating rods, export of electricity and curtailment. Ex-
cluded are stationary batteries. Other flexible generation*: includes vehicles
batteries, pumped-storage PP, biomass power generation, heat generators
with combined supply of heat and power, oil PP, lignite PP, hard coal PP
and electricity imports. Excluded are stationary batteries, gas turbine (GT)
PP and combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) PP. Underlying weather data:
2014.
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Figure 6.3 shows two major time periods of power deficiency ranging from hour 17 to

32 and from hour 40 to 55. Even though their duration (from sunset to sunrise) and

amplitude is similar, different thermal power plants are operated in either case. This

behaviour is of particular interest, as the operational sequence of power plants in REMod

is exogenously set according to their CO2 footprint (cf. section 3.4).

The first period of power deficiency, is mostly covered by short-term stationary batteries

and other flexible options, like the combined generation of heat and power or the import

of electricity. Due to the substantial contribution of stationary batteries (cf. figure 6.3,

green), only a small part of power deficiency remains. Here, methane gas-fired GT power

plants are operated for three consecutive hours (cf. figure 6.3, blue). On the following

day, after sunset, the residual load becomes positive again for a similar duration. In

this case, instead of methane-fired GT power plants, CCGT power plants are operated

for eight consecutive hours (cf. figure 6.3, violet). According to the assumed ramping

parameters (cf. section 5.3, table 5.5), CCGT power plants are only heated up, if a

continuous duration of operation of at least four hours is expected. This explains why,

in the first case (figure 6.3, blue) GT are operated. If CCGT power plants would have

been operated instead, their average efficiency over the three hour time period would

have dropped significantly. Due to their greater ramp-up time it would have decreased

by 15%, from 59% to 44%.

If power deficiency occurs for extended durations, CCGT power plants are operated

first, as they exhibit higher efficiencies and therefore lead to lower CO2 abatement costs.

This behaviour is shown in figure 6.4, where three days in February with particularly low

feed-in from VRE are depicted.

The selected time period shown in figure 6.4 exhibits a prolonged duration of power

deficiency. Thus, according to the exogenously set operational sequence CCGT power

plants are operated before GT power plants, which meet the remaining demand peaks.

However, during the illustrated three day period GT power plants are utilised almost

as much, as the electricity supply from CCGT power plants alone is not sufficient to

balance the residual load. After sunset of the first day, coal power plants are operated

as well. They are utilised for the generation of power starting at 5 pm, for a continuous

duration of one and a half days. Compared to other thermal power plants, coal power

plants exhibit greater start-up times as well as higher minimum operation times. They

are assumed equal to roughly 6 hours and 4 hours for hard coal and to 7 hours and

6 hours for lignite power plants. This is why in systems with a substantial share of

VRE, both power plant types mainly function as reserve capacity systems, i.e. they are

operated when power deficiency occurs over a prolonged period of time.
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Figure 6.4: Power supply and demand for three days in February 2048. The dashed
line represents the residual load. Other flexible loads*: includes vehicles bat-
teries, pumped-storage power plants (PP), Power-to-Gas and Power-to-Fuel,
electric heat pumps, heating rods, export of electricity and curtailment. Ex-
cluded are stationary batteries. Other flexible generation*: includes vehicles
batteries, pumped-storage PP, biomass power generation, heat generators
with combined supply of heat and power, oil PP and electricity imports. Ex-
cluded are stationary batteries, gas turbine (GT) PP and combined cycle gas
turbine (CCGT) PP. Underlying weather data: 2011.

The utilisation of thermal power plants proves to decrease as the expansion of VRE

increases. This is shown in figure 6.5. Here, the share of VRE in the gross final energy

electricity production (secondary axis) and the power generation of methane-fired GT

power plants, CCGT and coal power plants (primary axis) are depicted for the years

from 2035 to 2050.
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Figure 6.5: Development of the yearly power generation of thermal power plants and re-
spective share of variable renewable energy (VRE) in total power generation
for the years 2035 to 2050. Beginning in 2035 coal power plants function as
reserve capacity as no must-run capacity is considered. CCGT: combined
cycle gas turbine, GT: gas turbine, VRE: variable renewable energy.
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With the continuous expansion of VRE the cumulative installed capacity of thermal

power plants increases over time. However, their full load hours follow the opposite

trend. In 2050, the power generation from CCGT power plants is reduced to roughly 15%

compared to 2030. While GT power plants also lower their operation, the decrease is less

pronounced, exhibiting a power generation of 28% in 2050 compared to 2030. This shows

that, relative to other thermal power plants, the higher flexibility potential of GT power

plants leads to higher utilisation rates. For instance, they are operated in times when

power deficiency occurs for a duration of less than four consecutive hours. This becomes

more frequent as the share in power generation from VRE increases. Further, figure 6.5

shows that the yearly power generation from coal power plants is rather small over

the selected time period. Thus, coal power plants become more and more unprofitable

not only due to their specific CO2 emissions, but also because of their lower flexibility

potential, leading to a progressive reduction of their installed capacity (cf. figure 6.2).

The fluctuations in power generation illustrated in figure 6.5 result from the consideration

of different weather data over the whole time period (cf. section 5.3). For instance, in

2046 the power generation share of VRE is slightly lower than in 2045, even though

their installed capacity until 2050 constantly increases. This is a consequence of the

lower full load hours of wind power stations and photovoltaic systems in 2046, when the

weather data of 2012 is assumed (cf. section 3.5). This is also why a slight increase in

the thermal power plants utilisation is visible from 2045 to 2046. Thus, the underlying

weather data, by influencing the power generation from VRE, indirectly also affects the

operation of thermal power plants. Against this background, their utilisation and their

annual conversion efficiencies are analysed in the following section.

6.1.3 Variation of Weather Data and Ramping Assumptions

The operation of thermal power plants heavily depends on the frequency and the re-

spective duration at which power deficiency occurs. Both are substantially affected by

the power generation from VRE, which itself is determined by the underlying weather

conditions. Table 6.3 summarises the resulting numbers of periods with certain numbers

of consecutive hours with a positive residual load, for a share of VRE in the gross final

energy electricity production equal to roughly 80%.

According to table 6.3, power deficiency occurs during 4029 hours on average, which

corresponds to approximately 46% of the year. This number decreases to 42% when

real weather data from 2015 is utilised and reaches its maximum value of roughly 52%

if the underlying weather data is set to 2013. The weather data of 2013 exhibits the

least times of power deficiency in the short duration range, i.e. up to 12 hours, and

the highest, when durations greater than half a day are considered. Thus, it favours a

comparatively long-lasting, continuous operation of thermal power plants. In order to
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Table 6.3: Numbers of periods with certain numbers of consecutive hours of power defi-
ciency depending on the selected weather data for an 80% share of VRE in
power generation.

Duration 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 average

Yearly 3810 4019 4586 4022 3708 4029
1 - 3 h 54 62 38 52 48 51
4 - 6 h 35 46 29 44 42 39

7 - 12 h 52 58 39 63 61 55
13 - 24 h 154 138 152 146 139 146
25 - 48 h 6 7 14 7 5 8
> 39 h 4 10 10 7 7 8

verify this, five simulation runs are performed, for which the underlying weather data is

varied, while the system configuration is kept the same.
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Figure 6.6: Utilisation of three thermal power plants with high, medium and low flexi-
bility potential as well as yearly efficiency for a renewable power generation
share of roughly 80%.

Figure 6.6 shows the power demand of GT, CCGT and hard coal power plants for a

power generation share of VRE of roughly 80%. All three power plants present different

ramping characteristics, where GT power plants exhibit the lowest start-up times and

hard coal power plants the highest start-up times. Each column is divided according to

the yearly fuel demand of each operational state, namely heat-up, partial load and design

condition operation (cf. section 4.2). The secondary axis depicts the relation between

the yearly plant conversion efficiency and its maximum value, i.e. the plant efficiency

when running at design conditions. The results show that depending on the underlying

weather data, the yearly fuel demand per plant varies between roughly -30% to +45%

of their average value. All plants present the highest fuel demand in case of the weather

data of 2013. As previously shown in table 6.3, this year exhibits the highest number of
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hours in which power deficiency occurs for at least half a day. Conversely, the lowest

fuel demand is obtained for the weather data of 2015. This underlines that if a priority

feed-in from VRE is implemented, the operation of thermal power plants is influenced

by the underlying weather conditions.

The illustrated results reveal that GT power plants are operated almost entirely at

design conditions, regardless of the considered weather data. This is due to their cold

start-up time, which amounts to less than ten minutes. Conversely, the effect of heat-

up and partial load operation becomes more visible if CCGT or coal power plants are

considered. The secondary axis of figure 6.6 shows that the conversion efficiency of

CCGT power plants varies between 92% and 94% of their nominal efficiency. This

means that the loss in conversion efficiency amounts to 3% to 5%, depending on the

plant utilisation, i.e. the selected weather data. Compared to GT and CCGT power

plants, the energy demand of coal power plants is significantly reduced. Their fuel

demand in heat-up and partial load operation makes up for roughly 6% of their total

energy demand. Accordingly, depending on the underlying weather data, their efficiency

is reduced by 4% to 6% compared to its nominal value. This corresponds to a yearly

efficiency drop of roughly 2%.

The analysis shown in this chapter is based on one specific data set of ramping charac-

teristics (cf. section 5.3, table 5.5). The uncertainties that lie within these assumptions

are subsequently investigated by up or downgrading each plants flexibility by 25% and

50%. An upgrade of 50% means that the cold and warm start-up times as well as the

required fuel for the plants start-up phase are cut by half. Further, the ramp rate is

increased by 50% of its reference value. Conversely, a downgrade of the plants flexibility

indicates that the ramp rate is reduced, while the start-up times and the start-up fuel

are increased.
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Figure 6.7: Variation of ramping characteristics and influence on selected results for a
85% CO2 emission reduction by 2050 compared to 1990 values. PP: power
plant, VRE: variable renewable energy, GT: gas turbine, CCGT: combined
cycle gas turbine.
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Figure 6.7 shows the resulting variations in total system costs, installed capacity of VRE

and thermal power plants as well as the share of GT and CCGT power plants related

to the reference parametrisation of table 5.5. By downgrading the plants flexibility, the

utilisation of CCGT and coal power plants is further reduced, while their time spent

in heat-up and partial load operation is increased (cf. figure 6.6). As a consequence,

an according deployment of highly flexible GT power plants is required, thus, leading

to a greater installed capacity of the German power plant park. For instance, the

installed capacity of thermal power plants increases by approximately 13% for each 25%

downgrade of the assumed flexibility characteristics. According to table 5.5, a downgrade

of 50% would roughly lead to ramping characteristics equal to those of today’s power

plant park. On one hand this means that until 2050 no repowering measures of the

existing power plants would take place. On the other hand, it also implies that newly

installed plants would be build with a state of the art lower than today’s standards.

At the same time, downgrading the flexibility of power plants leads to a reduction of

their average conversion efficiency and thus to a higher CO2 footprint. These effects

are counterbalanced by a greater deployment of VRE, which in figure 6.7 increases to

5%. All these mechanisms combined lead to higher system costs, reaching +2% for a

downgrade of the plants flexibility equal to 50%.

The opposing trend is revealed if the flexibility of thermal power plants is improved.

Figure 6.7 shows that the share of CCGT power plants increases up to 12% at the cost of

GT power plants. Since GT power plants already exhibit short response times, a further

improvement is rather negligible. This is not the case for CCGT power plants, which

by combining their higher efficiency with an enhancement of their flexibility, become

increasingly attractive. Further, in case of an upgrade, the installed capacities of VRE

and thermal power plants and thus the total costs are progressively reduced. While the

cost reduction for an improved flexibility behaviour of 50% amounts to approximately

2%, the required capacities of VRE and thermal power plants are 1.5% and 7% below the

reference results. This shows that the power generation is more sensitive to a downgrade

of the ramping parameters than vice versa.

6.1.4 Summary and Conclusions

In this section, the developed methodological approach of ramping behaviour was as-

sessed through the analysis of thermal power plants. It was studied, whether a more

detailed consideration of thermal power plants has an effect on the energy system. For

this purpose, several model calculations under variation of the underlying weather data

and ramping characteristics were performed. In the following, the key findings are sum-

marised and discussed.
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The obtained results showed that the structure of energy demanding technologies re-

mained almost unchanged, regardless of whether the ramping behaviour of thermal power

plants was considered or not. This was verified for each end-use sector by introducing

two indicators. These indicators account for variations occurring in the final sector con-

figuration in 2050 and for the entire observation period, ranging from 2015 to 2050. The

analysed end-use sectors include the supply of space heat and hot water demand, the

motorised road transport as well as the supply of process heat. Significant differences

were observed in the power sector, where the cumulative installed capacity of VRE and

thermal power plants resulted approximately 7% higher when ramping behaviour was

considered. It was noticed that especially the composition of the thermal power plant

park changed once their ramping behaviour was accounted for. Highly flexible GT power

plants were deployed to a greater degree at the cost of CCGT power plants. As the share

of VRE increased, the residual load exhibited more frequent fluctuations and the system

required a higher degree of flexibility.

A further finding concerns the exogenously set operational sequence of thermal power

plants (cf. section 3.4). Through the implemented forecast and the consideration of

the plants flexibility characteristics (cf. section 4.2), this order is no longer the only

decisive factor determining which plant is utilised for the generation of power. For

instance, the results showed that for short periods of power deficiency, GT power plants

were operated before CCGT power plants, although, according to the exogenously set

operational sequence, CCGT power plants should be given priority. Coal power plants

were gradually taken off the grid as, compared to other thermal power plants, they

exhibited higher start-up times, higher minimum operation requirement times and higher

CO2 emission factors. Beginning in 2035, they functioned as reserve capacity systems.

This means that their utilisation was limited to times when power deficiency occurred

over a prolonged period. This result is in line with statements of the coal committee

which suggests the withdrawal from coal-fired power generation in 2038 or even 2035

[23].

It was further shown that the operation of thermal power plants is increasingly affected

by the continuous expansion of VRE. Their full load hours and feed-in profiles are in turn

determined by the underlying weather data2. For this reason, the operation of thermal

power plants was investigated under consideration of five different weather data sets. The

analysis was performed for a renewable energy share to the gross electricity generation of

80%, which corresponds to the target of the Federal Government by 2050 [3]. The results

showed that the fuel demand of three different thermal power plant types exhibited a

variation ranging from -30% to +45% of their average value. The most favourable

conditions for the operation of thermal power plants were noticed when the weather

data of 2013 was assumed. This year exhibits the highest number of power deficiency

2A further analysis based on the variation of weather data is presented in section 6.4.2
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periods lasting for at least half a day. Conversely, the weather data of 2015 turned out as

the least favourable, as due to the higher feed-in from VRE the yearly power generation

from thermal power plants exhibited its lowest value. This led to a reduction of the

plants full load hours and required them to ramp-up and ramp-down more frequently

and therefore to spent more time in partial load operation. While [60] shows that this

behaviour does not have a significant impact on the overall plant efficiency, the obtained

results suggest that this is only the case for highly flexible power plants, such as GT

power plants. For CCGT and coal-fired power plants, the yearly drop in efficiency

amounted up to 5% and 2%, respectively. Roughly, this loss in efficiency translates to

additional 26 ktCO2 and 64 ktCO2 for each TWhel generated.

To account for uncertainties in the parametrisation of the ramping characteristics, the

flexibility of the power plant park was up and downgraded by 25% and 50%. The

results showed a rather small influence of the installed capacity of VRE and the total

system costs. Substantial differences concern the distribution between highly flexible

GT and CCGT power plants. The deployment of GT power plants is favoured in case of

a downgrade, while CCGT power plants become increasingly attractive if the flexibility

of the power plant park is upgraded. An upgrade has a major impact on CCGT power

plants instead of GT power plants, which are already highly flexible and operational

within few minutes. Further, it was noticed that the cumulative installed capacity of the

power plant park is increased in case of a downgraded flexibility behaviour. A downgrade

equal to 50% would mean, on one hand, that until 2050 no repowering measures of the

existing power plants would take place. On the other hand, it also implies that newly

installed plants would be build with a state of the art lower than today’s standards.

Thus, it can be considered as an extreme case. It is noted that increasing the flexibility

of a thermal power plant to achieve higher ramp rates and perform multiple start-ups,

may put more strain on the components. This may decrease their technical service

life and raise their maintenance and operation costs. This factor has to be accounted

for in the model parametrisation as currently the maintenance and operation costs are

exogenously set and thus are not linked to the plant operation itself.

In summary, while a flexible power plant operation does not directly lead to a reduction of

the CO2 emissions, its consideration is important as it may lead to a higher integration

of VRE while maintaining a stable grid operation. The implemented methodological

approach proved to be suited for the depiction of ramping behaviour of energy conversion

plants in REMod. Thus, besides their carbon footprint and costs, energy conversion

plants are also evaluated according to their flexibility characteristics. Another option

to increase the flexibility of the energy system is by exploiting DSM in the motorised

private transport. A further possibility is to utilise surplus electricity from VRE for

the production of hydrogen and increase the deployment of fuel cell electric vehicles

(FCEVs). Both configurations are analysed in the next section.
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6.2 The Role of Alternative Drive Concepts

With the promotion of fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) and battery electric vehicles

(BEVs), the Federal Government signalises that it further intends to increase the number

of alternative drive concepts [239]. This section investigates their role in a German

energy system based on a large share of VRE. Under consideration of three different

CO2 reduction targets, the production and usage of electricity-based synthetic fuels in

the motorised road transport is analysed. It is determined which power train technologies

prevail in case of an Uncontrolled Charging Strategy (UCSt), meaning that BEVs are

charged as soon as users return to a charging facility. Further, a sensitivity analysis

for BEVs is performed, which accounts for uncertainties concerning user acceptance as

well as additional costs deriving from greater demands in terms of range. After this, the

focus is on the effects resulting from a Controlled Charging Strategy (CCSt) of BEVs.

This analysis is performed under variation of the user share following a CCSt and the

allowed battery discharge depth in case of a power feedback into the electrical grid

(Vehicle-to-Grid). Thus, a better understanding for the developed modelling approach

(cf. section 4.3) is provided and DSM in the motorised road transport is evaluated.

6.2.1 Electrification of the Motorised Road Transport

The ongoing expansion of VRE represents a key element for the successful introduction of

alternative power train technologies, as this ensures that the utilised electricity is predom-

inantly CO2-neutral. This is not only the case for BEVs, but also applies to FCEVs and

hybrid variants. When power surplus occurs, Power-to-Gas (PtG) or Power-to-Liquid

(PtL) plants can be used to produce synthetic fuels and contribute to the balancing of

the residual load. These examples lead to a gradual electrification of the energy system.

Here, a distinction between direct and indirect electrification is made. Technologies ex-

hibiting an electricity demand, such as BEVs or electric heat pumps, increase the direct

degree of electrification. The indirect degree of electrification is represented by technolo-

gies based on liquid fuels or gases which, in turn, are produced based on electricity such

as from PtG or PtL plants. Thus, the indirect degree of electrification depends from the

produced amount of synthetic fuels and the deployment of fuel-based technologies. For

instance, if half of the yearly hydrogen supply is provided by electrolysis plants, then

50% of all fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) count as indirectly electrified. However,

if no FCEVs are deployed, than the indirect degree of electrification in the motorised

road transport remains equal to zero. The share of synthetic fuels per energy carrier

and the total degree of electrification for the year 2050 are summarised in table 6.4. The

calculations are performed for three different CO2 reduction targets, i.e. -85%, -90%

and -95% compared to 1990 values.
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Table 6.4: Share of synthetic fuel production and total degree of electrification in 2050
in the motorised road transport. The three different CO2 reduction targets
indicate a reduction compared to 1990 values. T.: transport.

CO2 Share of synthetic fuels in % Total electrification in %
target Liquid fuels Methane Hydrogen Freight T. Private T.

85% 0.7 0.3 87 65 100
90% 1.2 0.6 90 87 100
95% 4.2 8.5 100 100 100

While the total degree of electrification in 2050 for the motorised private transport is

constant at 100%, for the motorised freight transport it increases as the considered

climate protection target becomes more ambitious. The same trend is observed for

the production of synthetic fuels. In order to evaluate the contribution of the direct

and indirect electrification in the motorised road transport in more detail, their degrees

are determined on a yearly basis. The resulting progression for three distinctive CO2

reduction targets is depicted in figure 6.8. For completeness, an analogue representation

of remaining sectors, i.e. the supply of space heat and domestic hot water and the supply

of process heat, is included in appendixC.
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Figure 6.8: Development of the degree of electrification for the motorised private trans-
port and the motorised freight transport. The indirect electrification ac-
counts for synthetic fuels, generated by Power-to-Gas or Power-to-Liquid
plants.
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As shown in figure 6.8, the degree of electrification of the motorised freight transport and

the motorised private transport both gradually increase over the considered time period

from 2015 to 2050. The total degree of electrification in the motorised freight transport in

2050 raises from 65% over 87% to 100% as the considered CO2 reduction target becomes

more ambitious. According to the model parametrisation in appendixA.8, only small

transporters can entirely rely on purely battery powered systems. Thus, for the ramain-

ing vehicles of this sector, the shift to synthetic fuels represents the only electricity-based

alternative3. As a consequence, this is the only sector, where the indirect electrification

plays a major role.

As for the motorised private road transport, a complete electrification is attained at the

end of the observation period, regardless of the investigated CO2 reduction target (cf.

table 6.4). According to figure 6.8, the related progressions of the degree of electrification

results almost the same in each case, representing a substantial difference compared

to other sectors. This behaviour suggests that the same power train technologies are

deployed each time. In order to verify this, the share per milage, divided per power train

technology is illustrated in figure 6.9 for a 90% CO2 reduction target. The developments

for the 85% and 95% cases are not included, as they exhibit almost the same behaviour.

For completeness they are included in appendixC.
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Figure 6.9: Development of the milage share per power train technology in the motorised
private transport for a 90% CO2 emission reduction by 2050 compared to
1990 values. BEV: battery electric vehicle, CNG: compressed natural gas
vehicle, PHEV: plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, FCEV: fuel cell electric vehicle,
ICE: internal combustion engine.

According to the optimisation results illustrated in figure 6.9, the transition of the mo-

torised transport sector from conventional to alternative drive concepts happens in two

consecutive steps. First, beginning in 2020, a shift from gasoline or diesel based power

trains to compressed natural gas (CNG) vehicles takes place. Fifteen years later, they

are gradually replaced by BEVs, which in 2050 account for 100% of the total vehicle fleet

of this sector. The shift from liquid fuels to methane to electricity can be traced back

3A scenario under consideration overhead wire infrastructure and thus direct electrification of the
motorised freight transport sector was assessed in [113].
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to the respective CO2 abatement costs of each power train technology. In 2020, when

the first CNG-vehicles are introduced, the vehicle purchase price is assumed to roughly

24,000e for CNG-vehicles and to 25,000e for gasoline or diesel based internal combus-

tion engines (ICE). The costs of BEVs still amount to more than 38,000e. The higher

efficiency of BEVs (74% versus 22%) is not yet sufficient to counterbalance this price

difference. This, combined with the lower emission factor of methane gas compared to

oil, is why in 2020 the deployment of CNG-vehicles represents the most cost-effective so-

lution for the reduction of the CO2 emissions in the private transport4. After the existing

CNG-vehicles reach their assumed technical service life of 15 years (cf. appendix,A.8),

they are replaced by BEVs. In 2035, the cost difference between these two power train

technologies is reduced to 6,000e and to less than 300e by 2050. Further, as the end

of the observation period is approached and the share of renewable power generation

increases, BEVs become increasingly CO2-neutral. Conversely, as previously shown in

table 6.4, the share of synthetic methane produced by PtG plants amounts to less than

1% for a CO2 reduction target of 85% and 90%, while reaching a value of 8.5% for a

95% emission reduction in 2050. As a consequence, starting in 2035, BEVs represent the

better option in terms of costs, efficiency and emissions, which is why they are deployed

to achieve the set climate protection targets. In the following section, the next best

alternative power train technology to BEVs is identified and the respective cost gap is

assessed.

6.2.2 Cost Sensitivity Analysis of BEVs

The model results in the motorised private transport so far suggest a complete transition

from conventional ICE to BEVs by 2050. In reality, this development may be hindered

due to technical requirements or a low user acceptance. In [113] an analysis of possible

inhibiting factors, such as the charging time or a limited drive range, lead to a maximum

deployment of BEVs equal to 50%. In order to assess the effects resulting from such

a restriction, a further calculation is performed. It is assumed that the yearly market

share of BEVs is limited to 50% right on from the start in 2015, while the remaining

parametrisation remains unchanged. Figure 6.10 illustrates the resulting development of

the motorised road transport sector for a CO2 reduction target of 90%.

4The calculations consider the expansion of the necessary charging infrastructure as well as the methane
slip of CNG-vehicles with 500mgCH4/m3 [122].
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Figure 6.10: Development of the milage share per power train technology in the mo-
torised private transport for a 90% CO2 emission reduction by 2050 com-
pared to 1990 values. Yearly market share of BEVs at each year are re-
stricted by 50%. BEV: battery electric vehicle, CNG: compressed natural
gas vehicle, PHEV: plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, FCEV: fuel cell electric
vehicle, ICE: internal combustion engine.

As shown in figure 6.10, the shift from conventional power train technologies to CNG-

vehicles is confirmed according to previous results. Once the deployed CNG-vehicles

gradually reach their technical service life, they need to be replaced by one of the seven

implemented power train technologies. The chosen technology will remain part of the

energy system for 15 years and thus until the end of the observation period, when the

CO2 emissions are reduced to their minimum. As a consequence, the carbon footprint

of the power train technologies becomes increasingly more important than the vehicle

price. Accordingly, beginning in 2035, CNG-vehicles are gradually driven out by BEVs

and FCEVs, with no share left in 2050. A comparison to the previously obtained results

shows that the limited market share of BEVs leads to an earlier deployment of electrolysis

plants, hydrogen storage systems and the respective charging facilities. This suggests

that the expansion of the hydrogen infrastructure leads to a lock-in effect, where the

share of FCEVs reaches a value higher than 50% in 2050. The results further show

that the limitation of BEVs and the associated introduction of FCEVs do not increase

the installed capacity of electrolysis plants in 2050. Instead, the utilisation of hydrogen

for the supply of process heat is cut by half and substituted by mainly electricity-based

heat generators. Similarly, the usage of biomass is in part shifted from the supply of

process heat to its conversion into hydrogen. These effects represent typical examples for

interdependencies occurring within the sectors of the energy system. Thus, the limitation

of BEVs in the motorised transport sector can cause structural differences in the supply

of process heat and vice versa.

According to the results illustrated in figure 6.10, FCEVs, including hybrid variants,

represent the next best alternatives to BEVs. For this reason, a cost analysis of these

three power train technologies is performed for the year 2050. The following factors are

taken into consideration:
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Vehicle purchase price

Proportionate costs for charging facility (cf. section 3.2.2)

Photovoltaic system for the supply of the resulting power demand5

(1,000 full load hours per year).

Electrolysis plant for the supply of the resulting hydrogen demand

(1,500 full load hours per year and a conversion efficiency of 66%)

Vehicle efficiencies (73% for BEVs and 48% for FCEVs. It is assumed that hybrid

vehicles perform 40% of their milage based on their battery and 60% based on

their fuel cell)

Battery electric vehicle

Fuel cell electric vehicle

Plug−in electric vehicle
(Fuel cell electric vehicle)

0 10 20 30 40
Vehicle costs in 2050 in k€

Electrolsysis plant Charging infrastructure

Photovoltaic system Vehicle purchase

Figure 6.11: Qualitative assessment of private vehicle costs in 2050. Photovoltaic sys-
tems and electrolysis power plants are dimensioned assuming 1,000 and
1,500 full load hours, respectively.

As shown in figure 6.11, the associated costs are lowest for BEVs, with roughly 32,500e

per vehicle. Both hydrogen-based power trains exhibit costs of approximately 38,000e,

with a slight edge in favour of hybrid power trains (less than 700e). The results reveal

that the largest part of the cumulative costs is represented by the vehicle purchase

price. By increasing the purchase price for BEVs only, the difference of total costs per

vehicle to both hydrogen-based power train technologies is progressively reduced. For

a 10% price increase, the cumulative costs are still in favour of BEVs with roughly

2,200e. They amount to 400e and 3,100e in favour of FCEVs, if it is further increased

to 20% and 30%, respectively. Based on this qualitative cost assessment, three more

optimisation runs are performed and the purchase price of BEVs adapted accordingly.

In this case, the limitation concerning the yearly market share of BEVs is again lifted.

The resulting share of milage per power train technology for a CO2 reduction target of

90% is illustrated in figure 6.12.

5In this analysis photovoltaic systems are considered as they provide the greatest contribution to power
generation option in 2050. The same analysis was also performed based on wind turbines, leading
almost to the same outcome.
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Figure 6.12: Cost sensitivity: Development of the milage share per power train technol-
ogy in the motorised private transport for a 90% CO2 emission reduction by
2050 compared to 1990 values. The purchase price of BEVs is increased by
from zero to 30% in steps of 10%. BEV: battery electric vehicle, CNG: com-
pressed natural gas vehicle, PHEV: plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, FCEV:
fuel cell electric vehicle, ICE: internal combustion engine.

Figure 6.12 shows the development in milage share per power train technology for a

respective increase of BEVs purchase price from 0% to 30%. The reference parametrisa-

tion and the price increase of 30% lead to two completely different configurations, being

dominated by BEVs in one case and by FCEVs in the other case. Starting from a price

increase of BEVs of 10%, the share of FCEVs in 2050 is already increased from zero to

31%. A further price increase of 10% raises their share to 81%, demonstrating that the

results are sensitive to the vehicle purchase price. Since the vehicles considered in the

model parametrisation represent average requirements, it can be assumed that, in reality,

a small share needs to fulfil a more stringent demand in terms of range. This translates

to a higher battery capacity and thus increased vehicle costs. According to the results,

an increase of the BEVs purchase price by 10% or 20%, leads to a mixed composition

of BEVs and FCEVs in 2050. As both power train technologies are almost or fully

CO2-neutral towards the end of the observation period, it could be assumed that the

consideration of the total costs per vehicle is sufficient to determine which power train

technology should be deployed. However, other factors, including interdependencies to

other sectors, which can not easily be considered in a qualitative cost assessment, must
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be taken into account. This, for instance, concerns the temporally resolved supply and

demand profiles of energy, which play a major role for BEVs. As for FCEVs, their de-

mand in the model is evenly distributed throughout the year. Further, especially towards

the end of the observation period, hydrogen is almost exclusively produced in times of

power surplus (cf. table 6.4). This does not only make FCEVs almost CO2-neutral, but

allows to supply them with hydrogen without necessarily inducing additional electricity

load peaks6.

Conversely, the power demand of BEVs is determined according to exogenously specified

driving profiles. The calculations presented so far are based on an UCSt. This means

that users charge their vehicles as soon as they return to the charging facility, regardless

of the residual load value. Thus, their charging load peak occurs around 5 pm to 6 pm,

when most users return home from work and the power generation from photovoltaic

plants is relatively low (cf. section 5.3). The increase in power demand may eventually

lead to a higher requirement for power storage units or extend the operation of thermal

power plants and therefore increase the overall system costs. In the next section, the

effects resulting from a CCSt are investigated. Thus, users will be able to charge their

vehicles in times of power surplus, increasing the systems flexibility.

6.2.3 Assessment of Controlled Vehicle Charging

By operating vehicle batteries flexibly (CCSt), users may charge their batteries when

power surplus occurs and discharge them otherwise. According to previous studies based

on REMod [105], a CCSt favours the deployment of BEVs. In order to verify this, all

calculations presented in this section are based on a scenario, for which the motorised pri-

vate road transport in 2050 is dominated by fuel cell powered vehicles. Thus, according

to figure 6.12, the purchase price of BEVs is increased by 30%.

For this analysis two parameters are investigated in greater detail. The first accounts for

the user share charging their vehicles preferably when power surplus occurs. The second

describes the allowed discharge depth in case of a power feedback into the electrical grid

(cf. section 4.3, V2G factor).

6If the hydrogen storage is not able to meet the hourly hydrogen demand, the electrolysis plant is
operated and thus the electric load is increased (cf. section 3.4). The amount of hydrogen produced
by electrolysis plants this way amounts to less than 0.4%, in case of a 30% price increase of BEVs
(which is when FCEVs exhibit their highest share). This analysis was performed for the years 2035,
2040, 2045 and 2050. A more detailed investigation of electrolysis plants and the hydrogen storage
is presented in section 6.4.2.
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Variation of the Controlled Charging Strategy Share

The available vehicle battery capacity to balance the residual load heavily depends on the

total number of BEVs which represents an optimisation result. The Controlled Charging

Strategy share (CCSt share) is specified exogenously. By increasing it a larger part of

the electricity demand for the vehicle charging is shifted from times of power deficiency

to times where power surplus occurs, contributing to the balancing of the residual load.

Figure 6.13 illustrates an exemplarily time series for three days in summer 2050. The

CCSt share and the V2G factor are both set to 10%.
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Figure 6.13: Exemplarily time series in summer for flexible operation of battery elec-
tric vehicles (BEVs). The black dashed line represents the residual load.
Assumptions: 10% of users follow a Controlled Charging Strategy. The
Vehicle-to-Grid factor is set to 10%. gen: generation. Other flexible loads*:
includes stationary batteries, pumped-storage power plants (PP), Power-to-
Gas and Power-to-Fuel, electric heat pumps, heating rods, export of elec-
tricity and curtailment. Excluded are vehicles batteries. Other flexible gen-
eration*: includes stationary batteries, pumped-storage PP, biomass power
generation, heat generators with combined generation of heat and power,
gas turbine (GT) PP and combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) PP, oil PP,
lignite PP, hard coal PP and electricity imports. Excluded are vehicles
batteries.

The top part of figure 6.13 shows the supply and demand of power for three weekdays

in summer in 2050. The flexible vehicle battery operation is illustrated in green. In

the bottom part of figure 6.13, the charge level of the vehicle batteries as well as their

respective limitations are depicted. The green dashed curve represents the maximum

battery charge level of all vehicles currently plugged into a charging facility. According

to section 4.3, vehicle batteries may only be utilised for a power feedback into the grid, if
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their charge level (orange) is higher than the threshold value for a V2G operation (blue).

This, for instance, occurs before and after sunrise of the second day, in hours 27 and

45. By increasing the CCSt share, electric vehicles provide a higher contribution to the

balancing of the residual load as a larger part of users charge their vehicles in a more

grid supportive way. Figure 6.14 shows how the resulting milage share is affected by an

increase of the CCSt share in steps of 10% and 25%. In either case, the V2G factor is

set to 10%.
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Figure 6.14: Sensitivity of the Controlled Charging Strategy (CCst) share: Development
of the milage share per power train technology in the motorised private
transport for a 90% CO2 emission reduction by 2050 compared to 1990
values. The purchase price of BEVs is increased by 30% compared to
reference parametrisation. The Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) factor is set to 10%.
BEV: battery electric vehicle, CNG: compressed natural gas vehicle, PHEV:
plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, FCEV: fuel cell electric vehicle, ICE: internal
combustion engine.

The obtained results confirm that the consideration of a CCSt favours the deployment

of BEVs. Their share in 2050 is increased from 1% to 19% if 10% of the vehicle users

follow a CCSt. A further increase of the CCSt share to 25% only slightly increases the

penetration of BEVs. The reason why can partially be traced back to the modelled

restrictions of a V2G operation. As shown in figure 6.13, each day the vehicle batteries

are charged with surplus electricity during the day and discharged after sunrise. How-

ever, due to the assumed V2G factor of 10%, the maximum charge level (bottom part of

figure 6.13, green) and the possible discharge depth (blue) are close to each other. This

translates in a rather small capacity for a power feedback into the electrical grid. As a

consequence, the vehicle batteries can only be discharged to a small degree and thus can

not contribute significantly to the supply of electricity in times of power deficiency. This

suggests that to exploit more of the flexible potential of BEVs, the V2G factor needs to

be increased. In order to verify this, another sensitivity analysis is performed.
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Variation of the Vehicle-to-Grid Factor

Figure 6.15 illustrates the resulting milage share for an increase of the V2G factor. All

calculations assume a CCSt share equal to 10%.
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Figure 6.15: Sensitivity of the Vehile-to-Grid factor: Development of the milage share
per power train technology in the motorised private transport for a 90%
CO2 emission reduction by 2050 compared to 1990 values. The purchase
price of BEVs is increased by 30% compared to reference parametrisation.
The Controlled Charging Strategy share is set to 10%. BEV: battery elec-
tric vehicle, CNG: compressed natural gas vehicle, PHEV: plug-in hybrid
electric vehicle, FCEV: fuel cell electric vehicle, ICE: internal combustion
engine.

The illustrated results confirm that the variation of the V2G factor has a major influence

on the penetration of BEVs. In 2050, their share is increased from 1% to 19% if the V2G

factor is raised from 0% to 10%. A further increase of the V2G factor to 25% leads to a

share of BEVs of 44% by 2050. Even though the purchase price of BEVs is assumed 30%

higher compared to the reference parametrisation, they account for almost half of the

vehicle fleet. This shows that their higher purchase price is in part offset by cost-savings

in other areas suggesting that the flexible operation of BEVs represent an added value

for the entire energy system. For instance, if a CCST is considered, stationary batteries

are deployed to a smaller degree. This is shown in table 6.5, which summarises the share

of BEVs in 2050, as well as the resulting installed capacity of stationary battery storages.

Further, the yearly amount of power stored in and discharged from vehicle batteries to

balance the residual load are included.

Figure 6.16 shows a time series of power supply and demand for the same three day

period introduced in figure 6.13. In this case, a CCSt share of 10% and a V2G factor of

25% are assumed.
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Table 6.5: Summary of key results in case of a flexible operation of battery electric ve-
hicles (BEVs). Users following a Controlled Charging Strategy (CCSt) and
the Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) factor are varied. UCSt: Uncontrolled Charging
Strategy.

Share of CCSt 0% (UCSt) 10% 25% 10%
V2G factor 0% (UCSt) 10% 10% 25%

Share of BEVs % 1 19 20 43
Grid-to-Vehicle TWhel 0 13 15 60
Vehicle-to-Grid TWhel 0 11 12 55

Stationary Battery GWhel 361 188 161 112
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Figure 6.16: Exemplarily time series in summer for flexible operation of battery elec-
tric vehicles (BEVs). The black dashed line represents the residual load.
Assumptions: 10% of users follow a Controlled Charging Strategy. The
Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) factor is set to 25%. gen: generation. Other flexible
loads*: includes stationary batteries, pumped-storage power plants (PP),
Power-to-Gas and Power-to-Fuel, electric heat pumps, heating rods, export
of electricity and curtailment. Excluded are vehicles batteries. Other flexi-
ble generation*: includes stationary batteries, pumped-storage PP, biomass
power generation, heat generators with combined generation of heat and
power, gas turbine (GT) PP and combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) PP,
oil PP, lignite PP, hard coal PP and electricity imports. Excluded are
vehicles batteries.

A comparison of figures 6.13 and 6.16 shows that BEVs play a larger role as load balanc-

ing option when the V2G factor is increased from 10% to 25%. The reason why, is that

a higher V2G factor significantly increases the maximum discharge capacity. Therefore,

the battery charge level can take lower values meaning that BEVs may provide a larger
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contribution in times of power deficiency. Further, once that power surplus occurs again

BEVs start from a lower charge level and therefore, a higher amount of electricity can

be charged into the vehicle batteries. Thus, while a higher V2G factor increases the dis-

charging capacity, it indirectly also leads to a higher receptivity of surplus electricity.

6.2.4 Summary and Conclusions

This section presented an assessment of alternative driving technologies with particular

regard to the private road transport. The first part of the analysis was performed for

three different CO2 emission reduction targets and an UCSt of BEVs. In the second

part, the effects of a Controlled Charging Strategy (CCSt) were investigated.

The results showed that the end-use sectors of the energy system were progressively

electrified as the set climate protection targets became more ambitious. While this

was mainly achieved through a direct electrification, for the motorised freight transport

the indirect electrification played a major role. In this case, FCEVs were deployed, as

hydrogen towards the end of the observation period was almost completely CO2-neutral.

The contribution of methanation and PtL plants was negligible, particularly because of

their higher costs, additional conversion steps and thus lower efficiencies. Even in case of

a 95% CO2 reduction target, the share of synthetic liquid fuels and synthetic methane

gas remained under 5% and 10% of the total fuel demand, respectively.

As for the motorised private transport, a transition from gasoline and diesel ICE over

CNG-vehicles to BEVs was observed, even though an UCSt was assumed. In 2020, the

costs of CNG-vehicles are comparable to those of conventional power train technologies

while being significantly lower than those of BEVs. Due to the smaller emission factor

of methane gas compared to oil, CNG-vehicles represented a cost-effective option for the

reduction of the overall CO2 emissions (despite the consideration of the methane-slip).

Towards the end of the observation period, once the emission targets became more re-

strictive, the CO2 abatement costs of BEVs became lower, which is why CNG-vehicles

were driven out. While the shift to CNG-vehicles represents a comprehensible model

result, the new admissions of private vehicles over the last ten years suggest that a com-

plete transition starting in 2020 is rather unlikely [240,241]. Instead, the German Federal

Government is encouraging the introduction of BEVs and aims to increase their numbers

to one million by 2020 [3]. However, according to [177], in 2018, BEVs accounted only

for 54,000 vehicles, which could be a consequence of their still higher purchase price.

Against this background, further calculations are presented in section 6.4.3, for which

the deployment of CNG-vehicles is restricted.

In another analysis, the purchase price of BEVs was raised in steps of 10% and the effects

on the sector composition analysed. A price increase of 10% corresponded to almost
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3,000 e/vehicle and led to a reduction of BEVs from 100% to 69% in 2050, in favour of

FCEVs. The share of FCEVs was increased to 81% and 99% if the purchase price of

BEVs was raised by 20% and 30%, respectively. This behaviour revealed that the fleet

composition is sensitive to the assumed vehicle prices. Although in case of the reference

parameter setting BEVs account for 100% of the vehicle fleet, it should be kept in mind

that the gap to FCEVs is rather small. From this it can be concluded that they might

become increasingly attractive especially if higher driving ranges are considered, which

otherwise would require higher battery capacities. Another factor, which could favour

the deployment of FCEVs is the import of synthetic fuels from abroad. This was shown

in [113] and is further analysed in section 6.4.3. Against this background, a concurrent

deployment of BEVs and FCEVs seems a viable option.

It was further investigated if the deployment of BEVs is affected by the consideration of

a controlled vehicle charging. The results revealed that their deployment was increased

even in the case when their purchase price was raised by 30%, which corresponds to

roughly 10,000 e/vehicle. According to the performed sensitivity analysis, especially the

available discharge capacity for a possible power feedback into the grid plays a major role.

By assuming a V2G factor of 0%, 10% and 25%, the share of BEVs in 2050 was increased

from 1% to 19% to 44%, respectively. The flexible operation of vehicle batteries led to

a gradual reduction of stationary batteries. In 2050, the installed capacity of stationary

batteries was roughly cut by half once a CCSt share of 10% and a V2G factor of 10% was

assumed. By increasing the V2G factor to 25%, the deployment of stationary batteries

was reduced by roughly two thirds. The analysis revealed that stationary batteries were

replaced to a higher degree if a flexible charging and discharging of BEVs was considered.

Even if there are no business cases for the flexible operation of BEVs yet [242,243], it is

likely to imagine that a certain share of users are willing to charge their vehicles when

power surplus occurs and the electricity prices are lower.

Overall, the analysis showed that to achieve the set climate protection targets, a switch

from conventional to alternative drive concepts is a cost-effective solution. For the mo-

torised private road transport sector, which was studied in more detail, BEVs represent

the dominant power train technology in 2050. This result is in line with other stud-

ies [16,95], where the direct use of electricity is preferred over alternative fuels due to its

higher primary efficiency. However, the analysis also revealed that the gap to FCEVs is

rather small, as through the long-term storage capability of hydrogen, they indirectly in-

crease the flexibility of the energy system. An alternative option to decouple the energy

demand from the non-dispatchable generation of power is represented by the combina-

tion of heat generators with thermal energy storage systems. This concept is analysed

in the next section.
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6.3 Flexibility of Heat Generators and Thermal Energy Storage

As introduced in section 4.4, heat generators in REMod may either be operated according

to a Heat-Controlled or Power-Controlled Strategy (HCSt, PCSt). How each operation

mode affects the energy system is analysed through multiple model calculations. First,

the deployment of heat generators with particular regard to electric heat pumps is in-

vestigated. After this, the operation of heating technologies is studied based on hourly

resolved time series. The last section analyses the operation of thermal energy storage

(TES) and shows how varying their capacity, may affect other load balancing options.

6.3.1 Role of Electric Heat Pumps for the Supply of Space Heat

Over the last years, multiple studies based on REMod analysed the cost-optimised de-

ployment of heat generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot water. For

instance, [15] showed that especially electric air and brine heat pumps as well as heat

grids represent the largest technology share in 2050. Their key role is also confirmed

in [103, 106, 107, 113]. However, in each of these studies, a completely flexible operation

of heat generators was assumed. As suggested by previous results in section 6.2.3, a

grid supportive operation could favour the deployment of flexible technologies, such as

electric heat pumps or heat grids. For this purpose, a calculation for which all heat gen-

erators are following a HCSt is performed. This means that heat generators are operated

independently from the residual load and thus are not available as load balancing option.

TES may still be deployed in combination with solar thermal systems (also within heat

grids). Figure 6.17 shows the deployment of heat generators from 2015 to 2050 in case

of a HCSt.
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Figure 6.17: Development of the technology share for the supply of space heat and do-
mestic hot water for a 85% reduction of CO2 emissions by 2050 compared
to 1990 values. Heat generators are operated regardless of the residual load
(Heat-Controlled Strategy). CHP: combined heat and power unit. HP: heat
pump.
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The illustrated development of heat generators in figure 6.17 appears similar to already

known results, even though a HCSt is considered. Accordingly, today’s dominant heat

generators, oil and gas boilers, are both driven out as the CO2 reduction targets become

more ambitious. This is in part compensated by wood boilers, which slightly increase

their share around 2022, when the first replacements of oil boilers take place. Their

utilisation is again decreased around 2042, as biomass is more and more utilised for the

production of process heat (cf. appendixD). Heat grids, which consist of a CCGT, a

large scale electric heat pump, a methane-fired peak boiler, a TES and a solar thermal

system, grow from 14% in 2015 to 23% in 2050. If a HCSt is assumed, their hourly

heat demand share is primarily covered by the methane-fired CCGT units, meaning that

electricity is produced concurrently. The same holds for micro-CHP units and fuel cells.

Thus, there will be several hours during the year, when those technologies will generate

electricity although power surplus already occurs. This unfavourable operation is why

micro-CHP units and fuel cells are utilised from approximately 2030 to 2049. Similarly,

electricity-based technologies will sometimes increase the electric load when the residual

load is already positive. Nonetheless, the number of electric heat pumps increases sub-

stantially from 3% in 2015 to 74% in 2050. Their higher deployment, compared to heat

generators with a CHP option, can be traced back to three factors. First, the perfor-

mance factor of electric heat pumps is significantly higher than the thermal efficiency of

other technologies with combined production of heat and power. This leads to a lower

energy demand for a given amount of supplied heat. As a consequence, the load increase

of electric heat pumps is - in relative terms - smaller than the power supply increase

resulting from CHP units. Second, as the expansion of VRE continues, the carbon foot-

print of electricity-based heat generators gradually decreases and therefore electric heat

pumps become more favourable. For CCGT power plants, CHP units or fuel cells, which

are either run by methane gas or hydrogen, the carbon footprint could be reduced if syn-

thetic fuels or biofuels were utilised. However, compared to the direct usage of renewable

electricity, the generation of synthetic fuels or biofuels are technically more demanding.

Third, especially towards the end of the observation period, the maximum value of power

surplus (negative residual load) is higher than the maximum value of power deficiency

(positive residual load). This is exemplarily shown in figure 6.18, where the minimum

and maximum values of the residual load for a renewable energy share of 90% amount

to -233GWel and 114GWel, respectively. The illustrated development of the residual

load is in a qualitative way confirmed by other studies, such as [17, 42, 59, 106]. From

this, it could be concluded that a further increase of the negative residual load (due to

combined production of heat and power) may on average lead to a higher demand for

load balancing options, rather than vice versa.

In order to assess how robust the deployment of electric heat pumps is to a variation of

their costs, two further calculations are performed. Similarly to the analysis performed
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Figure 6.18: Sorted residual load curve in case of a Heat-Controlled Strategy for a re-
newable (RE) power generation share of 40%, 60%, 80%, and 90%. A
negative value indicates a surplus of electricity and vice versa.

for the motorised private transport (cf. section 6.2.2), the purchase price of electric air

and brine heat pumps is increased by 15% and 30% compared to the reference parameter

setting. The obtained deployment of heat generators from 2015 to 2050 is presented in

figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.19: Cost sensitivity: Development of the technology share for the supply of
space heat and domestic hot water for a 85% reduction of CO2 emissions
by 2050 compared to 1990 values. Heat generators are operated regardless
of the residual load (HCSt: Heat-Controlled Strategy). CHP: combined
heat and power unit, HP: heat pump.

The illustrated results reveal that increasing the purchase price of electric heat pumps

has a rather little influence on the deployment of heat generators. Although in 2050 their

numbers are reduced by roughly one and two million units for a price increase of 15%

and 30%, electric heat pumps still represent by far the dominant heating technology. At

the same time, wood boilers, micro-CHP units and fuel cells are deployed to a slightly
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higher degree. Further, the results show that if the purchase price of electric heat pumps

is increased by 30%, methane-fired boilers still persist in 2050, accounting for roughly

5% of all heat generators (1.2 million units). These results are based on a HCSt which

means that TES can only be used in combination with solar thermal systems. It is

analysed if electric heat pumps are favoured once they follow a PCSt and thus have

access to TES. For this purpose electric air and brine heat pumps are switched from

a HCSt to a Power-Controlled Strategy (PCSt). Their purchase price is maintained

at +30% relative to the reference parametrisation. The resulting deployment of heat

generators is shown in figure 6.20.
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Figure 6.20: Development of the technology share for the supply of space heat and do-
mestic hot water for a 85% reduction of CO2 emissions by 2050 compared
to 1990 values. The purchase price of electric air and brine heat pumps
is increased by 30%. Left: all heat generators follow a Heat-Controlled
Strategy (HCSt). Right: electric heat pumps are operated according to a
Power-Controlled Strategy (PCSt). CHP: combined heat and power unit,
HP: heat pump.

The illustrated development confirms that operating electric heat pumps according to a

PCSt favours their deployment, even though only slightly. Compared to a HCSt, their

numbers are increased by roughly one million (+ 4%). As a consequence, micro-CHP

units, fuel cells, wood boilers and methane gas fired boilers are decreased. Table 6.6

provides an overview of the technology shares in 2050 in the case that electric heat

pumps are operated according to a HCSt or a PCSt and under variation of their purchase

price.
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Table 6.6: Summary of the technology share for the supply of space heat and hot water
demand in 2050. HCSt/PCSt: Heat/Power-Controlled Strategy, HP: heat
pump, CHP: combined heat and power.

Operative Strategy HCSt HCSt HCSt PCSt
Purche price of electric HP +0% +15% +30% +30%

micro-CHP and fuel cell % 0.0 2.5 2.6 0.1
gas and hybrid heat pump (HP) % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
heat grid % 22.9 22.1 22.3 25.1
wood boiler % 3.0 4.9 6.9 4.1
electric air and brine HP % 74.1 70.4 63.5 67.7
gas boiler % 0.0 0.2 4.7 3.0
oil boiler % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

The results obtained in this section show that electric heat pumps represent an important

component of the energy system from different viewpoints. In 2050, their share varies

between roughly 64% and 74% depending on the assumed purchase price and their

operating mode. Heat grids represent the second largest technology share, ranging from

22% to 25%. If they are operated according to the residual load, heat grids can cope

with power surplus by operating the electric heat pumps and with power deficiency by

utilising the CCGT unit. Thus, it is expected that the number of buildings connected

to heat grids will increase, once a PCSt is considered. This concept is analysed in more

detail in the next section.

6.3.2 Assessment of a Power-Controlled Heat Generation

This section presents an analysis of the effects resulting from a HCSt and a PCSt on the

energy system. The operation of heat generators and other technologies is assessed for

both cases. For this purpose two calculations based on the reference parameter setting

are performed. The resulting deployment of heat generators from 2015 to 2050 is shown

in figure 6.21.

According to figure 6.21 the share of heat grids in 2050 is increased from 23% to 31% if a

PCSt instead of a HCSt is considered. A PCSt allows them to contribute to balance the

residual load regardless of whether it is positive or negative. Whenever power surplus

occurs, heat grids may increase the overall electric load by operating large-scale electric

heat pumps. In case of power deficiency they can produce heat and power via the CCGT

unit. Moreover, if the heat demand of buildings connected to a heat grid is covered, but

the residual load is not yet balanced, the operation of the electric heat pump or CCGT

unit may be further increased. In this case, the occurring excess heat can be utilised to

raise the temperature level of the TES. Besides heat grids, the only other implemented

technology which can cope with power surplus and deficiency is the hybrid heat pumps.

It is modelled as an electric air heat pump, which in case of power deficiency is switched
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Figure 6.21: Development of the technology share for the supply of space heat and do-
mestic hot water for a 85% reduction of CO2 emissions by 2050 compared
to 1990 values. All heat generators either follow a Heat (HCSt) or a Power-
Controlled Strategy (PCSt). CHP: combined heat and power unit.

to a fuel-based operation. This mechanism prevents a further increase of the electric

load, which eventually would need to be covered by conventional thermal power plants.

However, even though hybrid heat pumps are always operated according to a PCSt, they

are not deployed. This is also the case if all other heat generators are operated in a heat

controlled way (cf. figure 6.21). At the same time, electricity driven air heat pumps

represent the dominant technology in 2050. While their unfavourable operation in times

of power deficiency may lead to a higher electric load and thus increase the installed

capacity of thermal power plants, their deployment overall results more cost-efficient.

To verify this, the heat production costs of two systems are compared to each other. The

first system consists of a hybrid heat pump, while the second system is represented by

a methane gas-fired thermal power plant, which is solely utilised to supply an electric

air heat pump with power. The comparison is performed in times of power deficiency

as in times of power surplus the hybrid heat pump would be operated like the electric

air heat pump. This means that the hybrid heat pump utilises the gas unit and thus

does not increase the electric load. It is further assumed that both systems may emit

the exact same quantity of CO2 mCO2 . Thus, the available methane gas consumption

of the hybrid heat pump or the thermal power plant ECH4 is determined according to

eq. 6.3. The heat supplied in either case Q̇th depends on heat generator efficiency (ηboiler

or COP ) and, for the electric heat pump, also on power plant conversion efficiency ηPP

(cf. eq. 6.4 and eq. 6.5). The electric load provided by the thermal power plant PPP can

be calculated as described by eq. 6.6, where Pth denotes the building and generator heat

load (which is the same for both considered systems).

ECH4 = mCO2/fCH4
(6.3)
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Q̇th,boiler = ECH4 · ηboiler (6.4)

Q̇th,elHP = ECH4 · ηPP · COP (6.5)

PPP =
Q̇th,elHP

COP
· Pth

Q̇th,elHP

=
Pth

COP
(6.6)

where:
ECH4 = Methane gas consumption in kWhCH4

Q̇th,boiler = Generated heat from hybrid heat pump in kWhth

Q̇th,elHP = Generated heat from electric air heat pump in kWhth

Pth = Building heat load in kWth

PPP = Electric load of thermal power plant in kWel

mCO2 = Total quantity of caused energy-related CO2 emissions in tCO2

fCH4 = Emission factor of methane gas in kgCO2/kWhCH4

ηPP = Electrical efficiency of thermal power plant in %

ηboiler = Thermal efficiency of gas unit (hybrid heat pump) in %

COP = Coefficient of performance in [−]

Based on this information, the costs for the hybrid heat pump ChybHP and the for electric

heat pump combined with a thermal power plant CelHP can be calculated according

to eq. 6.7 and 6.8, where p denotes the technology purchase price. Fuel costs are not

accounted for as the comparison of both systems is performed for the same quantity of

CO2 emissions and thus methane gas consumption. As a result, the heat production costs

cHPC,hyb and cHPC,elHP can be calculated as shown in eq. 6.9 and eq. 6.10. These costs

can be subtracted from each other and the difference related to a the heat production

costs resulting from the hybrid heat pump system. This is shown in eq. 6.11 where dHPC

denotes the relation of heat production costs between both systems.

ChybHP = Pth · phybHP (6.7)

CelHP = Pth · pelHP +
Pth

COP
· pPP (6.8)

cHPC,hyb =
Pth · phybHP
mCO2
fCH4

· ηboiler
(6.9)
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cHPC,elHP =
Pth · pelHP + Pth

COP · pPP
mCO2
fCH4

· ηPP · COP
(6.10)

dHPC =
cHPC,hbyHP − cHPC,elHP

cHPC,hbyHP
= 1− pPP + pPP

COP

ηPP · ηelHP
· ηboiler
phybHP

(6.11)

where:
Pth = Building heat load in kWth

PPP = Electric load of thermal power plant in kWel

mCO2 = Total quantity of caused energy-related CO2 emissions in tCO2

fCH4 = Emission factor of methane gas in kgCO2/kWhCH4

ηPP = Electrical efficiency of thermal power plant in %

ηboiler = Thermal efficiency of gas unit (hybrid heat pump) in %

COP = Coefficient of performance in [−]

phybHP = Specific purchase price of hybrid heat pump in e/kWth

pelHP = Specific purchase price of electric heat pump in e/kWth

pPP = Specific purchase price of thermal power plant in e/kWel

ChybHP = Costs for the hybrid heat pump in e

CelHP = Costs for the electric air heat pump and the thermal power plant in e

cHPC,hyb = Heat production costs of the hybrid heat pump in e/kWhth

cHPC,elHP = Heat production costs of electric heat pump and power plant in e/kWhth

dHPC = Heat production costs related to hybrid heat pump in %

As shown in eq. 6.11, the relation in heat production costs only depends from the tech-

nology efficiencies and their purchase prices which in the model calculations represent

exogenously set parameters7. Based on the current parametrisation the heat generation

costs of an electric heat pump combined with gas turbine power plant are 16% lower

than those resulting from a hybrid heat pump. For CCGT plants this value amounts

to 39% in favour of the electric heat pump, explaining why under consideration of lim-

ited CO2 emissions hybrid heat pumps are not part of the model results. It is further

noted that the power demand of the electric heat pump could also be supplied by power

storage systems, the conversion of biomass into electricity or other, more CO2-neutral

technology options. This would favour the deployment of electric air heat pumps even

more.

7Assumptions: methane fired GT power plant: 385 e/kWel and ηel =40%, methane fired CCGT power
plant: 700 e/kWel and ηel =63%, electric air heat pump: 640 e/kWth and performance factor= 3 (while
the performance factor of electric heat pumps is calculated on an hourly basis, this value represents an
approximation of the yearly average efficiency), hybrid heat pump: 737 e/kWth and ηth,gas−unit =97%,
emission factor of methane gas: 0.202 gCO2/kWhCH4

. Further information is listed in AppendixA.
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Figure 6.21 also shows that if a PCSt is considered, micro-CHP units and fuel cells do

no longer represent an interim technology. In this case, they still persist in 2050, with

a relative share of 6.4%. Technologies with a combined generation of heat and power

can complement the production of electricity from thermal power plants in times when

the residual load is positive. This is why in case of a PCSt, the cumulative installed

capacity of the thermal power plant park is reduced by roughly 23GWel (13%). The

contribution of flexible power generation from heat grids, micro-CHP units and fuel cells

is especially pronounced when the residual load exhibits its maximum value, i.e. when

the maximum power deficiency occurs.
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Figure 6.22: Power supply and demand for three days in December 2050. Maximum
value of the residual load (dashed line) in hour 17. Non-dispatchable
generation*: Excludes heat generators with combined supply of heat
and power and photovoltaic systems. Non-dispatchable load*: Excludes
electricity-based heat generators (Power-to-Heat). Other flexible loads*: in-
cludes stationary batteries, vehicles batteries, pumped-storage power plants
(PP), Power-to-Gas and Power-to-Fuel, export of electricity and curtail-
ment. Excluded are electric heat pumps and heating rods (Power-to-Heat).
Other flexible generation*: includes stationary batteries, vehicles batteries,
pumped-storage PP, biomass power generation, oil PP, lignite PP, hard coal
PP and electricity imports. Excluded are heat generators with combined
generation of heat and power, gas turbine (GT) PP and combined cycle gas
turbine (CCGT) PP. Underlying weather data: 2014.

Figure 6.22 shows the power supply and demand for three days in December 2050, where

the maximum value of the residual load occurs (hour 17). Due to a different system

configuration and operation mode of heat generators, it amounts to 140GWel if a HCSt

is considered and to 110GWel otherwise. The illustration shows that in the first case,

the supply of power is mainly provided by CCGT (violet) and peak load GT power

plants (blue). If a PCSt is assumed, the power generation from heat grids as well as

micro-CHP units and fuel cells (red) substantially contributes to the overall generation

of electricity. For a HCSt, the supply of power from CCGT, GT power plants and heat
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generators with CHP option in hour 17 amounts to 61GWhel, 51GWhel and 24GWhel.

If a PCSt is assumed, these numbers change to 55GWhel, 34GWhel and 47GWhel. The

additional 23GWel produced by heat generators match the reduced installed capacity of

thermal power plants, once more underlining their contribution as load balancing option.

In case of power surplus, electricity-based heat generators may increase the electric load.

The minimum residual load value in 2050 occurs at the end of March. The power supply

and demand for three days during this period are illustrated in figure 6.23.
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Figure 6.23: Power supply and demand for three days in March 2050. Minimum value
of the residual load (dashed line) in hour 60. Non-dispatchable generation*:
Excludes heat generators with combined supply of heat and power and
photovoltaic systems. Non-dispatchable load*: Excludes electricity-based
heat generators (Power-to-Heat). Other flexible loads*: includes stationary
batteries, vehicles batteries, pumped-storage power plants (PP), export of
electricity and curtailment. Excluded are electric heat pumps (HP), heating
rods (Power-to-Heat), Power-to-Gas and Power-to-Fuel. Other flexible gen-
eration*: includes stationary batteries, vehicles batteries, pumped-storage
PP, biomass power generation, oil PP, lignite PP, hard coal PP and electric-
ity imports. Excluded are heat generators with combined generation of heat
and power (CHP), gas turbine (GT) PP and combined cycle gas turbine
(CCGT) PP. Underlying weather data: 2014.

The depicted three day period shown in figure 6.23 is characterised by frequent fluctua-

tions of the residual load. It is negative especially during the midday hours, when the

feed-in from photovoltaic stations is particularly pronounced. In this case, if a PCSt is

assumed, electricity-based heat generators can contribute to the balancing of the residual

load and increase the temperature of the TES. Once power deficiency occurs, the TES

system is discharged and thus the electric load reduced. This is for example shown in

figure 6.23 around hour 18. At this time, the electric load of Power-to-Heat technologies

amounts to roughly 37GWel in case of a HCSt and to only 7GWel for a PCSt. This is

also why the residual load is higher when a HCSt is considered and as a consequence,

thermal power plants are operated on a larger scale. The minimum value of the residual
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load occurs at the third day illustrated in figure 6.23, in hour 60. In case of a HCSt,

approximately 150GWel out of 272GWel of surplus power are converted into synthetic

gases and liquid fuels by PtG and PtL plants. Conversely, if a PCSt is assumed 102GWel

of the total electricity surplus (258GWel) are converted into heat and stored in TES. In

this case, the amount of power utilised for the production of synthetic fuels is reduced to

111GWel. Due to the utilisation of electricity for the conversion into heat at peak load

times, the installed capacity of electrolysis plants in 2050 is reduced by roughly 26%

corresponding to 39GWel (cf. figure 6.24). Overall, this increases their full load hours

by roughly 1,500 hours per year. From this it can be concluded that by exploiting the

flexibility of heat generators and thus contributing to the balancing of the residual load,

other system components can be operated more cost-efficiently. Moreover, the added

flexibility for the supply of space heat and domestic hot water allows the deployment of

additional inflexible, electricity-based technologies for the generation of process heat (cf.

appendix D). This is a further example showing the sector coupling effects considered

by the model.

A PCSt also influences the installed capacity of stationary batteries. As previously

shown in section 6.2.3, their capacity heavily depends on whether other load balancing

options are able to cope with only power surplus, power deficiency or both. In order to

verify this trend, two more calculations are performed. In one case, only electricity-based

technologies, i.e. electric heat pumps and heating rods, are switched to a PCSt. In the

other case, a PCSt is applied only to heat generators with the possibility of combined

heat and power generation (CCGT, micro-CHP units and fuel cells).
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Figure 6.24: Development of the installed capacity of electrolysis plants and stationary
batteries for a 85% emission reduction by 2050 compared to 1990 values
in case of a Heat-Controlled or Power-Controlled Strategy (HCSt or PCSt).
PCSt (CHP): only CCGT units, micro-CHP units and fuel cells are set to
a PCSt, PCSt (load): only electric heat pumps and heating rods are set to
a PCSt.
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Figure 6.24 shows the installed capacity of stationary batteries over the time period from

2015 to 2050. Compared to a HCSt, if heat generators serve as load balancing option

either only in case of power surplus or deficiency, the installed capacity of stationary

batteries starts a few years later and is roughly 46GWhel (17%) lower in 2050. If all

heat generators follow a PCSt, the installation of stationary batteries is further delayed

by 10 years, reaching a value of 156GWel in 2050. This is 42% lower compared to a

HCSt. While the capacity of power storage systems is decreased if a PCSt is assumed,

TES are deployed on a larger scale. The reason why is that, beside by solar thermal

systems, they can also be charged by electricity-based technologies or heat generators

with combined production of heat and power. Thus, a higher installed capacity of TES

indirectly increases the load balancing potential of heat generators. A more detailed

analysis of their operation is presented in the next section.

6.3.3 Operation of Thermal Energy Storages

Whether or not and to what extent a heat system in REMod is equipped with TES or a

solar thermal system is endogenously determined, as it has been described in section 3.2.4.

Figure 6.25 shows how their installed capacities are affected by the consideration of a

HCSt and PCSt.
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Figure 6.25: Development of the installed capacity of thermal energy storages for single
buildings and heat grids. The dotted line represents the total installed
capacity of solar thermal systems.

As shown, if a HCSt is considered, the TES system capacity reaches a value of 1121GWhth

in 2050. Conversely, in case of a PCSt it is increased by 42%, amounting to 1595GWhth.

This is because not only solar thermal systems, but also other heat generators may pro-

vide a major contribution to the charging of TES. This, for instance, may occur when

electricity-based heat generators increase their load to balance a surplus of electricity

or when generators with a CHP option increase their power supply in case of power
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deficiency. An exemplarily temperature profile for an electric air heat pump system in

2050 is represented in figure 6.26.
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Figure 6.26: Exemplarily temperature profile in 2050 of an electric air heat pump system
(panel heating) in case of a heat-controlled or power-controlled operation
of heat generators.

While the temperature profiles shown in figure 6.26 exhibit high fluctuations in case

of a PCSt, they are less pronounced when a HCSt is considered. The overall higher

temperatures reached in case of a PCSt underline that TES is frequently charged not

only by solar thermal systems and electric heat pumps but also by heating rods as they

can raise the storage temperature up to 95 C. Since TES temperature for a HCSt can

only be increased by solar thermal systems, their installed capacity in 2050 (107GWhth)

results 28GWhth higher than for a PCSt. This suggests that, to some extent, solar

thermal systems counterbalance the lacking flexibility of heat generators. From this, it

can be concluded that if a PCSt is considered, solar thermal systems should primarily be

combined with gas boilers, as electricity-based heat generators exhibit greater synergies

with photovoltaic systems. If a HCSt is considered instead, solar thermal systems could

contribute to reduce the electric load of an air heat pump, which is beneficial if power

deficiency occurs. This is for example shown in figure 6.27. Here, the supply and demand

of power as well as the storage temperature of an electric air heat pump system is

illustrated for a three day period in March 2050.

The depicted three day period exhibits regular fluctuations of the residual load, with

its minimum value on the third day in hour 60. As previously mentioned, if a HCSt

is considered, the storage temperature of electric air heat pump systems is only raised

by solar thermal systems. This is shown in figure 6.27 (bottom, left), especially during

the midday hours. In this case, the storage temperature is increased proportionally to

the power supply from photovoltaic systems (green), which is also linked to the solar

radiation. Once the residual load changes from a negative to a positive value, the TES is

discharged and the remaining heat demand is provided by the electric air heat pump. In

case of a PCSt, the storage temperature is visibly higher, especially at the beginning of

the illustrated period (until hour 18). Accordingly, beginning in hour 18, the TES covers
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Figure 6.27: Power supply and demand and storage temperature of an electric air heat
pump system for three days in March 2050. In the third figure (PCSt and
increased TES), the endogenously determined TES capacity of the PCSt
case is doubled. Non-dispatchable generation*: Excludes heat generators
with combined supply of heat and power and photovoltaic systems. Non-
dispatchable load*: Excludes electricity-based heat generators (Power-to-
Heat), Power-to-Gas and Power-to-Fuel. Other flexible loads*: includes
stationary batteries, vehicles batteries, pumped-storage power plants (PP),
export of electricity and curtailment. Excluded are electric heat pumps
and heating rods (Power-to-Heat). Other flexible generation*: includes
stationary batteries, vehicles batteries, pumped-storage PP, biomass power
generation, heat generators with combined generation of heat and power,
oil PP, lignite PP, hard coal PP and electricity imports. Excluded are gas
turbine (GT) PP and combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) PP.

a higher share of the occurring heat demand. This leads to a more pronounced decrease

of the electric load, otherwise arising from Power-to-Heat technologies. As a consequence,

the electricity demand covered by GT and CCGT power plants results lower if a PCSt

is considered (cf. figure 6.27, middle, hour 28). The storage temperature raises again

around hour 56, when power surplus occurs. Here, electric heat pumps are operated first,

while heating rods are utilised to increase the TES temperature until 95 C. In the third

calculation (figure 6.27, right) the endogenously determined storage capacity in case of

a PCSt is doubled, while the remaining system configuration is kept identical. As a

consequence, the TES temperature and its gradient are in general both slightly lower.
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This is particularly visible once the TES is discharged for the first time. In the reference

case (middle), the discharge process starts from 88 C and lasts for roughly four hours. If

the TES capacity is doubled (right) its temperature amounts to 85 C, while the discharge

time amounts to six hours. This means that the load increase provided by Power-to-Heat

technologies is further delayed by two hours (cf. figure 6.27, middle and right, hours 18

to 24). The doubled TES size also affects the operation of thermal power plants. For

instance, in hour 25, CCGT power plants are operated in case of a PCST (middle), while

GT power plants for an increased TES (right). Another difference concerns the demand

of electricity. During hour 60, when the highest electricity surplus over the year occurs,

a larger part of power is converted into heat and stored in the TES. The higher storage

capacity leads to a slower temperature increase, which is why electric heat pumps convert

a higher amount of electricity into heat. The less efficient heating rods can be utilised

at a later point to raise the temperature up to 95 C. However, as depicted in figure 6.27

(right), due to the doubled TES capacity, its maximum temperature in hour 62 is not

reached.

The illustrated example shows that by increasing the TES capacity, more power can

be converted into heat, if a PCSt is considered. Figure 6.28 reveals that this affects

the electricity exchange with neighbouring countries as well as the curtailed amount of

power. The depicted quantities of electricity import, export and curtailment represent

average values over the whole time period from 2015 to 2050. Further it is noted that

the system configurations in case of a HCSt and PCSt are slightly different, as they are

both endogenously determined. For instance, as previously shown, the installed capacity

of stationary batteries is higher in case of a HCST. Thus, while the illustrated values

provide insight about the effects resulting from a HCSt or a PCSt, there may be other

factors which have to be accounted for.
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Figure 6.28: Cumulative import, export and curtailment of electricity from 2015 to 2050.
HCSt/PCSt: Heat/Power-Controlled Strategy. In PCSt-TES the endoge-
nously determined TES capacity of the PCSt case is doubled.
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According to figure 6.28, the import of electricity is on average 13TWhel lower if a PCSt

instead of a HCSt is assumed. This can in part be traced back to the flexible operation

of CCGT units in heat grids as well as micro-CHP units and fuel cells. Whenever power

deficiency occurs and the heat demand is met, they may still increase their operation

and use excess heat to charge the TES. Therefore, if the storage capacity is doubled,

the average electricity imports are further reduced by 2TWhel. The export of electricity

results almost equal in all three cases, with values of 27TWhel, 29TWhel and 28TWhel.

Conversely, the curtailed power amounts to 10TWhel for a HCSt, 2TWhel for a PCSt

and 1TWhel if the TES capacity is doubled. According to the operational sequence in

the case of electricity surplus, power is first converted into heat by electric heat pumps,

then exported, then converted into heat by less efficient heating rods and only curtailed

as last option. This result suggests that in case of power surplus heating rods allow for

a higher increase of the electric load compared to heat pumps. One reason for this is

that the conversion efficiency of electric heat pumps is higher, which means that their

electricity demand for an equal supply of heat is lower. Another reason is that while the

supply temperature of electric heat pumps is limited to 65 �C, heating rods may increase

the TES temperature up to 95 �C and thus have access to a higher storage capacity.

Overall, the results show that a PCSt leads to a higher utilisation of surplus power on

the one hand and to a decrease of the electric load on the other hand.

6.3.4 Summary and Conclusions

This section presented an assessment of technologies for the supply of space heat and

domestic hot water, with particular regard to their load balancing potential. For this

purpose, multiple calculations under consideration of a heat- (HCSt) or power-controlled

operation (PCSt) were assessed.

Previous studies performed with REMod showed that electric heat pumps represent the

dominant heat generators by 2050 if a PCSt is assumed. This statement was confirmed

also for a HCSt. In this case, the share of electric air and brine heat pumps in 2050

amounted to roughly 74%. While in this analysis no inhibiting factors which could limit

their installations were considered, this will be investigated in section 6.4.1. Instead,

uncertainties concerning the costs of electric heat pumps were accounted for in form of

a sensitivity analysis. The results revealed that even if the purchase price of electric

air heat pumps was increased by 30%, their share at the end of the observation period

amounted to roughly 64%. Such a price increase would mean that their costs in 2050

would almost have remained unchanged compared to 2020 values (900 e/kWth). According

to [244–247] this is rather unlikely as the authors expect improvements in the conversion

efficiency of heat pumps as well as a reduction of their costs.
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In another analysis the deployment of heat generators in case of a PCSt was investigated.

It was shown that, compared to a HCSt, micro-CHP units and fuel cells as well as heat

grids increased their shares in 2050 by roughly 7% each. Especially heat grids played

a larger role, as they could contribute to the balancing of the residual load for both

cases, power surplus and deficiency. Another implemented heat generator able to cope

with both positive and negative residual loads is the hybrid heat pump. Despite that,

hybrid heat pumps were not deployed in any of the performed model calculations. A

qualitative cost assessment revealed that for a fixed amount of CO2 emissions, it is

cheaper to operate electric air heat pumps, even if this may lead to a higher installed

capacity of thermal power plants8. It is noted that this analysis was performed under

consideration of the model objective, which is to determine a cost-optimised system

configuration for a defined limit of CO2 emissions. A cost-oriented evaluation of hybrid

heat pumps, which accounts for the single operator point of view, could result in a

different conclusion [248,249].

Besides affecting the installations of heat generators, the consideration of a HCSt or PCSt

revealed to influence the deployment of other load balancing options. For instance, the

installed capacity of thermal power plants in 2050 was reduced by 23GWel if a PCSt was

assumed. In this case, micro-CHP units, fuel cells as well as CCGT in heat grids provided

a greater contribution to the supply of power in times of power deficiency. On the other

hand, it was revealed that the conversion of surplus power into heat was primarily

utilised for peak shaving purposes. This reduced the deployment of PtG and PtL plants

by roughly 40GWel, as in case of power surplus they competed with electricity-based

heat generators. As a consequence, their full load hours were increased by 1500 hours/year,

leading to a more cost-efficient operation. Further, the analysis showed that a PCSt led

to a more efficient usage of power, reducing the curtailed electricity as well as the power

imports from neighbouring countries. While the installed capacity of stationary batteries

was reduced by 42%, TES systems followed the opposite trend. It was shown that for

heat grids the cumulative TES capacity in 2050 was increased by 40% if a PCSt was

assumed. For single buildings it was raised by 46%, amounting to 571GWhth in 2050.

Assuming 27 million buildings in Germany by 2050, an average temperature difference

within the TES of 45K and a 30% share of buildings supplied by heat grids, this led

to an average TES size ranging between 390 litres/building and 570 litres/building for a HCSt

and a PCSt, respectively.

8This hypothesis will be verifyied in section 6.4.1, where the market shares of electric heat pumps and
BEVs are both restricted.
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6.4 The Value of Demand-Side Management

This chapter presents an assessment of the residual load oriented operation of electricity-

based vehicles and heat generators, hereinafter referred to as demand-side management

(DSM). Based on previous results (cf. section 6.2.3 and 6.3), BEVs and electric heat

pumps play a major role to achieve the set climate protection targets. Further, they

represent the main DSM options within their respective sectors. In order to determine

how valuable they are for the energy system, their market shares are restricted in the

first analysis. In the following section, uncertainties resulting from a variation of mete-

orological data are assessed. For this purpose, multiple calculations based on different

weather data are performed. It is also investigated how the system deals with extreme

weather conditions, during which the power supply from VRE is set to zero for an en-

tire month. The contribution of DSM and other load balancing options to overcome

this period are analysed. Lastly, a cost assessment is performed and the value of DSM

determined in a qualitative and quantitative way. For this purpose, five different CO2

reduction targets are investigated, starting from 65% up to 95%. Moreover, the import

of synthetic fuels from abroad is considered and effects on the utilisation of DSM are

assessed. Unless otherwise stated, all system costs presented in this section are related to

a business-as-usual case, which from 2015 to 2050 amounts to 2,900 billion euros. In this

scenario, the current system configuration is kept the same over the entire observation

period. However, the legally decided withdrawal from nuclear power by 2022 [250] as

well as the planned phase out of coal power plants by 2035 [23] are still considered.

6.4.1 Restriction of Key Technologies

Based on the results obtained so far, in 2050, BEVs and electric heat pumps represent

the key technologies in the motorised private transport and the supply of space heat and

domestic hot water. The effects resulting from a limitation of their respective deployment

are analysed in this section. For this purpose, the yearly market share of BEVs is set

to 50% according to [113], while for electric heat pumps it is restricted to 19% as

suggested in [251]. The calculations are performed with and without the consideration

of DSM for an 85% and a 95% CO2 reduction target. However, due to the introduced

technology restrictions, the system is unable to meet the emission reduction target of

95% compared to 1990 values. As a consequence, only the results for the 85% reduction

case are discussed. The system behaviour for a gradual increase of the considered CO2

reduction target is analysed in section 6.4.3.

The obtained development of the motorised private road transport in the 85% reduction

scenario reflects the results presented in chapter 6.2.3. Accordingly, first liquid fuel-based

internal combustion engines are replaced by CNG-vehicles, which are then substituted by
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BEVs and FCEVs. This outcome is confirmed regardless of whether DSM is considered

or not (cf. appendixE). Greater differences occur for the deployment of heat generators

for the supply of space heat and domestic hot water. This is shown in figure 6.29.
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Figure 6.29: Development of the technology share for the supply of space heat and do-
mestic hot water for a CO2 emission reduction of 85% by 2050 compared
to 1990 values. The yearly technology market share of electric heat pumps
(HP) and battery electric vehicles (BEVs) is limited to 19% and 50% on the
right side. Demand-side management (DSM) describes a controlled charg-
ing behaviour of BEVs and a power-controlled operation of heat generators.

The illustrated results obtained without any restrictions in market share, for the most

part show known developments to section 6.3. This, for instance, concerns the dominant

share of electric heat pumps in 2050 and the increasing deployment of heat grids, CHP-

units and fuel cells in the case dor which DSM is considered. Another example is the

shift of biomass from the generation of space heat to the supply of process heat around

2042. If the deployment of electric heat pumps is limited (cf. figure 6.29, right), the

number of wood boilers remains relatively constant after 2025, exhibiting a total share

in 2050 of roughly 13%. By utilising more biomass for the supply of space heat and

domestic hot water, a part of the CO2 emissions caused by other heat generators, such as

CCGT units or hybrid heat pumps, are counterbalanced. According to previous results

(cf. section 6.3.1), hybrid heat pumps were not deployed at all, even when the purchase

price of purely electrically driven heat pumps was increased by 30% . It was shown that

the installation of electric air heat pumps overall reduces the CO2 abatement costs, even
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though the utilisation of hybrid heat pumps might decrease the installed capacity of the

thermal power plant park. This is confirmed in figure 6.30, where it is shown that the

introduction of hybrid heat pumps leads to a smaller installed capacity of thermal power

plants9.
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Figure 6.30: Development of the installed capacity of thermal power plants for a CO2

emission reduction of 85% by 2050 compared to 1990 values. The yearly
technology market share of electric heat pumps (HP) and battery electric
vehicles (BEVs) is limited to 19% and 50% on the right side. Demand-side
management (DSM) describes a controlled charging behaviour of BEVs and
a power-controlled operation of heat generators.

The installed capacity of thermal power plants reaches its maximum value of 190GWel

in 2050 if neither market share restrictions nor DSM are considered. In this case, a

substantial part of the heat demand and the vehicle drive power are based on electricity.

This power demand can not be shifted in time by DSM, leading to high electric loads

especially during the winter months and an accordingly high installed capacity of thermal

power plants. By assuming DSM, BEVs and heat generators contribute to the balancing

of the residual load curve. As a consequence, the cumulative installed capacity of thermal

power plants in 2050 decreases by 20GWel to 170GWel. This value is even further

reduced if hybrid heat pumps are installed instead of electric air heat pumps. This is

because in times of power deficiency they can reduce the electrical load by switching

9The steep increase of GT in 2035 reults from the fact that, beginning in this year, coal power plants
mainly function as reserve capacity systems, without providing a constant generation of electricity.
This leads to a higher deployment of flexible thermal power plants (cf. section 6.1.1).
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from an electricity-based to a methane gas-based operation. Compared to the sole

consideration of DSM, the introduction of hybrid heat pumps reveals to have a greater

impact on the decrease of the thermal power plant park. Accordingly, by combining

both options, the lowest installed capacity of thermal power plants is achieved. In this

case, it remains comparable to today’s capacity levels (cf. figure 6.30, bottom right).

The composition of thermal power plants still varies significantly over time, favouring

plants with shorter start-up times.

The effect on power demand and supply resulting from the introduction of hybrid heat

pumps is shown in figure 6.31, illustrating an exemplarily time series during winter 2050.

On the left side, the market share of BEVs and electric heat pumps ranges from zero to

100%, while being restricted to 50% and 19% respectively on the right side.
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Figure 6.31: Exemplarily time series in January 2050 with and without technology re-
strictions. The dashed line represents the residual load. The yearly tech-
nology market share of electric heat pumps and battery electric vehicles
is limited to 19% and 50% on the right side. Both calculations are per-
formed without Demand-Side-Management for a CO2 emission reduction of
85% CO2 by 2050 compared to 1990 values. Non-dispatchable generation*:
Excludes heat generators with combined supply of heat and power and
photovoltaic systems. Non-dispatchable load*: Excludes electricity-based
heat generators (Power-to-Heat). Other flexible loads*: includes stationary
batteries, vehicles batteries, pumped-storage power plants (PP), Power-to-
Gas and Power-to-Fuel, export of electricity and curtailment. Excluded are
electric heat pumps and heating rods (Power-to-Heat). Other flexible gen-
eration*: includes stationary batteries, vehicles batteries, pumped-storage
PP, biomass power generation, heat generators with combined generation
of heat and power, oil PP, lignite PP, hard coal PP and electricity imports.
Excluded are gas turbine (GT) PP and combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT)
PP.
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By comparing the two depicted three day periods, it is observed that without consid-

ering market share restrictions or DSM, power surplus occurs until sunset of the first

day (around hour 17). If market share restrictions are introduced power surplus lasts

until midday of the following day (hour 36). Over the respective duration for which

power surplus occurs, the maximum electric load resulting from heat pumps amounts to

60GWel in the case without restrictions and to 50GWel when market share restrictions

are considered. However, once power deficiency occurs, the power demand of electric

heat pumps is substantially lower in the case when hybrid heat pumps are deployed, i.e.

in the case considering market share restrictions (cf. figure 6.31, Power-to-Heat, hours

18 and 36). Accordingly, in hour 66, CCGT and GT power plants provide an electricity

supply of 34GWhel, while their power generation is increased to 102GWhel if no market

shares a considered. This example underlines that particularly the deployment of hybrid

heat pumps contributes to reducing the electric load in times of power deficiency and

thus the necessary capacity of thermal power plants. While this decreases the methane

gas consumption of the thermal power plant park on one hand, it substantially increases

the methane gas consumption for the supply of space heat and domestic hot water on

the other hand. The higher CO2 emissions resulting from the gas-based operation of

hybrid heat pumps are in part counterbalanced by a higher usage of biomass, which oth-

erwise would be utilised for the supply of low temperature process heat. Instead, in this

application field more electricity-based technologies are deployed. This means that the

considered technology restrictions lead to a shift of electric heat pumps from the supply

of space heat and domestic hot water to the supply of process heat. Further adjustments

are undertaken in the motorised freight transport, where the number of FCEVs is in-

creased up to 83% in 2050. An overview of the main technological shifts caused by the

restriction of BEVs and electric heat pumps as well as from the consideration of DSM

are summarised in table 6.7.

Table 6.7: Technology share for the motorised freight traffic and for the low temperature
supply of process heat in 2050 with and without demand-side management
(DSM) as well as restrictions (res.) of electric heat pumps and battery electric
vehicles. ICE: internal combustion engine, FCEV: fuel cell electric cehicle, HP:
heat pump.

No res. No res. With res. With res.
Sector Technology No DSM With DSM No DSM With DSM

Freight traffic
ICE fuel 27% 42% 12% 21%
FCEVs 73% 58% 83% 79%

Process heat
<480�C

Wood boiler 7% 13% 0% 0%
Electric HP 52% 48% 55% 55%
Electrode boiler 34% 31% 36% 36%
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As a consequence of the considered restrictions, roughly 50% of private vehicles shift to

FCEVs. Their share within the freight transport is higher as well, leading to an overall

increase in hydrogen demand. Accordingly, the installed capacity of electrolysis plants

over the four calculations varies between 100GWel to 180GWel. As for the deployment

of stationary batteries, it heavily depends on whether DSM is considered or not. This

is shown in figure 6.32.
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Figure 6.32: Development of the installed capacity of stationary batteries and electrolysis
plants for a CO2 emission reduction of 85% by 2050 compared to 1990
values. The yearly technology market share of electric heat pumps (HP) and
battery electric vehicles (BEVs) is limited to 19% and 50% on the right side.
Demand-side management (DSM) describes a controlled charging behaviour
of BEVs and a power-controlled operation of heat generators.

Overall, the presented analysis shows that by limiting the deployment of electric heat

pumps and BEVs, the system is able to reach a CO2 emission reduction of 85% while

a reduction of 95% can not be achieved. Still, these restrictions require greater adjust-

ments in other sectors, such as the freight transport or the supply of low temperature

process heat. Compared to a BAU case, these adaptations lead to higher system costs,

which amount to roughly 1,600 billion euros if DSM is not considered. By making use

of DSM these costs can further be reduced by roughly 270 billion euros.

6.4.2 Influence of Weather Data

The weather data utilised to perform a model calculation may have a significant influence

on the obtained results. Besides determining the full load hours of VRE, the underlying

weather data indirectly affects other technologies and sectors of the energy system. For

instance, the utilisation of thermal power plants and their conversion efficiencies varied

according to the selected weather data (cf. section 6.1.3). The outside temperature

is also an important factor, as it affects the resulting heat demand of buildings, the

conversion efficiency of air heat pumps and overall, the electric load of electricity-based
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heat generators. These examples show why considering differing weather data might be

of great relevance. In order to assess uncertainties resulting from different weather data,

four optimisation runs are performed. Each run assumes a CO2 emission reduction

of 90% by 2050 compared to 1990 values as well as a consideration of DSM. Within

all calculations, the technology parameters are maintained equal while the underlying

weather data is changed as follows:

� Fixed Sequence Parametrisation (FSP)

In this calculation, the weather data for all five implemented years (2011 to 2015)

is distributed randomly over the observation period from 2015 to 2050, according

to figure 6.33. The resulting sequence is kept unchanged and is utilised within each

function call of the optimisation process.
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Figure 6.33: Randomly generated sequence of weather data utilised in the Fixed Se-
quence Parametrisation. The only exception is the starting year 2015, which
is always calculated based on weather data of 2015.

� Uniform Parametrisation: 2013 (UP-2013)

Over the entire observation period from 2015 to 2050, the underlying weather

data is set to 2013. Relating to figure 6.33, this would translate to a uniformly

yellow coloured plot. Meeting the set climate protection targets based on this

configuration is expected to be rather challenging, as VRE on average exhibit the

lowest amount of full load hours (section 3.5, table 3.6). Further, previous results

suggest that the number of times when power deficiency occurs over a consecutive

period of at least 12 hours is highest (section 6.1.3, table 6.3).

� Uniform Parametrisation: 2015 (UP-2015)

Over the entire observation period from 2015 to 2050, the underlying weather data

is set to 2015. Relating to figure 6.33, this would translate to a uniformly blue

coloured plot. Meeting the set climate protection targets based on this configu-

ration is expected to be less challenging, as VRE on average exhibit the highest
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number of full load hours (section 3.5, table 3.6). Further, previous results suggest

that the number of times when power deficiency occurs over a consecutive period

of at least 12 hours is lowest (section 6.1.3, table 6.3).

Random Sequence Parametrisation (RSP)

In this calculation, the weather data for all five implemented years (2011 to 2015) is

distributed randomly over the observation period from 2015 to 2050. This process

is repeated within each function call. This leads to a stochastic optimisation, for

which the combinations of the underlying weather data are continuously changed.

Accordingly, it is expected that the resulting system configuration exhibits a higher

resilience to weather influences.

The optimisation results for the four introduced calculations, i.e. FSP, UP-2013, UP-

2015 and RSP, overall confirm the trends in technology deployment observed so far. This,

for instance, concerns the shift from oil and gas boilers to electric air heat pumps and

heat grids or from ICEs over CNG-vehicles to BEVs in the motorised private road trans-

port. Instead of comparing all technologies within each sector, only the most relevant

variations in 2050 are highlighted and discussed. Differences in the range of 1% are not

considered as relevant, as this most likely corresponds to the uncertainties resulting from

the heuristic optimisation approach (cf. section 3.3.2). All variations are assessed in re-

lation to the
”
Fixed Sequence Parametrisation“ (FSP), as, so far, most calculations in

this work are based on this method. Figure 6.34 shows the resulting deviations regarding

the cumulative installed capacity of VRE and of the thermal power plant park.

Thermal
Power Plants

Variable
Renewable

Energy

−6.0% −4.0% −2.0% 0.0% 2.0% 4.0% 6.0% 8.0% 10.0%
Deviation from Fixed Sequence Parametrisation (FSP)

  RSP
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Figure 6.34: Variation of installed capacity of power generators for differing parametri-
sation of weather data related to the Fixed Sequence Parametrisation. UP-
2013: Uniform Parametrisation 2013, UP-2015: Uniform Parametrisation
2015, RSP: Random Sequence Parametrisation.

Despite the total electricity demand within all runs in 2050 varies by less than 2% from

the FSP-results (1238TWhel), the installed capacities of VRE exhibit greater differences

between each other. As shown in figure 6.34, if the weather data of 2013 is assumed (UP-

2013), the deployment of VRE is increased by nearly 6%. This mainly results from the
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lower full load hours characterising this year10. Accordingly, since the weather data of

2015 exhibits the highest full load hours of VRE, their installed capacity is decreased

by approximately 2% in case of UP-2015. For RSP, their capacity is increased by

2%, representing an intermediate result. One reason for this is the consideration of all

five implemented years (2011 to 2015), instead of only 2013 or 2015. In the randomly

generated sequence utilised in FSP (cf. figure 6.33) the weather data of 2013 is only used

until 2035. Conversely, within RSP the distribution of the weather data is generated

randomly within each function call. This increases the probability that within a part

of all optimisation runs, the weather data of 2013 is utilised towards the end of the

observation period.

An almost opposite trend to the deployment of VRE is observed with regard to thermal

power plants, which is also illustrated in figure 6.34. Their installed capacity increases

by roughly 9% in case of UP-2015, while it decreases by approximately 5% if UP-2013

is considered. On first glance this result might be counter-intuitive, however, it can be

traced back to two main reasons: the outside temperature and the system configuration.

The dimensioning of the thermal power plant park is mainly based on times when the

electric load is particularly high and concurrently, the feed-in from VRE is relatively

low. In the calculation based on UP-2013 this occurs during the third week of February

around 6 pm, when the average outside temperature amounts to 1.2 �C11. The results

obtained for UP-2015 show that the thermal power plant park is dimensioned based on

the third week of January around 5 pm. At this time, the outside temperature amounts

to -0.1 �C. This yields to a difference of 1.3K, which under consideration of the whole

building stock leads to a substantial increase of the resulting heat demand. In both

scenarios this demand is mainly covered by electric heat pumps. Thus, at the cited

time, the electric load of heat pumps is roughly 12GWel higher in the case of UP-

2015. This example shows that beside the outside temperature, which is an exogenous

parameter, also endogenous effects, such as the system configuration, need to be taken

into account. This is especially the case in this example, where for UP-2013, more

efficient brine heat pumps (mainly at the cost of air heat pumps) are deployed and more

buildings are refurbished (cf. figure 6.35). As for RSP, the thermal power plant park is

dimensioned based on the last week of November around 5 pm. At this time the average

outside temperature amounts to -1 �C, suggesting a higher residual load value. However,

10For the year 2013 the full load hours of photovoltaic systems, onshore and offshore wind power stations
on average amount to 949 hours, 1,636 hours and to 3,643 hours, respectively. If the weather data
of the year 2015 is assumed, these numbers change to 1,086 hours (+14%), 1,899 hours (+16%) and
4074 hours (+12%). More details are provided in section 3.5.

11The lowest average temperature for this year amounts to -8.1 �C and occurs at night. At this time the
residual load does not present its maximum value for two reasons: fist, the feed-in from wind power
stations is substantially higher compared to the third week of February. Further, while the charging
load provided by BEVs over night time is neglectable, it exhibits its peak value around 5 pm to 6 pm,
when most vehicle users return to a charging facility (in this example the maximum charging load of
BEVs amounts to roughly 40GWel.)
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the residual load is decreased by the power generation from VRE, which amounts to

roughly 20GWhel. Further, a greater amount of electricity is imported to Germany

from neighbouring countries as their feed-in from VRE is also higher (cf. section 4.5).

Thus, despite the higher heat demand in case of RSP, the required installed capacity of

thermal power plants lies in between the results obtained for UP-2013 and UP-2015.

Figure 6.35 shows the most relevant deviations concerning the supply of space heat and

domestic hot water in 2050. This includes the deployment of brine heat pumps as well

as the share of refurbished buildings.
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Figure 6.35: Variation in electric brine heat pump deployment and building refurbish-
ment in 2050 for differing parametrisation of weather data related to
the Fixed Sequence Parametrisation. UP-2013: Uniform Parametrisation
2013, UP-2015: Uniform Parametrisation 2015, RSP: Random Sequence
Parametrisation.

The illustrated results show that the consideration of UP-2013 increases the deployment

of brine heat pumps by roughly 15% (four million units), mainly at the costs of air heat

pumps. By installing more efficient brine heat pumps, the power generation and the

fuel consumption of thermal power plants is indirectly decreased. This is in part also

reflected by their lower capacity. Similarly, but to a lower degree, the higher deployment

of brine heat pumps is also observed for RSP, which again represents an interim value

compared to other results. The share of retrofitted buildings is increased by approxi-

mately 7% for UP-2013 and by 9% for RSP. Further, the number of highly efficient

refurbishments (cf. section 3.2.4) is increased by 5% and 6%, respectively. The higher

building refurbishment in case of RSP suggests that the system tries to dampen effects

resulting from uncertainties related to different weather data. For UP-2015, the devia-

tion concerning brine heat pumps and the number of refurbished buildings amounts to

roughly 1% which is almost equal to FSP and thus of neglectable impact.

The optimisation results reveal that the deployment of BEVs in the motorised private

road transport is widely robust against the considered variations of weather data. In

2050 they still represent the dominant technology. This is also the case for FCEVs in
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the motorised freight transport. Figure 6.36 illustrates the deviations of these two power

train technologies.
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Figure 6.36: Variation in battery electric vehicle (BEV) and fuel cell electric vehicle
(FCEV) deployment in 2050 for differing parametrisation of weather data re-
lated to the Fixed Sequence Parametrisation. UP-2013: Uniform Parametri-
sation 2013, UP-2015: Uniform Parametrisation 2015, RSP: Random Se-
quence Parametrisation.

As shown the share of BEVs in 2050 is decreased by less than 2% at the cost of FCEVs

only in case of RSP, while remaining steady at 100% for UP-2013 and UP-2015. In

the motorised freight transport 14% of all vehicles are shifted from internal combustion

engines to FCEVs, when the underlying weather data is set to 2013 (UP-2013). In this

year, more emissions are caused by thermal power plants, which in part are compensated

by a higher deployment of FCEVs. Compared to BEVs, which exhibit a direct electric-

ity demand, FCEVs allow to decouple their energy demand from the assumed driving

behaviour and further from the weather dependent feed-in of VRE to a certain extent.

In case of RSP, their numbers are increased in the private and the freight transport,

again suggesting that the system compensates for a higher uncertainty related to the

randomly changing weather data. This hypothesis is supported by the total hydrogen

production in 2050, which is increased by 21% when RSP is considered. This conlcusion

is supported by previous results (cf. figure 6.35), where the building refurbishment and

the usage of brine heat pumps are increased by several percentage points. The illustrated

differences in the system composition cause substantial variations concerning the total

system costs: compared to the BAU case they amount to 1,333, 1,720, 1,185 and 1,697

billion euros for FSP, UP-2013, UP-2015 and RSP, respectively. The results show that

the total system costs obtained with FSP are closer to UP-2015 (-3.5%), as beginning

in 2036 the weather data of 2013 is not utilised anymore. Accordingly, RSP leads to

a total cost value closer to UP-2013 (roughly +9% compared to FSP). Even though

the trends in technology deployment are similar over all four calculations, it is helpful

to keep in mind the outlined bandwidths concerning technology deployment and costs,

especially when performing calculations based on only one of the mentioned methods for

the consideration of weather data.
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Consideration of Extreme Weather Influences

The analysis results presented so far account only for uncertainties within the weather

data of one of the five implemented years, i.e. 2011-2015. Since they are based on real

weather data, they do not include extreme weather events, which could have a major

effect on an energy system based on VRE. Against this background, the weather data

of 2012 is adjusted and the wind speed and the solar radiation are set to zero for the

whole month of October. This does not only influence the generation of power, but also

the solar gains of buildings or the heat generation from solar thermal systems. During

the same period, the power generation of VRE in neighbouring countries is set to zero

as well, limiting the available import capacity (cf. section 4.5). The occurrence of this

modified year is highlighted in figure 6.37, affecting the years 2025, 2028, 2038, 2039 and

2046.
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Figure 6.37: Randomly generated sequence of weather data utilised in the Fixed Se-
quence Parametrisation. The weather data of 2012* is highlighted, as during
October of this month the wind speed and the solar radiation in Germany
and neighbouring countries is set to zero.

The focus of this analysis is to investigate how the system deals with the prolonged

period of low feed-in from VRE during October. For this purpose, first the operation

of the three implemented power storage systems and then, of long-term storage systems

is investigated. Figure 6.38 illustrates the charge levels of the three implemented power

storages in 2038. This is the first year when not only pumped-storage power plants

but also BEVs and stationary power storage units are present in the energy system

configuration.
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Figure 6.38: Charge levels of power storages in 2038. The wind speed and the solar radia-
tion in October are set to zero for Germany and its neighbouring countries.

The top curve in figure 6.38 shows the charge level of BEVs in the motorised private

transport. In 2038, their numbers amount to 23.7 million vehicles, which with an as-

sumed average battery capacity of 66.6 kWhel leads to a theoretically maximum capacity

of roughly 1570GWhel. Assuming that 25% of users follow a Controlled Charging Strat-

egy, this means that of the maximum battery capacity 390GWhel can be utilised for

Grid-to-Vehicle operation. As for a Vehicle-to-Grid operation, the accessible battery

capacity amounts to 100GWhel, as it is further restricted by the maximum allowed

depth of discharge (cf. section 4.3). The vehicle batteries are charged and discharged on

a frequently basis, indicating an extensive usage of DSM throughout the year. During

October, no surplus electricity is available and vehicles are charged as they reach a charg-

ing facility. As a consequence, the charge level of BEVs illustrated in figure 6.38 (top)

is determined by the exogenously set driving behaviour and thus follows a predefined

pattern during this period. Over the entire year of 2038, BEVs integrate 54TWhel of

surplus electricity from VRE, while feeding back 46TWhel into the grid. In October,

their feedback into the power grid amounts to 55GWhel, happening only at the very

beginning of the month.
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The second curve in figure 6.38 (middle) shows the charge level of pumped-storage power

plants. Due to their ratio of storage capacity to filling and withdrawal rate of roughly 7:1

(cf. appendixA.4), they exhibit a lower number of charging cycles, which is especially

visible during the winter months. In 2038, they are charged with 35TWhel of surplus

electricity while their discharge amounts to 28TWhel. Similarly to BEVs, the contribu-

tion of pumped-storage power plants in October is restricted to the first few hours of

the month. The third curve in figure 6.38 (bottom) describes the charge level of station-

ary batteries12. With an installed capacity of less than 0.5GWhel they play a minor

role in 2038. This is also the case for all upcoming years, as due to the consideration of

DSM their expansion is severely limited. Compared to BEVs and pumped-storage power

plants, stationary batteries exhibit a higher number of charge cycles. In the considered

year, they integrate 140GWhel of surplus electricity, while supplying 120GWhel back

to the grid in times of power deficiency. Like other power storages, their contribution

during the low feed-in period in October is neglectable.

According to the obtained results, the time in which power storages can provide a con-

tinuous supply of electricity to the grid usually accounts for less than half a day. The

exact time range may vary, depending on various factors. One factor is the total stor-

age capacity, which is endogenously determined. A second factor is represented by the

respective storage charge level, which is mainly defined by its operation mode and the

feed-in from VRE. Another aspect which has to be accounted for, is the extent of power

deficiency affecting whether the storage is discharged at its maximum capacity or not.

This again is connected to the power load which is influenced by the outside tempera-

ture and the endogenously determined system configuration, including the deployment

of electricity-based heat generators or the number of refurbished buildings. Overall, the

optimisation results show that the considered power storages are not designed to bridge

such an extended period of power deficiency. However, by integrating higher shares of

VRE during other months, they contribute to lower the resulting CO2 emissions. For

example, in 2038, roughly 15% of the electricity generation from VRE is integrated

alone by DSM in the motorised private transport (9%) and the supply of space heat

and domestic hot water (6%). This allows other power generators, such as thermal

power plants, to be operated during periods of low feed-in from VRE without violating

the yearly CO2 reduction target. During October, the electric load is mainly covered

by CCGT power plants with and without heat extraction, GT power plants as well as

CHP-units and fuel cells for the generation of space heat and domestic hot water. All

of these technologies are based on methane gas or hydrogen. In order to contain the

related CO2 emissions, the system has two options. One option is to add CO2-neutral

gases to the methane gas mix. The other option is to shift part of the energy demand

12In this case, only stationary batteries operated to balance the residual load in case of power surplus or
deficiency are considered. Batteries utilised exclusively to increase the operative hours of PtG plants
are not included in this analysis.
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towards CO2-neutral technologies, which do not increase the electric load in this period

any further. Both effects are represented in table 6.8, which compares the conversion of

biomass into fuels as well as the production and usage of hydrogen in 2038 for the results

obtained without the modification of the weather data of 2012.

Table 6.8: Comparison of biomass conversion into fuels as well as hydrogen production
and demand in 2038 in TWh. Both calculations are obtained for the same
parameter setting and a CO2 emission reduction of 90% by 2050 compared
to 1990 values. In 2012* the wind speed and solar radiation in October are
set to zero for Germany and its neighbouring countries. Hydrogen demand*
includes the hydrogen demand of all energy-related sectors (transport, supply
of space heat, domestic hot water and process heat).

Energy in TWh Reference 2012* Delta

Hydrogen demand* 2.2 17.0 750%
Hydrogen added to gas grid 2.5 14.0 602%
Hydrogen from electrolysis plants 0.7 20.3 2885%
Hydrogen from storage 4.8 31.2 550%
Biomass to methane gas 37.0 46.4 24%
Biomass to hydrogen 4.2 7.4 75%
Biomass to liquid fuels 15.5 22.6 44%

Table 6.8 shows that the quantities of biomass converted into fuels in the calculation

based on the reference parametrisation and on the modified weather data are of a similar

magnitude. This is not the case for hydrogen, which exhibits a much higher demand once

the feed-in from VRE is set to zero for an entire month. This indicates that hydrogen

may provide a considerable contribution to overcome the implemented period of absent

power generation from VRE. Figure 6.39 shows the charge level of the hydrogen storage,

from 2035 to 2039.
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Figure 6.39: Charge level of hydrogen storages from 2035 to 2040. In 2038 and 2039 the
wind speed and solar radiation in October are set to zero for Germany and
its neighbouring countries.
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As shown, the production of hydrogen starts in 2036 to prepare for the two consecutive

years (2038 and 2039) when the wind speed and the solar radiation are set to zero for

a whole month. Accordingly, the system is dimensioned in a way such that in 2036

and 2037 the hydrogen supply surpasses the demand. The difference is loaded into the

hydrogen storage which gradually increases its charge level over the years. Once the

critical period of 2038 and 2039 is reached, a large part of the hydrogen supply can be

covered by the previously stored hydrogen without increasing the electric load. This

behaviour is a consequence of the perfect foresight of the solver, implemented for the

solution of the problem (cf. 3.3.2). As shown in figure 6.40, the effects resulting from the

solver foresight become even more visible once the years following 2039 are considered.
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Figure 6.40: Charge level of hydrogen storages from 2020 to 2050. In 2025, 2028, 2038,
2039 and 2046 the wind speed and solar radiation in October are set to zero
for Germany and its neighbouring countries.

Figure 6.40 shows the hydrogen charge level from 2030 to 2050. According to the results,

the storage exhibits a maximum capacity of roughly 100TWhH2 . Its charge level is not

only increased over the years in order to cope with the critical time periods in 2938,

2039 and 2046, but also to be discharged towards the end of the observation period.

While this behaviour is logical from a model perspective, it seems rather unrealistic that

the storage charge level would be increased over the years to be discharged a few years

later. Thus, an additional calculation is performed, for which the reservoir level of the

hydrogen storage is not transferred from one year to the other. The hydrogen charge

level for the year 2038 as well as for the time period from 2020 to 2050 is illustrated in

figure 6.41.

The results show that disabling the transfer of the hydrogen charge level over the years

leads to a substantially lower storage capacity of roughly 23TWhH2 . The production

and the demand of hydrogen are dimensioned in a way that at the end of each year the

hydrogen storage is almost emptied. Accordingly, at the beginning of each year, the

storage needs to be filled up before it can contribute to meeting the occurring hydrogen

demand. This translates to a higher probability of a mandatory hydrogen generation
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Figure 6.41: Charge level of hydrogen storages for 2038 and from 2015 to 2050 in case
of modified weather data. In 2025, 2028, 2038, 2039 and 2046 the wind
speed and solar radiation in October are set to zero for Germany and its
neighbouring countries. The reservoir level of the hydrogen storage is not
transferred to the next year.

by electrolysis plants in times of power deficiency. For the year 2038, this case accounts

for roughly 5% of the total hydrogen production from electrolysis plants. However, this

means that 95% of their hydrogen production occurs in times of power surplus, which

is especially from photovoltaic systems during summer. The hydrogen storage is mostly

discharged during winter, underlining its seasonal utilisation. Considering the entire

observation period, it is shown that by disabling the transfer of the hydrogen storage

level over the years, the hydrogen production begins in 2038 rather than in 2036. This

delay results from the fact that the system can not prepare for the incoming period of

absent power generation from VRE. Nevertheless, compared to the previous calculation

(cf. figure 6.40), the hydrogen demand in 2038 is further increased by 7TWhH2 . In order

to meet this demand, a higher amount of biomass is converted into hydrogen (14.4TWh

instead of 7TWh).

Overall, the analysis reveals that hydrogen-based technologies play a key role to bridge

extended periods of low feed-in from VRE. For instance, figure 6.41 shows that the

charge level of the hydrogen storage in 2038 is gradually increased over the year to be

fully discharged in October. Even though, in this year electrolysis plants exhibit an
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electricity demand in times of power deficiency of roughly 1.6TWhel, this is identified

as a cost-efficient solution. It can be concluded that while power storages and DSM

do not provide a direct contribution to overcome prolonged periods of low feed-in from

VRE, they integrate higher shares of renewable energy. This suggests that DSM lowers

the resulting CO2 emissions and thus the CO2 abatement costs. This aspect is verified

in the next section, where a qualitative and quantitative cost assessment of DSM under

consideration of different CO2 reduction targets is presented.

6.4.3 Cost Assessment of Demand-Side Management

This section presents a cost assessment of DSM in the motorised road transport and the

supply of space heat and domestic hot water. The analyisis is based on the evaluation

of five different CO2 reduction targets, namely 65%, 75%, 85%, 90% and 95% by 2050

compared to 1990 values. Each calculation is performed with and without consideration

of DSM, allowing a direct comparison within a set reduction target. According to the

insights of previous results, the deployment of CNG-vehicles is restricted13. In the BAU

case, DSM is not taken into account, as this better reflects the present day. Figure 6.42

shows the development of the annual system costs in billion euros for all performed

calculations from 2015 to 2050.

Figure 6.42 shows that the system costs of the 65% reduction target (red) are higher

than those of the BAU case (black) only beginning in 2042, while being slightly lower

before that. Similarly, also the 75% reduction target (orange) exhibits higher costs

only from 2038 on, showing that the intersection with the BAU case occurs the earlier,

the more ambitious the set CO2 reduction target in 2050. This is also confirmed by

other results. According to figure 6.42, the relative intersection points with the BAU

case lie around 2034, 2025 and 2021 for a 85%, 90% and 95% target, respectively.

There are two main reasons for this: first, a more ambitious CO2 reduction target

in 2050 translates to a steeper decrease of the yearly allowed CO2 emissions over the

considered time period. This means that for a specific year, different levels of emission

reductions need to be achieved. The second reason is that the expansion potential of all

technologies and components is distributed over the period from 2015 to 2050 (cf. 5). If

the maximum expansion potential of key technologies (such as VRE) should be exploited,

their deployment needs to start earlier in time, when they still exhibit higher costs. For

example, the deployment of electric heat pumps for the supply of space heat and domestic

hot water begins around 2037 in case of a 65% reduction target. Conversely, if the CO2

emissions are to be reduced by 95%, electric heat pumps are installed right on from the

13The results in section 6.2.3 showed that CNG-vehicles are deployed for one life cycle from 2020 to
2035, serving as interim technology between gasoline and diesel based internal combustion engines
and BEVs. According to current numbers of new admissions [240, 241], a complete shift to CNG-
vehicles starting in 2020 at the costs of petrol vehicles is not foreseeable.
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Figure 6.42: Development of the annual system costs for different CO2 reduction tar-
gets from 2015 to 2050. The allowed quantity of CO2 emissions per year is
calculated by a linear interpolation between today’s levels and the set reduc-
tion target. The dashed lines represent calculations, for which demand-side
management (DSM) is considered. BAU indicates a business-as-usual case,
in which the current system configuration is kept identical over the entire
observation period. No CO2 target: this configuration describes a pure
cost-optimisation without regard of a yearly CO2 limit.

start (+250 e/kWth), reaching substantially higher shares in 2050 (74% instead of 14%).

The reason why the BAU case compared to the calculations with a set CO2 emission

reduction target exhibits higher costs during the earlier time periods, is because all other

system configurations are endogenously determined according to a cost optimisation.

Conversely, in the BAU case, the current state of the energy system is maintained

unchanged over the entire observation period. This suggests that the BAU case becomes

cheaper than other calculations only when the yearly allowed quantity of CO2 emissions

leads them towards technologies with higher costs and lower emissions. An example

for this is the shift from gasoline or diesel based vehicles towards FCEVs in the freight

transport.

In order to support this hypothesis, an additional calculation is performed. In this

case, the yearly CO2 limit is lifted and the system configuration (cf. appendixE) is

endogenously determined. The results show that, compared to the BAU case, wind

turbines are gradually decommissioned while photovoltaic systems are slightly increased.

At the same time, the usage of methane gas for the supply of space heat and domestic hot

water is increased, while for low and high temperature process heat, methane gas-fired

CCGT power plants and coal boilers play a dominant role. The greater deployment

of CCGT power plants represents a logical result from a model perspective as these
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plants simultaneously provide heat and power in times when they are most needed.

It is noted that the dimensioning of these plants is based on an average heat load.

Especially for small-scale industry activities with a lower process heat demands, the

utilisation of gas boilers could be more cost-efficient due to higher costs of CHP units.

Further, while the model accounts for different supply temperatures (cf. section 3.2.3),

other process requirements such as temperature accuracy or regulating speeds of heat

generators (which might favour the usage of electric furnaces) are neglected. As for the

usage of coal, the model assumes an ideal market without consideration of whether the

facilities requiring process heat are located near a river for the transport of hard coal

or next to a mining area in case of lignite. Keeping the mentioned simplifications in

mind, the results confirm that this configuration (figure 6.42, grey) leads to the lowest

costs not only in 2050 but also over the entire observation period. One exception is

represented by the 65% reduction target under consideration of DSM (red, dashed line).

The results show that within a set CO2 reduction target, the usage of DSM consistently

leads to lower system costs. This becomes even more clear, when the total system costs

from 2015 to 2050 are considered. In figure 6.43 they are depicted for all calculations,

subdivided into ten different cost categories.
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Figure 6.43: Total system costs summarised from 2015 to 2050 for different CO2 reduc-
tion targets subdivided into ten different cost categories. BAU indicates
a business-as-usual case, in which the current system configuration is kept
identical over the entire observation period.

The illustrated results show that the total system costs become higher as more ambitious

CO2 reduction targets are considered. The main cost drivers are VRE, heat generators,

energy storages and PtG plants as well as road transport and infrastructure expansion.

At the same time, the expenses for energy imports, especially fossil fuels, are decreased.

Within a set CO2 reduction target, the total system costs are reduced in all cases once

DSM is considered. For instance, the installed capacity of the thermal power plant park

is decreased on average by 23GWel in 2050, leading to a cost-saving ranging from 20 to
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30 billion euros, depending on the considered climate protection target. The savings in

terms of electricity imports on average amount to 700TWhel over the entire observation

period, corresponding to approximately 75 billion euros. This confirms the results of

section 6.3.3, where it is shown that DSM contributes to the flattening of the residual

load, lowering the power exchange with neighbouring countries. Another difference con-

cerns the deployment of generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot water,

which in case of DSM leads to a cost-saving potential varying between 40 and 100 bil-

lion euros (for a 65% to 95% reduction of CO2 emissions in 2050). The most evident

reduction in costs is achieved by a reduced deployment of power storages and PtG or

PtL technologies. As shown in previous results (cf. section 6.2.3 and 6.3.2), DSM can

substitute a substantial part of these technologies. The related cost-savings amount to

almost 20 billion euros for a 65% reduction target. However, in this case stationary

batteries and PtG plants play a minor role. As the CO2 reduction target increases and

these options become more and more meaningful from a cost-efficient point of view, the

savings resulting from DSM rise up to 145 billion euros in case of a 95% CO2 reduction

target. Further, by contributing to the integration of surplus electricity, DSM indirectly

leads to a reduction of the total CO2 emissions. This, in turn, allows the system to re-

duce the deployment of technologies with particularly high CO2 abatement costs, which

become necessary when more ambitious climate protection targets are considered. Thus,

DSM also leads to indirect cost-savings in building refurbishment, freight transport or

the supply of process heat. The cost-savings increase proportionally with the set CO2

reduction target, amounting to 115 billion euros, 183 billion euros, 211 billion euros, 301

billion euros and 341 billion euros in case of a 65%, 75%, 85%, 90%, and 95% reduction

of the CO2 emissions by 2050. In order to relate the total system costs to the achieved

emission reduction, the CO2 abatement costs are calculated according to eq. 6.12. It

is noted that due to the planned withdrawal from coal power as well as technical im-

provements the BAU scenario reduces its emissions from 28% in 2020 to 45% by 2050

compared to 1990 values.

cCO2,A,j =
mCO2,BAU,j −mCO2,i,j

(Ci,j − CBAU,j)
(6.12)

where:
cCO2,A = CO2 abatement costs in e/tCO2

mCO2 = Total quantity of caused energy-related CO2 emissions in tCO2

C = Total system costs in euros

BAU = Business-as-usual case (today’s system configuration maintained)

i = Considered calculation with set CO2 reduction target

j = Considered year for the calculation of the CO2 abatement costs
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According to previous findings, the consideration of more ambitious CO2 targets in 2050

leads to an earlier system adaptation and thus to different CO2 reduction levels for a

particular year. Therefore, instead of comparing the CO2 abatement costs over the years,

they are assessed depending on the achieved emission reduction. This is exemplarily

shown in figure 6.44 for a 65%, 75%, 85% and 95% reduction target in 2050.
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Figure 6.44: CO2 abatement costs for different CO2 reduction targets with and without
consideration of demand-side management (DSM).

The illustrated CO2 abatement costs for a specific reduction of CO2 emissions vary sub-

stantially from each other, as they are achieved with different measures and at different

times. Table 6.9 shows that among the investigated CO2 reduction targets they exhibit

a range of 180 e/tCO2
.

Table 6.9: CO2 abatement costs for different CO2 reduction targets in 2050.

CO2 emission reduction target in 2050 % 65 75 85 95

CO2 abatement costs in 2050 (without DSM) e/tCO2
150 206 297 393

CO2 abatement costs in 2050 (with DSM) e/tCO2
96 153 251 352

Figure 6.44 reveals that the depicted cost curves do not necessarily follow a monotonic

increasing trend. While this may seem counterintuitive at first, it can be traced back

to two factors. The first factor is the underlying weather data, as the shift from a

year with less full load hours of VRE, a lower average outside temperature and extended

periods of power deficiency may lead to higher CO2 abatement costs and vice versa. This

uncertainty mainly depends on exogenously set values and therefore could be avoided

by relying on a uniform parametrisation of the weather data (cf. section 5.3). The
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second factor is related to the charging and discharging of energy storages, which is

mostly endogenously defined as it heavily depends on the system configuration, i.e. the

dimensioning of all system components. For instance, if within one year more energy is

discharged from a storage than charged, this would possibly lower the CO2 abatement

costs. Such a behaviour is shown in section 6.4.2, where the hydrogen storage is gradually

filled up, in order to be emptied towards the end of the observation period. Accordingly,

all illustrated curve progressions in figure 6.44 without consideration of DSM exhibit

a slight decrease towards their end. Compared to the CO2 abatement cost obtained

assuming DSM, they suggest a parallel shift to each other, indicating a rather constant

difference. From this it can be concluded that the exploitation of DSM in the motorised

road transport and the supply of space heat and domestic hot water on average lowers

the CO2 abatement costs by roughly 50 e/tCO2
. Overall, the results reveal that DSM

represents a cost-efficient solution to integrate more VRE into the energy system and

ultimately to reduce costs. Still, its exploitation is not absolutely necessary to achieve

the set climate protection targets, as for instance the 95% CO2 reduction is nonetheless

achieved. However, as shown throughout almost all results obtained so far, this requires

higher efforts over all sectors of the energy system.

Import of Synthetic Fuels

An option which could facilitate the transition of the energy system while decreasing

the dependency from weather influences in Germany is provided by the import of syn-

thetic fuels. As described in section 5.3, their production could take place in regions

with a substantially higher solar radiation, such as Northern Africa and then be trans-

ported to Germany by tankers14. In order to verify how their consideration affects the

energy system two further calculations are performed, each assuming a 95% reduction

of the CO2 emissions compared to 1990 values. The main differences observed in the

system configuration in 2050, with and without consideration of DSM, are summarised

in table 6.10.

Table 6.10 shows that to achieve a 95% reduction of CO2 emissions, the assumed ex-

pansion potential of VRE is almost fully exploited if the import of synthetic fuels from

abroad is not considered. If their import is allowed, the installed capacity of VRE is

decreased by 26% without considering DSM and by 18% if DSM is assumed. This sug-

gests if DSM is utilised, a higher deployment of VRE is reasonable. As shown in section

6.3.3, DSM allows for a higher integration of VRE which otherwise would be used less

efficiently or even curtailed. The results further reveal that the thermal power plant

park is decreased if the import of synthetic fuels is considered, however, to a smaller

extent compared to the deployment of VRE.

14All prices and further assumptions related to the import of synthetic fuels are listed in section 5.3.
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Table 6.10: Main differences occurring in 2050 for a 95% reduction of CO2 emissions
compared to 1990 values and under consideration of synthetic fuel imports
and demand-side-management (DSM). VRE: Variable renewable energy, PP:
Power plants, HP: Heat pumps, tr.: transport, PH*: Process heat supply,
for supply temperatures >480 �C.

No DSM With DSM No DSM With DSM
Technology Unit No Import No Import With Import With Import

VRE GWel 834 833 613 683
Thermal PP GWel 214 194 186 186
Electrolysis plants GWel 204 146 94 49
Stationary batteries GWhel 648 300 324 20
Electric air HP % 61 54 77 61
Electric brine HP % 28 20 0 1
Heat grids % 5 19 17 31
BEVs in private tr. % 97 100 91 100
FCEVs in private tr. % 3 0 9 0
Electricity PH* % 54 77 12 43
Hydrogen PH* % 46 23 70 41
Methane gas PH* % 0 0 18 16

The installed capacity of electrolysis plants utilised for the generation of synthetic fu-

els in Germany, is gradually decreased from 200GWel to 49GWel in steps of roughly

50GWel, depending on whether the import of synthetic fuels from abroad and DSM are

considered or not. From this it can be concluded that a local generation of hydrogen is

still useful even if synthetic fuels can be imported from abroad. Especially towards the

end of the observation period, when VRE exhibit a larger share of the total power gen-

eration, electricity, instead of being a scarce good, becomes abundantly available during

generation peaks. In this case, the high ramping capability of electrolysis plants can pro-

vide a fast load increase and contribute to balancing the residual load while generating

CO2-neutral fuels. The import of synthetic fuels from abroad and DSM further replace

roughly 300GWhel of stationary batteries at a time (cf. table 6.10). This reduction is

connected to different factors, such as the lower installed capacities of VRE and PtG

plants as well as the load shifting capability provided by DSM.

When DSM and the import of synthetic fuels are not considered, 28% of all heat gener-

ators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot water are electric brine heat pumps.

This underlines that in order to achieve the set CO2 reduction target of 95%, more

efficient and more expensive technologies need to be deployed. Accordingly, the share

of brine heat pumps is decreased to 20% if DSM is considered, while being neglectable

once that synthetic fuels can be imported. The connections to heat grids are increased

by 12% once a part of their methane gas consumption is provided by synthetic fuels,

lowering their emissions. The share of heat grids is even more increased when DSM
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is considered as in this case they can cope with power surplus and deficiency. This

correlation confirms the findings of section 6.3.2.

In the motorised private transport BEVs remain the dominant power train technology

for each of the four considered calculations. However, the import of synthetic fuels leads

to an increase of FCEVs to roughly five million vehicles. If DSM is considered, the

complete vehicle fleet is again composed by BEVs, confirming the results of section 6.2.3,

showing that a Controlled Charging Strategy (CCSt) favours the deployment of BEVs.

Similarly, the import of synthetic fuels affects the deployment of heat generators for the

supply of process heat. Especially for supply temperatures above 480 C, roughly 30% of

all heating technologies are shifted from an electricity-based to a hydrogen and methane

gas-based operation.

The performed calculations considering the import of synthetic fuels assume an import

capacity of 1,000TWh per year of hydrogen, methane gas and liquid fuels each. As

shown in figure 6.45, this capacity is exploited to 15% and 17% at most.
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Figure 6.45: Imported quantities of synthetic hydrogen, synthetic methane gas and syn-
thetic liquid fuels from abroad over the time period from 2015 to 2050 for
a CO2 emission reduction of 95% compared to 1990 values.

The results reveal that if DSM is considered, the import of synthetic fuels from abroad

begins roughly five years later, i.e. in 2040 instead of 2035. In this case, the imported

fuels over the entire observation period from 2015 to 2050 are reduced from 3,000TWh

to less than 2,000TWh. Regardless of whether DSM is considered or not, primarily

hydrogen and liquid fuels are imported. This is because of the lower costs related to

the production of hydrogen compared to other synthetic fuels: first, no air separation

for the extraction of CO2 is considered. Second, less conversion processes are necessary,

leading to a higher efficiency. While within the considered synthetic fuels, liquid fuels

exhibit the highest costs, figure 6.45 shows that their import is preferred over synthetic

methane gas. This is because they are more valuable for the energy system, as they can

be utilised to reduce the emissions of aviation, fuel-based railway traffic and shipping,

which are per definition all based on liquid fuels.
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Overall, the import of synthetic fuels substantially reduces the total system costs from

2,430 billion euros to 1,300 billion euros, compared to the BAU case. If DSM is con-

sidered, these costs are further decreased to 1,260 billion euros. This shows that the

import of synthetic fuels represents an effective lever to reduce costs and to avoid oth-

erwise necessary measures with relatively high CO2 abatement costs. These measures

become otherwise necessary, when particularly ambitious CO2 reduction targets, such

as pursuing an emission-neutral economy [2], are considered. On this regard, the results

showed that the imported quantity of synthetic fuels is reduced once that DSM is con-

sidered. Thus, DSM does not only decrease the overall system costs, but also the energy

dependency of Germany on its neighbouring countries.

6.4.4 Summary and Conclusions

In this section, the value of DSM was assessed under consideration of major uncertainties.

First, the yearly market shares of key technologies using DSM, i.e. BEVs and electric

heat pumps, were limited. Second, the underlying weather data was changed based on

different parametrisation approaches and third, the level of pursued CO2 emission reduc-

tion by 2050 was gradually increased from 65% to 95%. Finally, the import of synthetic

fuels from abroad was considered and its effects on the overall system configuration

assessed.

The restriction of BEVs and electric heat pumps showed that under this condition only

an emission reduction of 85% rather than 95% could be achieved. This first result under-

lined the importance of these two technologies which in all calculations performed so far,

based on the reference parameter setting, represented the dominant technology within

their respective end-use sector. It was further shown that the introduced restrictions led

to the introduction of hybrid heat pumps, which in times of power deficiency switched

their operation to a gas based unit. This mechanism substantially contributed to lower

the electric load and with it, the installed capacity of thermal power plants. However,

the methane gas saved in this field was more than compensated by the the supply of

space heat and domestic hot water. The emissions of hybrid heat pumps accordingly

required adaptations throughout all sectors of the energy system. For instance, a higher

number of electric heat pumps was deployed for the low temperature process heat sup-

ply. In the freight transport, more gasoline and diesel-based vehicles were replaced by

FCEVs. The cost differences arising from this amounted to 280 billion euros. It was

shown that these cost differences could be compensated by considering DSM.

The uncertainties related to different weather data were on a first step assessed through

four calculations. It was shown that the consecutive hours of low feed-in from VRE or

their full load hours are not sufficient to determine if the weather data of a specific year

is more or less ambitious in every aspect. Other factors, such as the outside temperature
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or the system configuration, might have a major influence on the results. Results based

on the weather data of 2015 required the highest capacity of the thermal power plant

park, despite this year exhibits the highest number of full load hours of VRE and the

lowest periods of power deficiency. Calculations based on only one particular weather

data set exhibited relative deviations amounting up to 15% from each other. A lower

difference of 6% was determined for the share of refurbished buildings. This would

translate to a necessary increase of the renovation rate by 0.2%. In order to reduce

uncertainties related to a specific weather data set, a stochastic approach was applied.

In this case, the optimisation was performed based on a continuously and randomly

changing sequence of weather data. Compared to the generally utilised method for the

consideration of weather data, especially technologies which reduced the influence from

intermittent generation of VRE were deployed to a higher extent. This, for instance,

applied to electric brine heat pumps instead of electric air heat pumps, to the refur-

bishment of buildings or to the deployment of FCEVs in the motorised road transport.

From this, it was concluded that the system tried to compensate the effects caused by

constantly changing weather influences. Overall, the outlined range of outcomes should

be kept in mind, especially when evaluating model results based on only one specific

weather data (or even typical days).

It was further analysed how the system handles one entire month during which the wind

speed and the solar radiation are set to zero for Germany as well as its bordering countries.

It was shown that power storages or DSM can not provide any relevant contribution to

the balancing of the residual load during such periods, as their discharge time normally

amounts to at most half a day. Instead, thermal power plants were operated to meet the

occurring electricity demand. In order to keep their CO2 emissions low, a higher amount

of biomass was converted into biofuels. Further, a part of the power demand was shifted

towards hydrogen-based technologies. This led to a reduction of the residual load and

thus reduced the necessary power generation from thermal power plants. The results

revealed that, in such cases, hydrogen provided an effective seasonal storage option.

Before facing a prolonged period of power deficiency, the hydrogen storage was filled up

throughout the years and discharged once necessary. This behaviour was ensured by

the implemented perfect foresight of the solver, which also influenced the deployment of

electrolysis plants. This was confirmed by a calculation, for which the charge level of the

hydrogen storage was not transferred throughout the years. As a result, the deployment

of electrolysis plants was postponed in time. Power storages and DSM did not represent

any direct contribution during extended periods of absent power generation from VRE.

However, the results suggested that by integrating more electricity from VRE over the

year, they indirectly permitted a higher emission level once necessary. This also allowed

the coverage of the electricity demand by thermal power plants without violating the

yearly set CO2 emission limit.
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A cost evaluation of DSM was performed based on the investigation of five different

climate protection targets. It was shown that the cost-savings resulting from DSM were

the higher the more ambitious the CO2 reduction target were. For this, two main reasons

were identified: first, the contribution of DSM became more important as the expansion

of VRE continued, which in turn revealed to be proportional to the pursued emission

reduction. Second, greater emission reductions required more investments in measures

with relatively high CO2 abatement costs, such as stationary batteries and PtG plants.

It was shown that both technologies could in part be substituted by DSM in the private

transport and the generation of heat. The cost-savings from 2015 to 2050 ranged from

115 to 340 billion euros. A distribution over the total number of BEVs (50 million) and

heat generators (27 million), leads to roughly 1,500e to 4,500e per unit. Against the

background that the costs for infrastructure (for example wallboxes) and their mainte-

nance and operation were already considered, these values would represent the marginal

costs for the profitable use of DSM. The cost-savings in case of DSM also arose from a

reduced quantity of power imports from abroad (-33%) over the entire observation pe-

riod as well as from a reduction of the thermal power plant park, amounting on average

to 16% in 2050. Further, DSM revealed to be able to substitute up to 300GWhel of

stationary battery capacity. A part of this capacity is provided by the motorised private

transport. If the complete vehicle fleet in 2050 was to be shifted to BEVs, this would lead

to a total battery capacity of roughly 3.4TWhel. By considering only users following a

Controlled Charging Strategy as well as the maximum allowed depth of discharge equal

to 25% each, this capacity is reduced to 212GWhel. On top of that, it was shown that

also the power-controlled operation of heat generators decreased the installed capacity

of stationary batteries (cf. 6.3).

Based on a 95% CO2 reduction target by 2050, the import of synthetic fuels from

abroad was considered. It was shown that, under the given assumptions, this option

is highly effective to reduce costs, especially concerning the deployment of VRE, power

storages, brine heat pumps or PtG plants. However, the results revealed that at most

a rather small part of the available import capacity was utilised, suggesting that only

measures with particularly high abatement costs were replaced. As a consequence, the

system avoided technologies exhibiting relatively high CO2 abatement costs, which might

otherwise have been necessary to achieve ambitious climate protection targets. In this

context, it was shown that DSM reduced the imported quantity of synthetic fuels by

roughly 6%. The results confirmed that DSM besides representing an efficient measure

to integrate VRE and to reduce the total system costs, further decreased the energy

dependency on neighbouring countries.
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This work presented an assessment of technologies to balance intermittent power gen-

eration from variable renewable energy (VRE) in Germany. The focus was on thermal

power plants, the controlled charging of electric vehicles, the heat-controlled or power-

controlled operation of heat generators and the variation of key parameters, such as

the set CO2 reduction target or the underlying weather data. The analysis was per-

formed based on the Renewable Energy Model (REMod). This model was designed to

determine a cost-optimal configuration of the energy system under consideration of an

exogenously set limit of energy-related CO2 emissions. In an integrative approach it de-

picts interdependencies between all implemented technologies and sectors of the energy

system.

The work begins by introducing the functioning principle of the model, the underlying

data, the objective function and the main system components. After this, the model

extensions required in order to address the research questions were presented. A general

approach for the consideration of ramping behaviour was applied to thermal power plants

and Power-to-Gas (PtG) plants. The transport sector was detailed in regard to electric

vehicles, including hourly resolved driving profiles as well as two charging strategies. The

generation of heat was divided into nine technology categories and each one could be

set to a heat-controlled or a power-controlled operation. Further, a covariance matrix

adaptation evolution strategy algorithm for the problem optimisation was implemented.

This led to more reliable and higher quality results, compared to the previous particle

swarm optimisation approach. In order to consider a greater variety of weather influences,

the model was extended from three to five
”
weather years“. Lastly, it was calibrated for

the year 2015, showing a good accordance to literature values and data provided by the

Federal Government.

One aim of the analysis was to present the main model extensions and their sensitivity

to different parameter settings. Another aim was to provide a qualitative and quan-

titative assessment of load balancing options, on the example of the German energy

system. A summary of the key results, including suggestions for future research and

model development, is subsequently presented.

The consideration of ramping behaviour showed little influence on the technology deploy-

ment within each end-use sector or on the total system costs. Based on two different
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CO2 reduction targets, the resulting variations amounted to less than 2% at maximum.

Conversely, the effect on the expansion of thermal power plants was significant, as with

increasing share of VRE, highly flexible gas turbines were favoured over power plants

with higher start-up times. At the same time, the consideration of ramping behaviour

also influenced the operation mode of thermal power plants. Short periods of power defi-

ciency, below four hours, were primarily met by gas turbine power plants. CCGT power

plants were operated only in case of extended durations, leading to a more realistic plant

utilisation from an economical point of view. As a consequence of the implemented prior-

ity dispatch of VRE determined in the EEG [38], the underlying weather data proved to

have a major influence on the utilisation of thermal power plants. Especially years with

greater full load hours of VRE increased the number of start-up proceedings of thermal

power plants. This led to a more irregular plant operation and thus higher losses in the

yearly conversion efficiency. While this impact proved to be neglectable for gas turbine

plants, for CCGT and coal power plants it amounted to roughly 6% of their nominal

efficiency. For each TWhel generated by methane gas-fired CCGT power plants and coal

power plants this resulted in additional 26 ktCO2 tons and 64 ktCO2 , respectively. This

analysis was performed as the renewable energy share to the gross electricity generation

reached a value of 80%, which corresponds to the 2050 target set by the Federal Govern-

ment [3]. These effects will further increase as the expansion of VRE continues. Overall,

the results showed that the implemented model extensions allowed for a more realistic

description of power plant operation. For instance, it is was possible to resonate the sug-

gestion of the coal committee [23]. In the model, coal power plants, beginning in 2035,

were operated only as reserve capacity systems. Further, the endogenous deployment of

thermal power plants, besides depending on their costs and carbon footprint, now also

accounts for their flexibility characteristics.

The implemented operating principles and driving profiles of BEVs were analysed in

chapter 6.2 with particular regard to the motorised private transport. Based on the con-

sideration of three different CO2 reduction targets it was shown that, despite the consid-

eration of an uncontrolled vehicle charging1, BEVs represented the dominant power train

technology in 2050. However, their share proved to be rather sensitive to an increase in

purchase price. Just 10% increased the numbers of fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) to

almost one third of the vehicle fleet. Since the parametrisation of the vehicles considers

average requirements, it could be assumed that in reality some vehicles would need to

fulfil higher demands in terms of range coverage. This could translate to higher battery

costs of BEVs and thus increase the attractiveness of FCEVs. In order to verify this, the

model would need to be extended in regard of an additional vehicle class. The analysis

1This means that most vehicles are charged around 5 to 6 pm, as they return to a charging facility,
without consideration of whether power surplus or deficiency occurs (cf. section 5.3).
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further showed that another aspect favouring FCEVs was their ability to decouple a sig-

nificant amount of their energy demand from the non-dispatchable generation of power.

It was observed that the deployment of BEVs was increased once vehicle users charged

them in a controlled way. This allowed BEVs to contribute to the balancing of the resid-

ual load in times of power surplus (Grid-to-Vehicle, G2V) and power deficiency (V2G).

In this case, the considered discharge depth for a feed-back into the grid (V2G), rather

than the share of users charging vehicles preferably in times of power surplus, demon-

strated to be of greater value for BEVs. The presented analysis was performed under the

assumption that users charge their vehicles exclusively at home, which might lead to a

higher degree of simultaneous charging, thus possibly disadvantaging the deployment of

BEVs. This was already confirmed in another study performed by the author, in which

this charging behaviour was compared to a uniformly distributed charging profile [105].

In the upcoming years it is expected that charging facilities will be increasingly available

at work, super markets, shopping centers or in car parks. This should be considered in

future studies.

The effects resulting from a heat-controlled or power-controlled operation of heat gen-

erators were investigated under consideration of three different CO2 reduction targets.

Regardless of the considered operation mode, a shift from oil- and methane gas-fired

boilers towards electric heat pumps and heat grids was observed. The analysis revealed

that especially electric air heat pumps played a dominant role by 2050, even if their

purchase price was increased by 30%. It was shown that with the ongoing expansion of

VRE, the residual load over time exhibited higher increases in power surplus rather than

power deficiency. As a result, when a heat-controlled mode was considered, electric heat

pumps proved to be more grid-supportive compared to cogeneration plants. Accordingly,

a power-controlled operation increased the number of connections to heat grids and thus

led a greater deployment of large-scale CHP units. Solar thermal systems presented a

considerable increase in capacity compared to today’s levels, although, lower than those

resulting from a heat-controlled operation. This suggested that, to some extent, solar

thermal systems compensated for the lacking flexibility of other heat generators. This

led to the conclusion that, when considering a power-controlled mode, solar thermal

systems should preferably be installed in combination with oil or gas boilers. Electric

heat pumps and thermal energy storages (TES) presented better synergies with photo-

voltaic systems. It was further observed that to access the full potential of DSM, the

TES capacity in Germany should be increased to 1600GWhth in 2050. On average, this

corresponds to roughly 600 litres per building.

How the model results are affected by varying weather influences was analysed by per-

forming multiple optimisation runs based on a changing parametrisation of the under-

lying weather data. Within the examined calculations, the results based only on the

weather data of 2015 exhibited lower costs as well as less adaptations throughout all
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sectors of the energy system. Despite that, the highest installed capacity of thermal

power plants was reached. Besides considering the number of full load hours from VRE

and the duration of power deficiency periods, the characterisation of a weather data set,

should also account for additional factors. Included should be the outside temperature,

the frequency and duration of low, medium or high feed-in from VRE periods, the imple-

mented operation of energy storages and other conversion technologies or their assumed

expansion limits. It was observed that calculations based on only one specific year exhib-

ited a range of outcomes in technology deployment and total system costs of up to 15%.

To reduce this uncertainty, a stochastic approach was proposed, meaning that the un-

derlying weather data was randomly determined within each function call2. In this case,

a tendency towards system components, which reduced the effects of weather influences,

for example the refurbishment of buildings or the deployment of more efficient brine heat

pumps, was observed. The same also applied to hydrogen-based technologies, which in

large parts allowed a decoupling of their energy demand from the non-dispatchable power

generation. The hydrogen storage level proved to follow seasonal behaviour: the storage

was charged especially during the summer, primarily by electrolysis plants mostly util-

ising surplus power from VRE. The storage was discharged during the winter months,

when the hydrogen demand exceeded the occurring production.

The effect of weather influences on the results was investigated in another calculation,

for which wind speed and solar radiation for Germany and its neighbouring countries

were set to zero for the entire month of October. In this case, a greater part of the

energy demand was shifted towards hydrogen-based technologies, decreasing the total

electric load and thus contributing to overcoming this extreme weather condition. While

the balancing of the residual load through DSM usually lasted for less than half a day,

it was shown that DSM indirectly contributed to overcoming extended periods of absent

power generation from VRE. On average, roughly 9% and 4% of VRE yearly electricity

production were integrated by BEVs and heat generators combined with TES. This

allowed thermal power plants to emit higher quantities of CO2 once necessary, without

violating the exogenously set CO2 limit.

From an economic point of view the value of DSM was investigated based on the analysis

of five different CO2 reduction targets. On average, DSM proved to reduce the resulting

CO2 abatement costs by roughly 50 e/tCO2
. This means that measures with particularly

high CO2 abatement costs could be avoided, which otherwise would be eventually neces-

sary to meet the set climate protection target. It was shown that the reduction in total

system costs achieved by utilising DSM, ranged from 115 billion euros to 341 billion eu-

ros, summed up from 2015 to 2050. By distributing these savings over all heat generators

2Each optimisation run performs approximately one million function calls. The exact number may
however vary depending on the individual convergence pattern (cf. section 3.3.2).
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and all private vehicles in Germany, marginal costs from 1,500e to 4,500e were deter-

mined. Since the expenses for investment, maintenance and operation of each technology

(including infrastructure) were already considered, this suggested, that DSM provided

a cost-efficient load balancing option. The achieved cost-savings increased when more

ambitious climate protection targets were considered, mainly for two reasons: First, the

contribution of DSM proved to correlate to the extent of intermittent power generation

from VRE, which in turn was directly linked to the set CO2 reduction target. Second,

more ambitious climate protection targets led to higher capacities of thermal power

plants, PtG plants, stationary batteries or energy imports. Since these load balancing

options compete, to a certain extent, with DSM, their installations were reduced once it

was considered. On average, the substituted capacity of thermal power plants in 2050

amounted to 23GWel. The capacity of electrolysis plants varied between 36GWel and

60GWel, while for stationary batteries it reached up to 300GWhel. Over the entire

observation period, the imports of electricity and of synthetic fuels from abroad were

decreased by one third. This revealed that besides lowering costs, DSM also contributed

to reduce the energy dependency of Germany on other countries.

DSM may also reduce the necessary expansion of the electrical grid and improve its sta-

bility, for instance by distributing the charging of electric vehicles over time. While the

grid expansion was considered from a cost point of view, technical restrictions, such as

grid congestion, were not modelled. One possible option to close this gap is provided by

coupling the results obtained from REMod to a grid expansion model. A combination

with the simulation tool DIgSILENT PowerFactory [252] was presented in [253]. How-

ever, this approach neglects feedback effects on the energy system configuration, which

is one of the key features of REMod. In order to preserve this characteristic, a more

detailed depiction of the power grid needs to be directly implemented into the model.

This requires the extension from a single-node to a multi-node approach. The implemen-

tation could be performed by applying the current model structure within each node

and by modelling the transfer of energy between them. This extension would allow the

allocation of technologies in Germany, or alternatively, to model the European energy

system. Most likely this will require further enhancement of the utilised optimisation

algorithm, especially in terms of computing time. One option could be to start the opti-

misation run based on known intermediary results, i.e. based on a
”
warm-start“, instead

of starting from scratch. A second option would be to rely on more powerful computing

servers, with higher processing power.

It is further suggested to include photovoltaic systems with an east-west orientation.

Despite their lower peak generation capacity, a more regular electricity production could

provide other benefits to the system. As for PtG and PtL plants, deriving the CO2

for the production of synthetic fuels from biomass plants or coal power plants could be

considered [254]. This could eventually lead to yet not depicted back-coupling effects,
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increasing the value of plants that provide cheaper CO2. Besides that, the addition of an-

other hydrogen-fired gas turbine is suggested, which should be coupled to the developed

forecast module. In this case, the reconversion of hydrogen into electricity should only

be performed if prolonged periods of power deficiency occur. As a consequence, both

hydrogen turbine plants could be individually dimensioned, thus providing more flexi-

bility concerning the utilisation of hydrogen. Similarly, it is suggested to complement

the already implemented stationary battery and to describe its charging or discharging

rate as a function of the expected duration of the upcoming power surplus or power

deficiency period. This would provide a more consistent contribution to the balancing of

the residual load and possibly influence the dimensioning of other flexibility options.

Along with the suggested technological improvements it is also conceivable to emphasise

social factors in future analyses. For instance, changes in traffic behaviour, market

entry barriers or technology diffusion. Technology deployment could also be affected

by the availability of specific materials. This includes BEVs and wind turbine plants,

for which possible supply bottleneck for cobalt, lithium or copper could be taken into

account [255].



A Model Input Parameters

A.1 Power Generators

Table A.1: Input parameters for power generators for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050.
iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation in % from
purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a technology or a
building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance and operation,
fV LH : factor for adjustment of full load hours. CHP: combined heat and
power, CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine.

Photovoltaic systems 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GWel 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.1 [22]

Max. deployment GWel 1.3 10.0 15.8 15.8 15.8 530.0 [213]

Purchase price e/kWel 1166.0 976.0 718.0 597.0 571.0 / [113,256]

Service life a 25.1 25.6 26.6 27.6 28.7 / [113,256]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM,i % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [113,257]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

fV LH - 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [22,214]

Wind onshore 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GWel 3.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.3 [22]

Max. deployment GWel 3.7 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 230.8 [258]

Purchase price e/kWel 1327.0 1193.0 1066.0 1037.0 1035.0 / [113,257]

Service life a 23.1 23.6 24.5 25.4 26.4 / [113,257]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM,i % 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [113,257]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

fV LH - 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [22,214]

Continued on next page
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Table A.1: Input parameters for power generators for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050.
iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation in % from
purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a technology or a
building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance and operation,
fV LH : factor for adjustment of full load hours. CHP: combined heat and
power, CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine.

Wind offshore 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GWel 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.3 [22]

Max. deployment GWel 2.3 1.1 2.6 2.6 2.6 85.2 [22]

Purchase price e/kWel 3840.0 3512.0 2937.0 2493.0 2251.0 / [113,257]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [113,257]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM,i % 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [113,257]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

fV LH - 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [22,214]

CCGT (without CHP) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GWel 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 /

Max. deployment GWel 0.5 0.5 2.0 3.0 3.0 100.5 [113]

Purchase price e/kWel 700.0 700.0 700.0 700.0 700.0 / [259]

Service life a 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 / [260]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM,i % 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [260]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 54.0 56.0 59.0 61.0 63.0 / [261,262]

Gasturbine (methane) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GWel 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 /

Max. deployment GWel 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 104.4 [113]

Purchase price e/kWel 385.0 385.0 385.0 385.0 385.0 / [257]

Service life a 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 / [263]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM,i % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [257]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 [263]

Continued on next page
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Table A.1: Input parameters for power generators for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050.
iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation in % from
purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a technology or a
building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance and operation,
fV LH : factor for adjustment of full load hours. CHP: combined heat and
power, CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine.

Gasturbine (hydrogen) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GWel 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 /

Max. deployment GWel 0.0 0.1 3.0 3.0 4.0 82.5 /

Purchase price e/kWel 567.0 500.0 419.0 389.0 385.0 / [113]

Service life a 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 / [263]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM,i % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [257]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 / [113]

Oil power plants 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Installed capacity GWel 4.2 3.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 / [22,169]

Purchase price e/kWel 385.0 385.0 385.0 385.0 385.0 / [257]

Service life a 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 / [173]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM,i % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [173]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 42.0 42.0 42.0 42.0 42.0 / [173]

Lignite power plant 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GWel 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 [22, 169]

Max. deployment GWel 0.9 1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 107 [22,169]

Purchase price e/kWel 1700.0 1700.0 1700.0 1700.0 1700.0 / [263]

Service life a 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 / [263]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM,i % 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 / [263]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 36.0 37.0 39.0 41.0 42.0 / [60]

Must-run capacity % 75.0 75.0 37.5 0.0 0.0 / [22]

Continued on next page
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Table A.1: Input parameters for power generators for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050.
iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation in % from
purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a technology or a
building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance and operation,
fV LH : factor for adjustment of full load hours. CHP: combined heat and
power, CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine.

Hard Coal power plant 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GWel 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 [22, 169]

Max. deployment GWel 0.9 1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 107 [22,169]

Purchase price e/kWel 1500.0 1500.0 1500.0 1500.0 1500.0 / [263]

Service life a 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 / [263]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM,i % 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 / [263]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 40.0 41.0 42.0 42.0 42.0 / [60]

Must-run capacity % 43.5 43.5 21.8 0.0 0.0 / [22]
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A.2 Ramping Parameters

Table A.2: Ramping input parameters of thermal power plants and Power-to-Gas (PtG)
or Power-to-Liquid (PtL) plants based on [60, 112, 173, 174, 227–232]. hCS:
cold start time, hHS: hot start time, PMin: minimum load capacity, SPL:
conversion efficiency in partial load related to maximum efficiency, ES: energy
demand for heat-up per installed plant capacity, RRR: ramp rate.

Year hCS hHS hPL PMin SPL ES RRR

[-] [h] [h] [h] [[%PNom
]] [%ηNom] [kWhth/kW ] [%/min]

2017 7.88 2.44 0.36 33.50 97 2.70 3.05
HardCoal PP 2030 7.13 2.18 0.32 30.75 97 2.70 3.58

2050 6.38 1.92 0.29 28.00 97 2.70 4.10

2017 9.00 5.00 0.50 55.00 97 2.70 1.50
Lignite PP 2030 7.81 3.75 0.32 47.60 97 2.70 2.70

2050 6.88 3.00 0.30 42.20 97 2.70 3.20

2017 0.18 0.18 0.09 45.00 83 0.10 10.00
Oil PP 2030 0.14 0.11 0.08 36.07 83 0.10 12.55

2050 0.13 0.10 0.08 33.93 83 0.10 13.40

2017 3.50 1.25 0.31 45.00 93 2.80 3.00
CCGT 2030 3.00 0.91 0.21 44.11 93 2.80 4.38

2050 2.50 0.73 0.17 43.21 93 2.80 5.50

2017 0.18 0.18 0.09 45.00 83 0.10 10.00
GT (CH4/H2) 2030 0.14 0.11 0.08 36.07 83 0.10 12.55

2050 0.13 0.10 0.08 33.93 83 0.10 13.40

2017 0.21 0.03 0.03 5.00 100 0.15 50.00
PEM electrolysis 2030 0.15 0.01 0.01 5.00 100 0.10 135.00

2050 0.09 0.01 0.01 3.00 100 0.06 212.00

2017 0.82 0.08 0.07 16.00 100 0.59 19.00
AEL electrolysis 2030 0.61 0.03 0.03 13.00 100 0.44 56.00

2050 0.59 0.01 0.01 12.00 100 0.43 114.00

2017 9.83 0.17 0.05 20.00 100 8.11 29.00
HTEL electrolysis 2030 2.92 0.08 0.09 3.00 100 2.54 19.00

2050 0.48 0.02 0.02 3.00 100 0.42 97.00

2017 0.76 0.08 0.06 15.00 100 0.54 22.00
Power-to-methane 2030 0.54 0.03 0.02 9.00 100 0.41 86.00
and/or liquid 2050 0.37 0.01 0.01 6.00 100 0.28 150.00
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A.3 Synthetic Fuels and Steam Reforming

Table A.3: Input parameters of plants for the generation of synthetic fuels and steam
reforming for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor
for maintenance and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change
factor for the purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price
change rate for maintenance and operation.

Power-to-Gas (Electrolysis) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 629.0 [113]

Purchase price e/kWel 776.0 738.4 613.0 554.0 495.0 / [264]

Service life a 26.8 26.5 25.3 27.7 30.0 / [264]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 4.0 3.5 3.3 3.6 3.9 / [264]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 64.3 64.5 65.1 67.6 70.2 / [264]

Power-to-Gas (Methanation) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 2.1 3.0 3.0 69.0 [113]

Purchase price e/kWel 2086.0 1914.0 1074.0 1006.0 995.0 / [265]

Service life a 20.0 21.4 24.3 27.1 30.0 / [265]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 / [265]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηelectrolysis % 74.3 74.3 74.3 74.3 74.3 / [265]

ηsabatier % 52.3 57.1 61.5 61.5 61.5 / [265]

ηth % 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 / [265]

Power-to-Liquid 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 27.5 [113]

Purchase price e/kWel 2196.9 2041.5 1187.2 1125.7 1115.5 / [266]

Service life a 20.0 21.4 24.3 27.1 30.0 / [266]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 / [266]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 39.6 43.3 46.6 46.6 46.6 / [266]
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Table A.3: Input parameters of plants for the generation of synthetic fuels and steam
reforming for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor
for maintenance and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change
factor for the purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price
change rate for maintenance and operation.

Steam methane reforming 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 30.0 [113]

Purchase price e/kWCH4
995.0 995.0 995.0 995.0 995.0 / [267]

Service life a 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [267]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 / [267]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 52.3 57.1 61.5 61.5 61.5 / [113]

Must-run capacity % 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 / [113]

A.4 Storage Technologies

Table A.4: Input parameters of storage technologies for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050.
iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation in % from
purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a technology or a
building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance and operation.

Stationary batteries 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GWhel 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment GWhel 0.1 1.0 40.5 40.5 40.5 1081.4 [113]

Purchase price e/kWhel 1146.7 752.0 333.5 211.8 200.0 / [264]

Service life a 10.0 10.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [264]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [264]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 85.1 85.8 87.2 88.5 90.0 / [264]
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Table A.4: Input parameters of storage technologies for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050.
iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation in % from
purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a technology or a
building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance and operation.

Pumped-storage power plants 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Capacity TWhel 40.7 44.4 51.7 59.0 66.4 66.4 [19]

Charge rate GWel 6.4 6.7 7.3 7.9 8.5 8.5 [19]

purchase price e/kWhel 850.0 850.0 850.0 850.0 850.0 / [19]

service life a 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 / [19]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [19]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 / [19]

Battery Power-to-Gas 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GWhel 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment GWhel 0.0 0.0 5.5 8.0 8.0 175.4 [113]

Purchase price e/kWhel 1146.7 752.0 333.5 211.8 200.0 / [264]

Service life a 10.0 10.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [264]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [264]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 85.1 85.8 87.2 88.5 90.0 / [264]

Hydrogen storage (capacity) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment TWhH2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment TWhH2 0.0 0.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 264.0 [113]

Purchase price e/kWhH2
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 / [113]

Service life a 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 13.8 13.8 13.8 13.8 13.8 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]
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Table A.4: Input parameters of storage technologies for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050.
iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation in % from
purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a technology or a
building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance and operation.

Hydrogen storage (charge rate) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GWH2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment GWH2 0.0 0.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 629.0 [113]

Purchase price e/kWH2
162.9 162.9 162.9 162.9 162.9 / [113]

Service life a 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 / [113]

A.5 Space Heat and Domestic Hot Water Supply

Table A.5: Input parameters of generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot
water for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor
for maintenance and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change
factor for the purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price
change rate for maintenance and operation. COP: coefficient of performance,
CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine, RH/PH: radiator/panel heating, CHP:
combined heat and power.

Deep geothermics 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.7 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 0.7 0.7 2.6 0.7 0.7 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 3837.0 3775.0 3392.0 3049.0 2740.0 / [268]

Service life a 30.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 50.0 / [268]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [268]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

COP % 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 / [268]
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Table A.5: Input parameters of generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot
water for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor
for maintenance and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change
factor for the purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price
change rate for maintenance and operation. COP: coefficient of performance,
CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine, RH/PH: radiator/panel heating, CHP:
combined heat and power.

CCGT (heat grid) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GWth 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment GWth 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 22.0 [113]

Purchase price e/kWel 823.0 791.0 753.0 738.0 736.0 / [269]

Service life a 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 / [269]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηel % 55.0 56.0 59.0 61.0 63.0 / [113]

ηth % 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 / [113]

Heat pump (heat grid) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GWth 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment GWth 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 50.0 [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 250.0 250.0 250.0 250.0 250.0 / [268]

Service life a 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 / [268]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [268]

Factor a - 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 / [103]

Factor b 10−2 -1.2 -1.2 -1.2 -1.2 -1.2 / [103]

Factor c 10−4 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 / [103]

Solar thermal (heat grid) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GWth 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment GWth 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 50.0 [113]

Purchase price e/m2 390.0 289.8 230.0 200.0 190.0 / [270]

Service life a 25.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 / [270]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 / [270]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]
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Table A.5: Input parameters of generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot
water for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor
for maintenance and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change
factor for the purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price
change rate for maintenance and operation. COP: coefficient of performance,
CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine, RH/PH: radiator/panel heating, CHP:
combined heat and power.

Thermal storage (heat grid) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GWhth 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment GWhth 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 300.0 4550.0 [113]

Purchase price e/m3 166.0 139.1 119.4 99.7 80.0 / [113,271]

Service life a 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 / [271]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [271]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 / [113]

Methane boiler (heat grid) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 55.8 51.8 47.9 47.1 47.0 / [272]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [272]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [272]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 92.0 92.0 92.0 92.0 92.0 / [272]
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Table A.5: Input parameters of generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot
water for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor
for maintenance and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change
factor for the purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price
change rate for maintenance and operation. COP: coefficient of performance,
CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine, RH/PH: radiator/panel heating, CHP:
combined heat and power.

Oil-fired boiler (RH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 136.0 136.0 136.0 136.0 136.0 / [273]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [273]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [273]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 94.0 94.0 94.0 94.0 94.0 / [273]

Biomass boiler (RH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 258.0 251.0 236.0 221.0 206.0 / [274]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [274]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 / [274]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 93.0 93.0 93.0 93.0 93.0 / [274]

Gas heat pump (RH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 1800.0 1755.0 1530.0 1305.0 1080.0 / [275,276]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [275,276]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 / [275,276]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Factor a - 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [103]

Factor b 10−2 -1.1 -1.1 -1.1 -1.1 -1.1 / [103]

Factor c 10−5 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 / [103]
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Table A.5: Input parameters of generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot
water for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor
for maintenance and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change
factor for the purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price
change rate for maintenance and operation. COP: coefficient of performance,
CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine, RH/PH: radiator/panel heating, CHP:
combined heat and power.

Brine heat pump (RH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 1770.2 1656.2 1493.1 1325.0 1162.0 / [277]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [277]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.5 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [277]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Factor a - 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 / [103]

Factor b 10−2 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 / [103]

Factor c 10−4 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 / [103]

Air heat pump (RH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 975.0 900.0 815.0 725.0 640.0 / [278]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [135]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [278]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Factor a - 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 / [103]

Factor b 10−2 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 / [103]

Factor c 10−4 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 / [103]
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Table A.5: Input parameters of generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot
water for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor
for maintenance and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change
factor for the purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price
change rate for maintenance and operation. COP: coefficient of performance,
CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine, RH/PH: radiator/panel heating, CHP:
combined heat and power.

Hybrid heat pump (RH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 1072.0 997.0 912.0 822.0 737.0 / [278]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [278]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [278]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Factor a - 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 / [103]

Factor b 10−2 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 / [103]

Factor c 10−4 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 / [103]

Micro-CHP unit (RH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 1725.0 1614.0 1480.0 1431.0 1424.0 / [279]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [279]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [279]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηel % 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 / [113]

ηth % 44.0 44.0 44.0 44.0 44.0 / [113]

ηth,boiler % 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 / [113]
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Table A.5: Input parameters of generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot
water for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor
for maintenance and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change
factor for the purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price
change rate for maintenance and operation. COP: coefficient of performance,
CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine, RH/PH: radiator/panel heating, CHP:
combined heat and power.

Hydrogen fuel cell (RH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 17908.0 8285.0 2072.0 1308.0 1289.0 / [273]

Service life a 10.0 15.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [273]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.7 3.6 3.3 3.3 3.3 / [273]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηel % 53.0 57.0 65.0 65.0 65.0 / [273]

ηth % 32.0 32.7 34.0 34.0 34.0 / [273]

ηth,boiler % 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 / [113]

Methane fuel cell (PH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 19699.0 9113.0 2280.0 1438.0 1418.0 / [273]

Service life a 10.0 15.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [273]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.7 3.6 3.3 3.3 3.3 / [273]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηel % 53.0 57.0 65.0 65.0 65.0 / [273]

ηth % 32.0 33.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 / [273]

ηth,boiler % 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 / [113]
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Table A.5: Input parameters of generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot
water for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor
for maintenance and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change
factor for the purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price
change rate for maintenance and operation. COP: coefficient of performance,
CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine, RH/PH: radiator/panel heating, CHP:
combined heat and power.

Methane boiler (PH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 97.0 97.0 97.0 97.0 97.0 / [272]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [272]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [272]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 93.0 93.0 93.0 93.0 93.0 / [272]

Oil-fired boiler (PH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 136.0 136.0 136.0 136.0 136.0 / [273]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [273]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [273]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 89.0 89.0 89.0 89.0 89.0 / [273]

Biomass-fired boiler (PH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 258.0 251.0 236.0 221.0 206.0 / [274]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [274]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 / [274]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 88.0 88.0 88.0 88.0 93.0 / [274]
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Table A.5: Input parameters of generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot
water for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor
for maintenance and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change
factor for the purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price
change rate for maintenance and operation. COP: coefficient of performance,
CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine, RH/PH: radiator/panel heating, CHP:
combined heat and power.

Gas heat pump (PH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 1800.0 1755.0 1530.0 1305.0 1080.0 / [275,276]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [275,276]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 / [275,276]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Factor a - 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [103]

Factor b 10−2 -1.1 -1.1 -1.1 -1.1 -1.1 / [103]

Factor c 10−5 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 / [103]

Brine heat pump (PH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 1947.2 1821.8 1642.4 1457.5 1278.1 / [277]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [277]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.5 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [277]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Factor a - 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 / [103]

Factor b 10−2 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 / [103]

Factor c 10−4 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 / [103]
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Table A.5: Input parameters of generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot
water for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor
for maintenance and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change
factor for the purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price
change rate for maintenance and operation. COP: coefficient of performance,
CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine, RH/PH: radiator/panel heating, CHP:
combined heat and power.

Air heat pump (PH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 1073.0 990.0 897.0 798.0 704.0 / [278]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [135]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [278]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Factor a - 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 / [103]

Factor b 10−2 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 / [103]

Factor c 10−4 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 / [103]

Hybrid heat pump (PH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 1179.0 1097.0 1003.0 904.0 811.0 / [278]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [278]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [278]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Factor a - 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 / [103]

Factor b 10−2 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 -9.7 / [103]

Factor c 10−4 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 / [103]
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Table A.5: Input parameters of generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot
water for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor
for maintenance and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change
factor for the purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price
change rate for maintenance and operation. COP: coefficient of performance,
CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine, RH/PH: radiator/panel heating, CHP:
combined heat and power.

Micro-CHP unit (PH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 1725.0 1614.0 1480.0 1431.0 1424.0 / [279]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [279]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [279]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηel % 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 / [113]

ηth % 44.0 44.0 44.0 44.0 44.0 / [113]

ηth,boiler % 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 / [113]

Hydrogen fuel cell (PH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 17500.0 12500.0 9500.0 6500.0 6500.0 / [273]

Service life a 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 / [273]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [273]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηel % 53.0 57.0 65.0 65.0 65.0 / [273]

ηth % 32.0 32.7 34.0 34.0 34.0 / [273]

ηth,boiler % 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 / [113]
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Table A.5: Input parameters of generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot
water for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor
for maintenance and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change
factor for the purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price
change rate for maintenance and operation. COP: coefficient of performance,
CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine, RH/PH: radiator/panel heating, CHP:
combined heat and power.

Methane fuel cell (PH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 16545.0 7826.0 2071.0 1429.0 7150.0 / [273]

Service life a 11.0 17.0 20.0 20.0 10.0 / [273]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.7 3.5 3.3 3.3 3.0 / [273]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηel % 53.0 57.0 65.0 65.0 65.0 / [273]

ηth % 32.0 33.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 / [273]

ηth,boiler % 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 / [113]

Solar thermal (RH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment kWth/# 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment kWth/# 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 75.9 [113]

Purchase price e/m2 692.0 550.0 400.0 350.0 310.0 / [273]

Service life a 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 / [273]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 / [273]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηopt % 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 / [113]

U-factor W/m2K 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [113]
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Table A.5: Input parameters of generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot
water for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor
for maintenance and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change
factor for the purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price
change rate for maintenance and operation. COP: coefficient of performance,
CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine, RH/PH: radiator/panel heating, CHP:
combined heat and power.

Solar thermal (PH) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment kWth/# 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment kWth/# 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 79.9 [113]

Purchase price e/m2 692.0 550.0 400.0 350.0 310.0 / [273]

Service life a 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 / [273]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 / [273]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηopt % 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 / [113]

U-factor W/m2K 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [113]

Thermal storage (heat pump) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment 109 l 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment 109 l 0.0 0.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 90.0 [113]

Purchase price e/l 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.0 1.0 / [280]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [280]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 / [280]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηPH % 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 / [280]

ηRH % 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 / [280]
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Table A.5: Input parameters of generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot
water for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor
for maintenance and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change
factor for the purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price
change rate for maintenance and operation. COP: coefficient of performance,
CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine, RH/PH: radiator/panel heating, CHP:
combined heat and power.

Thermal storage (liquid fuels) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment 109 l 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment 109 l 0.0 0.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 90.0 [113]

Purchase price e/l 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.0 1.0 / [280]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [280]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 / [280]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηPH % 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 / [280]

ηRH % 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 / [280]

Thermal storage (fuel cell) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment 109 l 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment 109 l 0.0 0.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 90.0 [113]

Purchase price e/l 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.0 1.0 / [280]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [280]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 / [280]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηPH % 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 / [280]

ηRH % 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 / [280]
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Table A.6: Input parameters of building refurbishment and heat transfer system for 2015,
2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance
and operation in % from purchase price, rP : price change factor for the
purchase of a technology or a building component, rOM : price change rate
for maintenance and operation.

Fully refurbished 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment Millions 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment Millions 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 27.0 [113]

Purchase price e/m2 102.0 102.0 102.0 102.0 102.0 / [281]

Service life a 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Heat demand to % 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2 / [113]

Highly efficient 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment Millions 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment Millions 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 27.0 [113]

Purchase price e/m2 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 / [281]

Service life a 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Heat demand to % 35.7 35.7 35.7 35.7 35.7 / [113]

Panel heating system 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Purchase price e/m2 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 / [281]

Service life a 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 / [281]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 / [281]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]
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A.6 Biomass

Table A.7: Input parameters of biomass conversion for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050.
iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation in % from
purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a technology or a
building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance and operation.

Biomass-to-CH4 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 19.5 [113]

Purchase price e/kW 3067.0 2560.9 1955.1 1731.9 1700.0 / [282]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [282]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 / [282]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 / [282]

Full load hours h 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 / [282]

Biomass-to-H2 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 19.5 [113]

Purchase price e/kW 2244.5 1874.1 1430.7 1267.3 1244.0 / [282]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [282]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 / [282]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 61.0 61.0 61.0 61.0 61.0 / [282]

Full load hours h 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 / [282]

Biomass-to-liquid fuels 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 19.5 [113]

Purchase price e/kW 3395.4 2835.1 2164.4 1917.3 1882.0 / [282]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [282]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 / [282]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 46.0 46.0 46.0 46.0 46.0 / [282]

Full load hours h 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 8000.0 / [282]
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Table A.7: Input parameters of biomass conversion for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050.
iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation in % from
purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a technology or a
building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance and operation.

Bio-diesel plant (rape) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 19.5 [113]

Purchase price e/kW 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 / [283]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [283]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 / [283]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 / [283]

Full load hours h 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 4000.0 [113]

Bio-diesel plant (methane) 2015.0 2020.0 2030.0 2040.0 2050.0 total ref

Min. deployment GW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment GW 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 37.0 [113]

Purchase price e/kW 1122.8 965.1 776.4 706.9 697.0 / [284]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [284]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 / [284]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Full load hours - 8400.0 8400.0 8400.0 8400.0 8400.0 / [284]

Biogas treatment 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment TWh 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [113]

Max. deployment TWh 0.1 0.4 1.0 1.5 2.0 46.4 [113]

Purchase price e/kWh 714.0 538.5 328.4 251.1 240.0 / [284]

Service life a 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 / [284]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [284]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 88.0 88.0 88.0 88.0 88.0 / [285]
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Table A.7: Input parameters of biomass conversion for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050.
iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation in % from
purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a technology or a
building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance and operation.

Cogeneration plant 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment GW 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 [22]

Max. deployment GW 0.2 0.1 1.0 2.0 2.0 57.7 [22, 113]

Purchase price e/kW 572.8 556.0 528.1 508.7 500.0 / [279]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [279]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 / [279]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηel % 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 / [113]

ηth % 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 / [113]

Table A.8: Input parameters of infrastructure for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint:
interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation in % from purchase
price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a technology or a building
component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance and operation.

Distribution grid 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Purchase price e/kWel 140.0 140.0 140.0 140.0 140.0 / [113]

Service life a 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

kWgrid/kWPV - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [113]

Medium voltage grid 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Purchase price e/kWel 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 / [113]

Service life a 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

kWgrid/kWWindOn - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [113]
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Table A.8: Input parameters of infrastructure for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint:
interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation in % from purchase
price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a technology or a building
component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance and operation.

High voltage grid 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Purchase price e/kWel 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0 / [113]

Service life a 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Submarine cable 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Purchase price e/kWel 430.0 430.0 430.0 430.0 430.0 / [113]

Service life a 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

kWgrid/kWWindOff - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [113]

Loading station BEV (private) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Purchase price e/vehicle 1485.0 1282.5 1004.6 1004.6 1004.6 / [113]

Service life a 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Loading stations #/vehicle 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [113]

η % 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 / [113]

Fast-loading station BEV (private) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Purchase price ke/vehicle 760.4 629.1 448.9 448.9 448.9 / [113]

Service life a 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Loading stations 10−3/vehicle 8.9 1.5 1.1 1.1 1.1 / [113]
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Table A.8: Input parameters of infrastructure for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint:
interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation in % from purchase
price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a technology or a building
component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance and operation.

Loading station FCEV (private) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Purchase price ke/vehicle 2518.6 2243.1 1787.9 1788.4 1788.4 / [113]

Service life a 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Loading stations 10−3/vehicle 33.6 3.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 / [113]

Loading station CNG (private) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Purchase price ke/vehicle 429.4 429.4 429.4 429.4 429.4 / [113]

Service life a 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 91.0 91.0 91.0 91.0 91.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Loading stations 10−3/vehicle 3.5 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 / [113]

Loading station BEV (freight) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Purchase price ke/vehicle 31.0 31.0 31.0 31.0 31.0 / [113]

Service life a 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Loading stations #/vehicle 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [113]

Fast-loading station BEV (freight) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Purchase price ke/vehicle 760.4 629.1 448.9 448.9 448.9 / [113]

Service life a 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Loading stations 10−3/vehicle 175.2 29.5 21.9 21.9 21.9 / [113]
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Table A.8: Input parameters of infrastructure for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040 an 2050. iint:
interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation in % from purchase
price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a technology or a building
component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance and operation.

Loading station FCEV (freight) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Purchase price ke/vehicle 2518.6 2243.1 1787.9 1787.9 1787.9 / [113]

Service life a 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Loading stations 10−3/vehicle 66.0 14.8 13.2 13.2 13.2 / [113]

Loading station CNG (freight) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Purchase price ke/vehicle 1843.0 1708.9 1469.2 1469.2 1469.2 / [113]

Service life a 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Loading stations 10−3/vehicle 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 / [113]

Heat grid 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Purchase price e/kWth 400.0 400.0 400.0 400.0 400.0 / [113]

Service life a 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

kWgrid/kWgriddemand - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [113]

Gas distribution system 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Purchase price e/kW 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 / [113]

Service life a 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

frackWgridkWgriddemand - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 / [113]
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A.7 Process Heat Supply

Table A.9: Input parameters of generators for the supply of process heat for 2015, 2020,
2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and oper-
ation in % from purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a
technology or a building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance
and operation.

Biomass boiler (LMT) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 258.1 250.7 235.8 221.0 206.5 / [113]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 / [113]

Solar thermal (LMT) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWhth 96.7 88.9 75.1 63.4 53.6 / [113]

Service life a 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

Heat pump (LMT) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment Mio # 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment Mio # 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 250.0 250.0 250.0 250.0 250.0 / [113]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

COP - 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 / [113]
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Table A.9: Input parameters of generators for the supply of process heat for 2015, 2020,
2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and oper-
ation in % from purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a
technology or a building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance
and operation.

Oil-fired boiler (LMT) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 136.0 136.0 136.0 136.0 136.0 / [113]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 88.0 88.0 88.0 88.0 88.0 / [113]

Methane boiler (LMT) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 97.0 97.0 97.0 97.0 97.0 / [113]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 92.0 92.0 92.0 92.0 92.0 / [113]

Electrode boiler (LMT) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 136.0 136.0 136.0 136.0 136.0 / [113]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 98.0 98.0 98.0 98.0 98.0 / [113]
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Table A.9: Input parameters of generators for the supply of process heat for 2015, 2020,
2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and oper-
ation in % from purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a
technology or a building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance
and operation.

CCGT (LMT) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 650.0 650.0 650.0 650.0 650.0 / [113]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηel % 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 / [113]

ηth % 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 / [113]

Hydrogen boiler (LMT) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 136.0 136.0 136.0 136.0 136.0 / [113]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 92.0 92.0 92.0 92.0 92.0 / [113]

Coal boiler (LMT) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 258.1 250.7 235.8 221.0 206.5 / [113]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 / [113]
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Table A.9: Input parameters of generators for the supply of process heat for 2015, 2020,
2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and oper-
ation in % from purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a
technology or a building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance
and operation.

Oil-fired boiler (HT) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 136.0 136.0 136.0 136.0 136.0 / [113]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 88.0 88.0 88.0 88.0 88.0 / [113]

Methane boiler (HT) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 97.0 97.0 97.0 97.0 97.0 / [113]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 92.0 92.0 92.0 92.0 92.0 / [113]

Electrode boiler (HT) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 136.0 136.0 136.0 136.0 136.0 / [113]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 98.0 98.0 98.0 98.0 98.0 / [113]
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Table A.9: Input parameters of generators for the supply of process heat for 2015, 2020,
2030, 2040 an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and oper-
ation in % from purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a
technology or a building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance
and operation.

Hydrogen boiler (HT) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 136.0 136.0 136.0 136.0 136.0 / [113]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 92.0 92.0 92.0 92.0 92.0 / [113]

Coal boiler (HT) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price e/kWth 258.1 250.7 235.8 221.0 206.5 / [113]

Service life a 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 / [113]
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A.8 Motorised Road Transport

Table A.10: Input parameters of motorised road transport for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040
an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation
in % from purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a
technology or a building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance
and operation.

Liquid fuels ICE (private) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price ke 22.8 23.6 25.0 26.2 26.9 / [113]

Service life a 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 21.5 21.5 21.5 21.5 21.5 / [113]

Gas ICE (private) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price ke 24.6 25.0 25.9 26.9 28.0 / [113]

Service life a 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 20.0 21.5 21.5 21.5 21.5 / [113]

Methane slip mgCH4/m3 500 500 500 500 500 / [122]
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Table A.10: Input parameters of motorised road transport for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040
an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation
in % from purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a
technology or a building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance
and operation.

FCEV (private) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price ke 65.0 45.0 32.0 29.0 27.7 / [113]

Service life a 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 0.5 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 48.0 48.0 48.0 48.0 48.0 / [113]

PHEV (FCEV) (private) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price ke 68.4 49.4 35.0 31.3 29.7 / [113]

Service life a 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 0.5 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηbat % 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 / [113]

ηFC % 56.0 56.0 56.0 56.0 56.0 / [113]

Cap. battery kWhel 5.0 12.5 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [113]

Share of battery % 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 / [113]
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Table A.10: Input parameters of motorised road transport for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040
an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation
in % from purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a
technology or a building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance
and operation.

PHEV (ICE fuel) (private) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price ke 30.4 31.8 30.4 30.0 31.0 / [113]

Service life a 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηbat % 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 / [113]

ηICE % 25.3 27.4 27.8 27.8 27.8 / [113]

Cap. battery kWhel 5.0 12.5 20.0 20.0 20.0 / [113]

Share of battery % 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 / [113]

Methane hybrid ICE (private) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price ke 32.6 34.1 32.7 32.4 33.3 / [113]

Service life a 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηbat % 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 / [113]

ηICE % 22.2 24.3 25.6 25.6 25.6 / [113]

Cap. battery kWh 6.5 14.0 20.0 20.0 5.0 / [113]

Share of battery % 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 / [113]

Methane slip mgCH4/m3 500 500 500 500 500 / [122]
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Table A.10: Input parameters of motorised road transport for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040
an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation
in % from purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a
technology or a building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance
and operation.

BEV (private) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price ke 37.8 38.5 31.0 28.5 27.7 / [113]

Service life a 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηbat % 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 / [113]

ηbat % 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 / [113]

Cap. battery kWhel 25.0 50.0 66.7 66.7 66.7 / [113]

Liquid fuels ICE (freight) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price ke 97.0 99.8 105.3 110.9 116.4 / [113]

Service life a 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 18.5 18.0 17.1 16.2 15.5 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 37.3 37.3 37.3 37.3 37.3 / [113]

Methane ICE (freight) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price ke 106.2 107.8 111.3 115.4 120.2 / [113]

Service life a 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 16.9 16.7 16.2 15.6 15.0 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 30.1 30.1 30.1 30.1 30.1 / [113]

Methane slip mgCH4/m3 500 500 500 500 500 / [122]
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Table A.10: Input parameters of motorised road transport for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040
an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation
in % from purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a
technology or a building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance
and operation.

FCEV (freight) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price ke 245.6 151.6 116.5 120.2 125.7 / [113]

Service life a 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 6.2 10.1 13.1 12.7 12.2 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

η % 56.0 56.0 56.0 56.0 56.0 / [113]

Hybrid hydrogen FCEV (freight) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price ke 265.7 165.7 124.8 127.7 132.3 / [113]

Service life a 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 5.7 9.2 12.2 12.0 11.5 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηbat % 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 / [113]

ηFC % 56.0 56.0 56.0 56.0 56.0 / [113]

Cap. battery kWh 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 / [113]

Share of battery % 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 / [113]
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Table A.10: Input parameters of motorised road transport for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040
an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation
in % from purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a
technology or a building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance
and operation.

PHEV (ICE fuel) (freight) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price ke 130.1 124.7 119.6 120.5 125.1 / [113]

Service life a 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 13.8 14.4 15.0 14.9 14.4 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηbat % 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 / [113]

ηICE % 37.3 37.3 37.3 37.3 37.3 / [113]

Cap. battery kWhel 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 / [113]

Share of battery % 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 / [113]

Methane hybrid ICE (freight) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price ke 139.0 133.8 128.8 129.7 134.3 / [113]

Service life a 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 12.9 13.4 14.0 13.9 13.4 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηbat % 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 / [113]

ηICE % 30.1 30.1 30.1 30.1 30.1 / [113]

Cap. battery kWhel 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 / [113]

Share of battery % 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 / [113]

Methane slip mgCH4/m3 500 500 500 500 500 / [122]
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Table A.10: Input parameters of motorised road transport for 2015, 2020, 2030, 2040
an 2050. iint: interest rate, fOM : factor for maintenance and operation
in % from purchase price, rP : price change factor for the purchase of a
technology or a building component, rOM : price change rate for maintenance
and operation.

BEV (freight) 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 total ref

Min. deployment % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / [113]

Max. deployment % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]

Purchase price ke 195.9 135.2 116.1 120.7 126.2 / [113]

Service life a 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 / [113]

iint % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 / [113]

fOM % 7.8 11.3 13.2 12.7 12.1 / [113]

rP % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

rOM % 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 / [113]

ηbat % 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 / [113]

ηbat % 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 / [113]

Cap. battery kWhel 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 / [113]





B Results: Thermal Power Plants

System Configuration: 85% CO2 Reduction Target
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Figure B.1: Share of installed VRE capacity from 2015 to 2050 for a 85% CO2 emission
reduction compared to 1990 values, obtained with and without the consider-
ation of ramping behaviour.
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Figure B.2: Share of installed thermal power plant capacity from 2015 to 2050 for a 85%
CO2 emission reduction compared to 1990 values, obtained with and without
the consideration of ramping behaviour. Hydrogen-based gas turbine (GT)
power plants (PP) are not installed. CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine.
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Figure B.3: Development of milage share per power train technology for a 85% CO2 emis-
sion reduction in 2050 compared to 1990 values, with and without the con-
sideration of ramping behaviour. BEV: battery electric vehicle, CNG: com-
pressed natural gas vehicle, PHEV: plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, FCEV:
fuel cell electric vehicle, ICE: internal combustion engine.
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Figure B.4: Share of heat generators for the supply of process heat from 2015 to 2050 for
a 85% CO2 emission reduction compared to 1990 values, with and without
the consideration of ramping behaviour. CHP: combined heat and power
unit, HP: heat pump, CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine.
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Figure B.5: Share of heat generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot water
from 2015 to 2050 for a 85% CO2 emission reduction compared to 1990
values, with and without the consideration of ramping behaviour. CHP:
combined heat and power unit, HP: heat pump.

System Configuration: 90% CO2 Reduction Target
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Figure B.6: Share of installed VRE capacity from 2015 to 2050 for a 90% CO2 emission
reduction compared to 1990 values, obtained with and without the consider-
ation of ramping behaviour.
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Figure B.7: Share of installed thermal power plant capacity from 2015 to 2050 for a 90%
CO2 emission reduction compared to 1990 values, obtained with and without
the consideration of ramping behaviour. Hydrogen-based gas turbine (GT)
power plants (PP) are not installed. CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine.
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Figure B.8: Development of milage share per power train technology for a 90% CO2 emis-
sion reduction in 2050 compared to 1990 values, with and without the con-
sideration of ramping behaviour. BEV: battery electric vehicle, CNG: com-
pressed natural gas vehicle, PHEV: plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, FCEV:
fuel cell electric vehicle, ICE: internal combustion engine.
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Figure B.9: Share of heat generators for the supply of process heat from 2015 to 2050 for
a 90% CO2 emission reduction compared to 1990 values, with and without
the consideration of ramping behaviour. CHP: combined heat and power
unit, HP: heat pump, CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine.
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Figure B.10: Share of heat generators for the supply of space heat and domestic hot water
from 2015 to 2050 for a 85% CO2 emission reduction compared to 1990
values, with and without the consideration of ramping behaviour. CHP:
combined heat and power unit, HP: heat pump.
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Figure C.1: Development of the degree of electrification for the sectors of the energy
system for three CO2 reduction targets compared to 1990 values. The indi-
rect electrification accounts for synthetic fuels, generated by Power-to-Gas
or Power-to-Liquid plants. DHW: domestic hot water.
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Figure C.2: Development of the milage share per power train technology for a 90% and
95% CO2 emission reduction in 2050 compared to 1990 values. BEV: battery
electric vehicle, CNG: compressed natural gas vehicle, PHEV: plug-in hybrid
electric vehicle, FCEV: fuel cell electric vehicle, ICE: internal combustion
engine.





D Results: Heat Generators and Thermal
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Figure D.1: Share of heat generators for the supply of process heat from 2015 to 2050 for
a 85% CO2 emission reduction compared to 1990 values. Heat generators
for the supply of space heat and domestic hot water are operated in a heat-
controlled (left) or power-controlled (right) way. CHP: combined heat and
power unit, HP: heat pump, CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine.





E Results: The Value of Demand-Side

Management
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Figure E.1: Development of the milage share per power train technology for a 85% CO2

emission reduction in 2050 compared to 1990 values. The yearly technol-
ogy market share of electric heat pumps (HP) and battery electric vehicles
(BEVs) is limited to 19% and 50% on the left side. BEV: battery electric
vehicle, CNG: compressed natural gas vehicle, PHEV: plug-in hybrid electric
vehicle, FCEV: fuel cell electric vehicle, ICE: internal combustion engine.

Optimised System Configuration without CO2 Reduction Target
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Figure E.2: Share of heat generators for the supply of process heat from 2015 to 2050
without consideration of a CO2 emission reduction target. The deployment
of CNG-vehicles is restricted. CHP: combined heat and power unit, HP:
heat pump, CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine.
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Figure E.3: Development of the milage share per power train technology without consid-
eration of a CO2 emission reduction target. The deployment of CNG-vehicles
is restricted. BEV: battery electric vehicle, CNG: compressed natural gas ve-
hicle, PHEV: plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, FCEV: fuel cell electric vehicle,
ICE: internal combustion engine.

Table E.1: Configuration of variable renewable energy, thermal power plants, generators
for the supply of space heat and domestic hot water and building refurbish-
ment without consideration of a CO2 emission reduction target. The deploy-
ment of CNG-vehicles is restricted. CHP: combined heat and power unit, HP:
heat pump, CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine.

Variable renewable energy Unit 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050

Offshore Wind Gwel 3.3 5.3 5.2 0.0 0.0

Onshore Wind Gwel 41.3 49.5 30.4 0.0 0.0

Photovoltaic systems Gwel 39.2 43.0 40.1 44.9 67.1

Thermal Power plants Unit 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050

Gas turbine (methane gas) Gwel 4.4 4.4 12.6 26.1 34.0

Gas turbine (hydrogen) Gwel 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

CCGT (no CHP) Gwel 16.5 15.3 12.8 8.7 4.3

Lignite PP Gwel 21.9 21.6 16.8 13.3 7.3

Hard coal PP Gwel 27.8 22.7 12.6 5.3 4.9

CCGT (with CHP) Gwel 8.9 8.9 11.0 11.1 14.4

Synthetic fuel production Unit 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050

Power-to-H2 Gwel 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Power-to-CH4 Gwel 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Power-to-Fuel Gwel 0 0 0.0 0.0 1.2

Continued on next page
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Table E.1: Configuration of variable renewable energy, thermal power plants, generators
for the supply of space heat and domestic hot water and building refurbish-
ment without consideration of a CO2 emission reduction target. The deploy-
ment of CNG-vehicles is restricted. CHP: combined heat and power unit, HP:
heat pump, CCGT: combined cycle gas turbine.

Heat generators Unit 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050

Heat grid % 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.1 14.1

Oil boiler % 23.3 23.2 23.2 23.1 23.0

Gas boiler % 52.4 52.5 52.5 52.5 52.5

Wood boiler % 6.0 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9

Gas heat pump % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Electric brine heat pump % 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.8

Electric air heat pump % 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.8

Hybrid heat pump % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Micro-CHP % 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Hydrogen fuel cell % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Methane fuel cell % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Building refurbishment Unit 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050

Fully refurbished % 33.9 34.0 34.1 34.3 34.4

Highly efficient % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Unrenovated % 66.1 66.0 65.9 65.7 65.6
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